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Abstract 

This research addresses the issue of automatically generating instructional hypermedia 

documemts (in the fonn of web sites). Our hypothesis is that, for certain types of 

hypermedia, an automated approach can produce satisfactory hypermedia applications 

more efficiently than humans are able to create them. We propose a method (APHID) 

that guides a hypamedia creator though the design process and partially automates the 

creation of hypermedia applications. Ollr method uses concept maps and instructional 

design patterns, as weU as the more wmmon domain and presentation models, to 

support paRial automation for creatiug instmtional hypermedia 

Most hypermedia application developers follow basic graphical design principles, but 

few commonly accepted principles exist fix the strucaaing of hypermedia applications. 

The design of hsmctional hypermedia imposes the additional requirement that the 

designer be expert both in hypermedia design and in instructional desiga APHID 

supports designers through the use of patterns to d e s c t l i  and clarify design concepts for 

both instructional design and intaface design. 

This thesis d e s e n i  the design and devclopmmt of the APHID approach and a 

prototype software tool that supports the development of instructional hypermedia using 

the APHID approach The hypermedia generated by APHID can be used by instructors 

in a textbook-like fhshion. The the& also presents a study in wbich web sites created 

with APHID are compared (by an independent evaluator) to web sites created by 

instructional technologists. The study shows that good instnrctid web sites can be 

generated semi-automatidy with less expenditure of time on the part of the 

instructional designer. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Inform &n and the World Wide Web 
Given the immense popularity of the web and its potentid usehhess as an information 

source, it is sllrprising that it remains one of the most underdesigned global sources of 

information available. M o d o n  on the web is difficult to find, hard to authenticate, 

and tedious to produce. The potential of the web as a resource fbr instructional use is 

tremendous. [nformation about any topic is usually k l y  available and accesslile using 

basic software, Unfommatelyy the poor design of most of the web renders it difficult to 

use in any real instructional setting. Even though the WorId Wide Web is one of the 

most readily acccsslile sources of i n f o d o n ,  because of poor design and usability it 

remains underutilized by learners; and it is learners who would most benefit from fkely 

accesstile information. 

Unfortunatelyy the poor design of web applications a f f i  Ieamers wen more than other 

kinds of users. When a Webbased hypermedia appLication is intended to be 

instructional, the quality and maintainability are even more important because the end 

users are usually unsophisticated. Instructional systems that are poorly designed often 

fail to provide my red instruction to the intended learners. Instead learners become 

hstmed and confirsed by the choices presented. Often they form no solid 

understanding of the concepts the imhwtional site is attempting to communicate. 

The problem of p r  design is exacerbated when the developers of hypermedia 

applications are not software professionals. Frequently, hypermedia application design 

has become the task of graphic artists or umtent area experts, such as instructors. 

Software professionals are d e d  in when intefactivity and scripting are required, but 

people who are untrained in software design often do the overall application design. 



Novice web developers need guidance to produce welldesigned hypermedia and that 

guidance can be partially provided through a welldefined development process. A 

flexible development process that can be used for a wide range of hypermedia 

applications is needed. 

Most hypermedia developers follow basic graphical design principles (Nielsen 1993), 

but few commonly accepted principles exist for structuring and designing the 

navigational behaviour of the hypermedia Design processes for hypermedia 

applications do exist (Isakowitz, et al. 1995), but are often tailored fbr use with 

applications having one particular purpose. When the process is applied to an 

application with a different purpose, it often no longer works effectively. Instead an ad- 

hoc application design process merges with little control for quality or maintainability. 

The resulting hypermedia application may be quite useable within a narrow set of 

purposes, but is often difficult to scale, hard to adapt for different uses and extremely 

time consuming to maintain. 

Typically we think of the purpose fbr instruction as simply to learn about a particular 

topic. While the overall goal of instruction is to cornmmkate the cbncepts within a 

wrtain domain, it also always has a secondary putpose. For example, an instntctor might 

wish to provide an overview, a review, or a detailed presentation. Goals such as those 

are the secondary purposes for instruction. The sequence in which an instructor presents 

infixmation depends both on the purpose for instruction and on the underIying structure 

of the concepts with which the instruction is concerned. Web sites that are intended to 

be instructional must reflect these differe~1t instructional purposes, as well as the 

structure of the actual material in their design and presentation. 

A design process for instructional hypermedia appIications must consider both the 

traditional approaches for designing hypermedia applications as well as the instructional 

purpose and the underlying conceptual structure of the instnrctional domain. This 

research investigates the incorporation of a concept map into the design process for 

imtmctiod hypermedia to facilitate the representation of both domain slructure and 

~ c t i o n a l  purpose. The resulting process considers traditional design issues such as 

domain modelling and user int& as well as issues of instructional design. 



1.2 Research Gml 
The goal of this mearch is to define an improved, partially automated process for the 

deve10pment of insauctional hypermedia applications. For the purposes of this 

research, iastructional hypermedia applications are d h e d  to be say hypermedia 

application that is intended to 'teach' one or more concepts. Often, but not exclusively, 

instructional applications will be implemented as tutorials. When an application is 

instructional, there is an implied 'sequence' to the concepts in the instructional domain 

and while it may be quite loosely defined, it represents one optimal path through the 

cc)nqtuaI space. Development processes for general hypermedia applications usualIy 

do not consider the paths through the material as part of the design process. This 

diffaence between instructional hypumedia and other hypermedia renders existing 

development methods inadequate. 

Instructional hypermedia has (or should have) an instructionaI purpose or instructional 

goal. Typically the goal is that the leamer should have gained some knowledge after 

working with an instructional application. One measurement of how well kamers 

understand material is to determine their ability to rec01lst~ct the concept map. 

Iastnrctional design is concerned with deciding how best to present the mncepts to give 

the learner the desired undastanding of the conceptual space. Within a hypermedia 

application, the instructional design is accomplished, in part, by arefirlly planning the 

learner's path through the material, The desired sequence is determined by the 

instructionaI purpose and by the shucture of the concept map for the iasauctional 

domain. Existing hypermedia development processes have no mechanism for 

represenring this type of conceptual infixmation in the apphcation design. 

Existing hypermedia design methods are primarily mncemed with user interface design 

and data modelling. A design method for instructional systems must also be concerned 

with the stmhm associated with the concepts in the domain of instruction and with 

representing the posslbIe instructional strategies as part of the models. This research has 

d&ed such a process. 



2.3 Anolysir and Desip ofln~trucbiollOJHypanedia 
An educational hypermedia application is any hypermedia application intended to 

provide new knowledge to the user. In that light, h o s t  every web site could be 

considered an educational application. In contrast, an instructional hypermedia 

application is one that provides a definite seqmce of instructional activities with the 

intent of imparting a specific set of knowledge to the user. Instructional hypennedia 

applications are a subset of educational applications. The design of instructional 

hypermedia is a process s h k  to the design of any hypermedia application with the 

added requiranents of providing a path through the hypermedia appropriate for 

achieving the iustnxctiona1 goal. 

Most hypermedia design methis  concmtrate on creating static models of the 

hypermedia applicatiou Other than data modelliag, the major considerations during 

design are presentation-layer decisions, sach as the placement of images and text, 

perhaps with some modelling of evmt handling at the user interface level. The 

organization of the data is considered during the design of an application, but the 

semantics of that data are not While the -on of the data, and the relationships 

between data elements, do iduaxe the structure and navigability of a web site, they do 

not give enough i n f o d o n  to make suggestions about sequencing. In order to make 

decisions about the sequencing of infinmation one needs knowledge about the semantics 

of the data. To improve the design of hstmctiod hypermedia applications, guidelines 

for determining suitable sequenm through the material are necessary. 

13.1 Models for Hgpcrmcdir Anitgsb and Design 

A hypermedia application is simply a set of individual documents linked together via 

hyperhh. The documents within a hypermedia application have some united theme, 

such as a site for a University department or a site fbr a come. Also, the documents 

within an application u d y  share common user h t e d k  elements and have a similar 

design. In s h o ~  a hypermedia appIication is a cohesive set of individual hypermedia 

documents. 



Typically the design process for a hypermedia application involves first selecting a 

topic, then creating a data model of the domain so that the static structure of the 

information is understood, and h i l l y  creating a modd of the i n t d c e  and user 

elements that will be a part of the application. The resulting application provides 

navigation options for the user based on the structure of the data The assumption made 

is that the bulk of the information within the application is well structured with 

identifiable attributes. 

Data modelling is a valuabIe method of gaining an understanding of the structure of the 

information within the instructional domain. From the data model one can determine the 

relationships among the individual data elements within the instructional domain. These 

relationships can be used to provide some of the navigation opportunities within the 

application such as allowing users to navigate from descriptions of classes to the home 

page of the instructor for the class (using the relationship classes huve instTuctors). 

Indeed, for casud users who wish to gain a general understanding of the domain, data 

model navigation may be the only type of navigation required. 

When the purpose of the site is to provide direct instruction on a particular topic or a 

particular set of skills, another kind of navigation is required. Learners are most 

succeshl in learning a set of skills or facts when concepts are presented in an 

organized and controlled fashion (Oliva 1995). In most traditional instructional 

settings (i.e. d m ) ,  the instructor sets the sequence through a given set of 

material. An experienced instnrctor is skilled at determining the best sequence for a 

particular Ieamer and commuuicating that sequence to the leamer. lnstnrctors choose 

the sequence based on the static mcture of the data, the semantics of the individual 

data elements and the needs of the learners. 

Simple data modelling does not consider the semantics of the data in an instructional 

sense. It provides a general picture of the kind of data that makes up a domain, but does 

not provide an understanding of how the domain is constructed semantically. One way 

of representing the semantic model of a domain is through a concept map. A concept 

map represents the ideas in a domain as a graph, where the concepts are nodes in the 

graph and the relationships between concepts are arcs- 



133 Patterns 

Patterns are used by the software community as  a concise method of describing the 

design (or analysis) of software. Specifically, patterns descrii  known solutions to 

common or recurring problems within the domain of software design. Their purpose is 

to facilitate accurate communication about design issues between sobare 

professionals. Catdogs of patterns are freely available fbr designers to use (Appleton 

1997)- 

The principles of patterns can be applied to the construction of instructional hypermedia 

applications. Since instructors are not often software! designers, and software architects 

are not often instructional experts, a language to W t a t e  communicating about 

hypermedia design is usem. Patterns can be developed and used to descriie the design 

of instructional hypermedia applications. Rules to govern the sequence of instruction 

can be descx i i  in terms of patterns. Each pattern, in this case, would represent a 

known 'good' solution to the problem of selecting the next important piece of 

informati011 for a particular user, given a particular instructiod p q s e .  The pattern is 

a set of guidelines for choosing the 'next' concept h m  the cuncept map. The pattern 

captures both an instructional idea and a method for expressing that idea in a 

hypermedia appiication. In this research the principles of design patterns and object- 

oriented development have been applied to the construction of instructional hypermedia 

applications. The resulting process, APHID (Applying Patterns to Hypermedia 

Instructional Design) enables a wide rauge of devetopers to apply known good solutions 

to hypermedia design problems. 

1.4 TIie APHID System 

APHID is both a process for creating instructional hypermedia and a software tool that 

enables the creation of instructional hypermedia htmctional designers begin by 

creating models of the intended htnxctiond application which are then used to 

automatidy generate the final hypermedia applications. APHID supports several 

different types of instruction (e.g., reviews, introductions) and helps designers to build 

hypermedia applications that are designed speci6dy for particular types of instruction. 



The instructional strategies and int& components used by APHID are d e s c n l  

using patterns. The use of pattern helps to ensure that both instructors and software 

practitioners have the same understanding of what effects specific features of the 

process have on the final hypennedia applications. 

I S  Research Objectives 
The generation of instructional hypermedia requires both an understanding of the 

underlying concept structure for the domain in question as wen as an understanding of 

design principles for instructional hypermedia applications. The main objective for this 

research is as follows: 

To derno~~~bate that the APHD approach to designing and producing 

instructional hypermedia can proriicce sarisfactoory hypennedirr applications 

more @ciently than h u m  me able to. 

To realize this objective several more general goals have to be met. These are: 

1. To identi@ common components within a hypermedia application intended for 

instructional use. These campncnts will be comprised of element types and 

relationship types. Any hstmctional application is composed of elements and 

relationships that are dram from this set of common components. 

2. To identify the current 'best practices' for the creation of instructional hypermedia 

applications and to codifL those practices in the foxm of pattans. Some patterns are 

design patterns, while others are instructid pattcms though the conceptual space. 

Each instructional pattern coaespands to a specific instnrctional mategy or goal. 

3. To identitjr a development approach fbr hypermedia that utilizes patterns and 

concept maps to produce wen designed hsmctionaI hypeunedia applications. The 

production of the applications is partially automated. 

4. To implement a prototype software system that embodies the APHID approach. 

5. To evaluate the implemented system to demonstrate that the research objective has 

been met. 



1.6 Outcomes 
This research has resulted in a support system for the construction of instructional 

hypermedia applications called APHID (Applying Patterns to Hypermedia Instructional 

Design). The tool provides sapport for creating concept maps and for creating the data 

elements that instantiate the concepts in the map. The concept maps are constructed to 

conform with specifications developed as of this tese9tch. 

Once concept map and data elements are identified, the tool assists the educator to build 

a Web-based instructiond hypumedia application h m  the data elements. It considers 

instructional purpose and strategy as weU as learner ability when constructing the 

application. The application is gemmed automatically using instructional patterns to 

govern the selection of concepts to be presented. 

1.7 Organization of the Thesis 
This research draws limn a number of areas in computer science including software 

engineering and hypermedia design. It also draws h the educational discipline of 

instructional design. Figure 1-1 iilustratcs tfit scope of this project The outer star 

represents distinct research areas nievlrnt to the project The middle rings repmsent 

research areas that span across other d disciplines. For instance, metrics and 

pattexns research is carried on within all £bur desip disciplines. APHID draws h m  the 

metrics and pattems research in all four areas. As can be seen fbm the diagram, the 

research is broad and cannot expect to make major contributions in all areas. The main 

contributions of this work are in the area of instruCtionaI hypermedia design and 

implementation (noted m bold on the diagram). 



Chapter two presents a survey of the relevant literature, concentrating on the areas with 

the most applicability to the research. Chapter three contains the analysis qui.red to 

Figure I-1 Scope of Research Project 

develop the APHID sobare and a more detailed description of the approach. Chapter 

four presents a detailed desaiption of the design of the prototype software. Chapter five 

desm'bes a mdy done to evaluate the effiectiveness of the APHID approach and 

presents the results of that study. The final chapter Summarizes the research and 

proposes some directions for fime work in the area 



Chapter Two 

Models for Analysis and Design 

Models are used by professionals fiom many disciplines to illustrate the details of their 

plans. Models are useful because they enable the designer to focus on salient details 

without cluttering the analysis with irrelevant b. Models are controllable, meaning 

that the uncertainty of the real world does not affect the designer's model. All 

uncettainty can be assumed away, at least for early phases of the analysis and design 

process. Models have the added advantage of improving communication between 

persons involved in the desigu. 

This chapter explores the use of models for three different domains utilizing analysis 

and design: software, hypermedia and instmtion. The chapter looks at the analysis and 

design process within each of these domains d draws some parallels between than. 

First, the area of object-oriented (00) analysis and design is explored, noting the types 

of models that are used within that pmcess. Second, analysis and design of hypermedia 

is examined and the construction of hypermedia appiications is compared to the process 

used for 00 developmeat of software. Tbjrd, the process of creating instructional 

materials is investigated. Although the field of instructional design seems, at first, much 

different h m  that of either software or hypermedia design, the processes are similar 

and the modeIs used in the latter are compatiIe with those required for the former. The 

chapter concludes with a discussion of optimal analysis and design conditions for 

instructional hypermedia materials. 

2.1 ObjecMriented Analysis a d  Design 
Software development takes many forms and f'ollows many processes- Each of these 

differe~lt processes is suitable for Wering sorts of software. Object-oriented analysis 

and design is emerging as one of the most flexible methods of designing robust, modular 



software. The process involves the use of s e v d  modek, as well as the application of 

patterns to solve well-understood problems. 

Part of the appeal of object-oriented deveIopment is that it provides an easy method of 

encapsulating parts of the system under consideration. The classes in a well-designed 

object-oriented system have clearly defined functionality and purpose within the entire 

system and are part of the structure of the system, yet they remain entities unto 

themselves (Meyer 1997). The process invoIved m creating an object-oriented software 

system transfers well to other types of dys i s  and design as well. Designers have the 

same goals regardless of the domain, to try to design components that work together 

without compromising autonomy or modularity. The reahation of these goals begins 

with modelling the system under consideration to better understand the problem and the 

possiile sofutions. 

2.1.1 Models for 00 Software Development 

Proponents of Object-oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) have created many 

diffetent types of models for softwart development. In recent years the differing 

methods have merged and now two distiact methods remain: the Unified ModeIIing 

hguage (UML) (Fowler, et al. 1997; Rational %&ware Corporation 1998), and OPEN 

(Henderson-Sellers 1998). Both of these methods make use of models to guide the 

development process. The UML is a datadriven modelling language, suitable for 

appLkations where the data determines the behaviour of the application. OPEN uses a 

responsiiility-driven modelling language (OML), more suitable fix applications where 

the intended fimtion of the application is dearly defined and the data is secondary 

(Firesmith, et al. t 998). The models m t e d  in both languages are similar and are one of 

three types: static, dynamic or presentation 

A static model defines the structure of a software system without defhhg how that 

system behaves. The static structure consists of the data types and their structure and 

how they date to one another. The static model does not incIude any description of the 

behaviour of the dif?kent kinds of data or the services required to perform the work of 



the system. The static model consists, in part, of a class diagram that details the classes 

(or concepts) involved with the software. 

A domain model is a representation of the concepts and ideas that comprise the problem 

domain. Traditionally, the domain model was the province of database designers and 

was realized in the form of an ER diagram (Chen 1976). A domain model consists of 

concepts, attriiutes and associations. Concepts represent the ideas within the domain. 

Each concept may have attributes that give more crucial information about the concept, 

and associations represent the relationships that exist between concepts. 

Within the UML, the domain model is called a Conceprual Model and is constructed to 

contain all the concepts within the domain that are relevant to the software being 

developed, including those that may ultimately not be part of the software system. A 

domain model is crucial to understanding what sorts of interactions may be necessary 

within the software system. It is also valuable as a means of defining the requirements 

for the system and communicating those requirements to users. As the design evolves, 

the static model expands to become a description of the classes that make up the 

software system including their attniutes, operations and associations. It details the 

relationships between the classes, including inheritance relationships. The static model 

may be organized by packages and may make use of templates, int- and 

stereotypes to clarifl the meaning. Usually the static model shows relationships 

between components, but not the interactions required to perform specific fimctions 

within the software system. Interactions and descriptions of system functions are 

usually d e s c r i i  in a dynamic model. 

The dynamic model of a software system illustrates the behaviour of an application. It 

represents the interactions that occur between the objects in a software application. 

Because of software complexity, all interaction cannot be shown on a single model so 

the dynamic model is fkqently organized around the intended uses of the system, or 

around the fimctions that the system will offer, W~tbin UML the dynamic model for 

Object-oriented systems includes collaboration diagrams, which illustrate how objects 

collaborate to accomplish the tasks associated with the software, activity diagrams, 



which simplifir the illustration of choice points within a process, and state diagrams, 

which show the posalbIe states of particular objects (Ode11 1998; Fowler, et al. 1997). 

The presentation model describes the Iook and hctionality of the user interfice. Most 

objectdented notations do not explicitly define a presentation model, rather the design 

of the user interface is a separate process. It is suggested that the designer should make 

use of rapid pratotyping, screen design tooh and storyboards to create a presentation 

modeL Regardless of the method for creating the presentation model, the finished 

mode1 demonstrates what the application wil l  look like and how users wil l  interact with 

it. If a prototype is crated, potential users m y  see what fimctionality the application 

will have without the need for the fimctionality to be l l ly  implemented. 

2.12 Patterns for Software Development 

P a t t m  are used within the software community to codify analysis and design solutions 

to common probIems. These patterns are examples of good design principles that can be 

applied in a particular context (Gamma, et d. 1994). Sets of patterns that are related and 

recur as soIutions to particular prob1ems form pattem languages that can be used to 

desuii  the problem solution. A deign pattem descrii a solution that has been found 

h u g h  experience, not one that is new or theoretical. Design patterns are intended to 

communicate the understandings dcveIaped by experienced software developers to 

novice and less-experienced people. 

Design pattems are concise, clear ddptiom ofsoIutiom to common problems that are 

known to be effective. A design pattem commonly consists of a textual description of 

the context, the problem and the suggested solution. Sometimes a design pattern is 

expressed more formally as an algorithm or fhgment of code. It should present a 

description of the forces to be eonsidered befbre adopting the patterns as weIl as the 

costs associated with the pattem For instance, one well known pattern, the f@e, 

suggests motivation and guidelines for providing a d o r m  interface to a subsystem of a 

wfhvare application (Gamma, et d. 1994). The h@e pattern is used fkpently for 

providing interfaces to storage classes such as database drivers. Common interfirces for 

software subsystems are not a new idea, but represent good p r o w g  practice that 



has been around for several years. The pattern just records the motivation and 

procedure for taking advantage of that knowledge. 

The use of design patterns m a software project facilitates communication between 

project members as well as saving as sc&oIding for communication between new hires 

and more experienced employees. They assist designers to create robust abstract 

designs and the designs have built-in points for expansion, In other words, the design 

pattern takes into consideration pom'ble ways that clients may wish to expand their 

software, and suggests a design that makes it relatively easy to accommodate reMvely 

major changes to the software. At the same time, the flexi'bility built in to a system 

designed using patterns is constrained to specific classes and portions of the cude, which 

restricts maintenance programmers to making modifications to a few classes. Although 

this may seem like a disadvantage at &st, the result is code that is more understandable 

and less hpented (Cline 19%). 

2.13 Software Validation 

The tenn validation, when applied to software development generally means a series of 

tests designed to show that the software built wnfom to the contract or specrfication 

that was agreed to at the beginning of the software project. Sometimes validation aIso 

invalves alpha and beta testing with USCIS to dctamine how the users react to the 

software (Pressman 1997). 

More recent validation strategies are centered on studies with users of the software. 

Such studies are less focused on whetha the software does what it was intended to do, 

and more focused on whether users can use the software s u d y .  This form of 

validation is 4 e d  usability testing and can either be done automatically (by using 

evaluation software on the software to be tested), empirically (with real users), fondly 

(with usability metrics), or infozmally (based on heuristics and ruies of thumb) wehen 

1993). When evaluating usability, automatic methods don't work w d ,  and formal 

methods are difficult to apply. Most s o h  usabiIity is evaluated using a combination 

of empirical testing and usability inspection methods (Nielsen & Mack 1994). 



Empirical evaluations can be effective, but experiments must be cafefidly designed to 

measure the desired aspects of the software and controlled to avoid cuntarmnatrn . . 
g 

results. Additionally, it is oftea difficult to find a suitable set of homogeneous users 

with whom to conduct experiments (McGrath 1995). Usability illspectiom offer a cost- 

effective method of evaluating software usability. One inspection method, heuristic 

evaluation, can be performed with a few evaluators and a short list of usability criteria 

(Nielsen 1993) 

2.2 Hpermcdlrr Annlysh and Design 
The process of developing hypermedia applications is similar to the development of any 

software applicatioa Wre software designers, hypemedia designers desire to produce 

welldesigned, easy to use applications that meet the needs of users while minimizing 

cost and prodaction time. A successll development process for hypermedia should 

include conceptual (or data) modelling, navigational design modelling, a model for nm- 

time behaviour, usa-interface design, and a method f i r  moving &om design to 

implementation (Christoldoulou, et al. 1998). Many different processes and notations 

exist for the development of hypermedia applications. Not all of these different 

approaches are based on an objectaiented metaphor, but most still use the same basic 

steps of analysis, design, and implementation. 

23.1 Models for Hypermedia Design 

Most andysis and design processes require some sort of model. Most hypemedia 

designs use much the same modeIs as typical 00 methods: data model, dynamic model 

and presentation model. The design process for welldesigned hypermedia typically 

involves first selecting a topic, then creating a data model of the domain to better 

understand the structure of the information. Often the last step in the design is the 

creation of a presentation model that descnIbes the components the user will see. 

Applications developed f'rom such a desigu provide navigation for the user based on the 

structure of the data, using the dements defined in the user interfke modeI. 



This sort of design process works well in situations whae the information supplied by 

the application is "reference" in nature. That is, the information has the same structure 

for a number of different instances, like a reference book on some topic. Web sites for 

museums are often structured in this fishion (Royal Tyrre11 Museum 1997). The 

resulting application gives the user navigational ability based on the structure of the 

data, which is appropriate for mauy different navigational purposes. For many types of 

users, this may be the only sort of navigation required. 

221.1 Domain Morlcl 

Hypermedia design processes that include a formal model of the data often work best in 

domains that can be described with a schema-like representation. These sorts of 

domains are composed of disctete 'objects' that have relationships with other objects 

and the relationships can be documented and descri'bed. The number of object types is 

limited, but there are usually many instances of each type of object. One common 

example is a personnel information system that provides information about an 

organization, its employees and departments. (3 classes, many instances). 

Two examples of hypermedia design methods with this characteristic are the 

Relationship Mmgemcnt Model (RMM) (Tsakowitz, et al. 1995) and the Object- 

oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) (Schwabe, et al. 1996). RMM was 

@tally designed for this type of domain while OOHDM utilizes the domain 

modeIling techniques of OMT (Rumbaugh, et al. 1991). Both RMM and OOHDM base 

the domain model on aggregation and abstraction hierarchies, which are most applicable 

to the structured type of domain mentioned previously. Such a model is less useful in a 

situation where each type of data (class) is represented once, but the number of diff't 

types is large. 

L2 I.2 NM&n M&l 

The dynamic behaviour of a hypermedia application is not exactly like that of an object- 

oriented application. A dynamic model of an object-oriented application shows 

coUaborati011~ between classes to accomplish a task. In the case of hypermedia 

applications, the dynamic model should represent the behaviour of the application in 

reaction to input by the user (selecting a liuk or the button that invokes a javascript 



segment, for instance). This behaviour is partially represented in what is known as the 

navigation model. Diagrams similar to UML collaboration diagrams have been used to 

represat this behaviour. Most of the behaviour wn be inferred fiom the data model and 

the relationships on the data model. 

RMM uses the relationships in the data model to suggest placement of hyperlinks within 

the hypemedia applicatioa The associative relationships in the ER diagram are 

represented as navigational s t r u m  in the hypermedia application, Three possible 

navigational s t r u m  are identified: conditional indices, conditional guided tours and 

conditional indexed guided tours (Isakowitz, et al. 1995)- 

Within OOHDM, navigational design is built using the conceptual model (domain) as a 

guide, but the methad allows for more than one navigational model for a single domain 

model (different views on the database). A set of navigational classes are defined, 

similar to the navigational elements defined for RMM. NavigationaI classes include 

nodes, links, and access stntctlaes such as guided tours and indices. Node classes 

contain a &set of the i n f i o n  about a concept in the conceptual model as well as 

authors that indicate associations with related concepts. 

A navigational cantext is simply a set of navigational classes and @ossi%Iy) other 

embedded navigational contexts. A navigational context is used to provide navigation 

through the Sonnation space based on one (or more) characteristics of the nodes. For 

example, a personnel i n f i o n  system may wish to allow users to browse the list of 

employees based on which department they work for, or based on the project to which 

they are cmentIy assigned. Each of these options is a d . m t  na-vigatiod context. A 

navigational context class defines how the node class appears within a certain context. 

The notion of navigational contexts has no direct equivalent in 00 analysis and design. 

OOHDM specifies the dynamic behaviour of the application using modified state 

transition diagrams called Navigation Charts. Navigation Charts describe the des fbr 

t ra t lsfodom that occur during link navigation (for example, does a node appear in 

the entire window, or does it pop up beside the existing window) (Schwabe, et al. 1996). 



221.3 h t s a d m  

RMM devdops the idea of a 'slice' as the preliminary presentation model. A slice 

represents some subset of the information associated with a class, presented to the user 

in meaningful chunks. The various slices of the class are grouped together with 

hyperIinks to present aII the required information about the entity- RMM also suggests 

some guidelines for creating the int& based on the data model. For instance, in the 

case where an entity htts a I-n relationship with another entity, one recommendation is 

that the hypermedia application provide a guided tour b e e n  the entities. However, if 

the number of instances on the multiple side of the relationship is largey an index is 

recommended instead. The slice diagram is combined with a more traditional 

storyboard or layout diagram for the llsa interface to wmplete the presentation model 

(Isakowik, et al. 1995). 

Within OOHDM, the presentation model uses an Abs&act Data View (ADV). ADVs 

are facades that specify the user in- component for a particular piece of 

infoxmation without giving any specifications about the data itseK The data is 

managed by an Abstract Data Object, which is in tum managed by the ADV. An ADV 

is an object, in the 00 sense, that can respond to user events and has m'butes that 

define its position, color, font, etc. A co~gmition diagram is created (within the 

abstract data model) to indicate the collaboratio~~~ between the diffkrent ADVs that 

make up a user interface (Rossi, et d. 1995). The specification of Abstract Data Views 

does not completely define how the user interface will look (in terms of Iayout) and 

must be combined with a storyboard-Iike diagram to completely illustrate the layout, 

22.2 Patterns for Hypermedia Applications 

Design patterns have the same function when designing hypermedia applications as they 

do for software design. Pa#efis for hypermedia describe Imown solutiom to common 

problems in the design of hypermedia Generallyy the description of hypermedia design 

patterns follows the same format as for software pattenrs. Pattems fbr hypermedia 

applications must, however, take into consideration many factors that do not &kt 

sohare design such as the variabIe user paths through the appIication and the 



ambiguity often associated with descriiing the data. Design patterns for hypermedia 

applications can be cIassified as either navigational, i n t e r h  or stmctud (Garrido, et 

al. 1997; Rossi, et al. 1997; Bernstein 1998). 

Navigationai pattems descriie methods of providing navigational choices to hypemedia 

users while maintaining the integrity of the models descn'bing the hypermedia 

application. Navigational patterns generally descn'be single 'units' of information be 

that a node, a page or a topic. One navigational pattern, navigational context, descriies 

how the context of a pdcdar  information item dong with contextual hyperlinks can be 

provided to the user (Garrido, et al. 1997). This is accomplished using the decorator 

pattern (Gamma, et al. 1994) without tequiring the infbmation node to maintain 

knowledge of its context. 

Interface patterns are mainly concaned with the &&ve combination of elements to 

create a single 'page' of information for the user. The pattuns address such things as 

the number of elements to present, the layout of elements and how to best communicate 

to the user what the various widgets on the page are intglded to do. An example of an 

interke pattern is link ctescination announcement which suggests that links should 

provide information about their destination to avoid the problem of users triggering links 

to undesired destinations (Nand & N a n d  1998). Like navigational patterns, interface 

patterns offer suggestions for structuring and 0-g individual units of infbrmation. 

Structural patterns take a larger view of hypermedia applications and offer suggestions 

about how the intended 'path' through the application might best be designed. Bemstein 

(1998) identifies several structural patteras. Each of the identified patterns has 

advantages and disadvantages depending on the author's intended use of the hypermedia 

application. For instance, the mirrorworld pattern descrii a hypermedia application 

that is written b m  two (or more) distinct points of view. Each point of view has the 

same stmcme and (hopefully) cross links allowing the d e r  to examine the two points 

of view more or less in parallel. Other pattems describe different sorts of paths through 

the hypermedia application. 



Similar to software design patterns, patterns for hypermedia applications are used to 

guide the mation of the models that hi a h p e d i a  application. But, unlike 

most software patterns, hypemedia application pattems can aIso be used by algorithms 

that automatidy create hypemedia applications h m  databases. The notion of 

reusable templates is one way of implementing the automatic generation of hypermedia 

using design patterns as a guide (Nand & Nanard 1998). For their project, source data 

was described using SGML. The SGML files were pmcesed using an SGML pas=, 

which created a derivation tree for the hypemedia The tree, applicable design patterm 

and navigation and presentation specifications were then submitted to a page generator 

that produced the find hypermedia page instances. 

Patterns have been identified that oodify the use of several different 'components' for 

hypermedia applications (Schwabe, et al. 1996). These patterns are concerned with the 

analysis and design of a hypermedia application fiom a static perspective. Many of the 

models associated with OOHDM identify and documeat the structure of a hypermedia 

application without addressing the behaviour of the application. The pat ten^^ BSSOCiated 

with such modeis dso iden* the structure, but not the behaviom. In many cases, some 

of the behaviour can be inferred from the sbucture, but that is insufficient for many 

Purpo== 

Presently most efforts to descni  design pattern fbr hypermedia applications have 

focused on navigational and interface pattans. The specification of structural patterns is 

more ditlicult because the perceived structure of a hypamedia application is dependent 

upon the reader's approach to the document. Structud patterns are most useful when 

the author of the hypemedia application has a prea,nceived notion of how the 

application 'should' be used Such preconception is common when the author is writing 

narrative hypertext (fiction, non-fiction and poetry) or when the hypermedia application 

is instructiona1 in nature. 

22.3 Metrics for Hypermedia 

Hypermedia is not validated in the same way that software is validated, but similar goals 

drive the search for metrics related to hypermedia. Traditional software validation is 



concerned with determining if the software product is right for the intended task. 

Typically this involves testing of the various fimctions of the software and of the user 

interf'dce to ensure that the hctions can be used correctly. 

Hypermedia metrics are concerned as well with these two dimensions, but hypermedia 

metrics must also involve an evaluation of how the use of the hypermedia application 

affects the user's work. Specifically one must evaIuate if the hypermedia application 

will be used, if it is adaptable to the different tasks that users wil l  have, if it is cost 

effective to construct, if the intended users have the skills necessary to use the 

application and if the application is 'good enough' (Wright 199 1). 

In addition to common software engineering approaches to validation, creators of 

hypermedia applications use scveraI methods to evaluate their work. The appmaches 

are varied, and cannot be easily c l d e d .  They g e n d y  fall into one of three 

categories: experiments with users, semantic aualysis, and s t r u d  analysis. Although 

each approach yields different information about the hypermedia application, the overall 

goal is still to determine if the hypermedia application is good enough, and d w q m t l y  

to use the infonnatim to make the application better. 

The next few sections discuss methods that are n d y  used to create hypermedia 

applications that conform to particular characteristics. The same methods of generating 

'good' hypermedia applications can be used to evaluate existing hypermedia as long as 

the data required to perform the requid calculations is avaiIable. 

22.3.1 uiersludirs 

Any &&ve software validation exercise must include some sort of d u a t i o n  of the 

use of the software by users. As opposed to software validation, the evaluation of 

hypermedia applications requires even more attention to how the user works with the 

application, because rarely is the hypennedia application specified in enough detail to 

validate h n  specifications. As a dt, significant effort is expended providing tools 

and techniques for hypermedia users to try, and then dysing their effects on the user's 

effectiveness with the hypermedia 



Earlier research into how users interact with hypermt focused on the process of 

choosing and traversing hyperlinks to determine if the hypertext 'worked' for the users 

Wright 1991). In one study, novice users of hypermedia identified eight different 

types of links within hypemedia (eg. sequentid, compsrative, causal), however little 

has been done to detemine which of those types of links makes the hypexmedia 

application work more effectively (Harmon & Dinsmore 1992). Much of the modem 

work on user interactions with hypermedia comes not from researchers wishing to 

validate hypermedia applications, but hm resemhets of user modelling who wish to 

understand user interactions with hypermedia applications in order to create a model of 

the user. Although at fkst this does not seem to have much to do with the measurement 

of hypermedia applications, the whole purpose of the user model is to allow 

customization of the appIication to the user. In other words, a user model is intended to 

be used to make the hypermedia application better (for a particdar user) so the methods 

used to learn about user modelling in hypermedia can also be used to evaluate 

hypermedia applications. 

Validation of user interactions with hypermedia is limited by what can be observed, 

either directly or through somt sort of monitoring. One observable characteristic of 

users is the path they take through a hypermedia application User browsing pa#ems 

form the basis of many &ms to determine the efktiveness of a hypermedia 

application. A record of user browsing behaviout bugh a hypemedia application 

allows comparison of different users and c M c a t i o n  of those users into groups. One 

method of classifying users relies on a longest wmmon subsequence algorithm for 

determining the similarity of one path through the hypermedia to a t h e r  path (Sun & 

Cbing 1995)- Diffaent users of the same hypermedia application should have similar 

paths through the hypemedia, if their parposes and skill levels are relatively equal. If 

their paths vary markedly, it is possi'ble that the hypemledia application is not quite 

right. 

A second approach to using browsing history as a tool for improving a hypermedia 

application considers not the patb through the hypermedia, but the material viewed by 

the user (Yan, et d. 19%). Each page the user acwsses, along with the approldmate 



time spent on the page is represented as part of a vector. The vectors fhm different 

users are clustered and the clusters are used as classifications for the users. From a user- 

modelling viewpoint, the user of the hypermedia system is monitored and cIassidied and 

then the hypermedia application can be modifled to better suit that user. From a 

hypermedia validation viewpoint, users with the m e  purpose and background skill set 

should fdl into the same category when the clustering is done. 

223.2 &maudk An+ 

In addition to determining that the hypermedia application works as intended for users, 

it is important to ensure that the application conveys the intended meaning cohesively to 

the user. This means that each node in the hypermedia application must have links to 

other semantically related nodes, but usually not to nodes that are semantically unrelated 

(or to few unrelated nodes). Most often the creator implicitly defines the meaning of a 

hypertext application as links are created in each individual node. The semantic analysis 

of manually created hypermedia systems is usually done by traversing each link to 

determine if the link fits with the intended meaning of the application. 

The idea behind semantic analysis is to detamine if two nodes of the hypermedia 

system are similar enough to warrant a hyperlink between them. Semantic Baalysis of 

hypermedia applications has all the same challenges as full text information retrieval: 

the indexing of the document set is time and space inefficient, it is difl6cult to m- 

effectiveness, and formulating queries is often hard fin users (Wton, et al. 1994). 

Often, semantic analysis is done when the hypermedia is being generated dynamically, 

perhaps as a result of a user query (Bodner, et al. 1997). The analysis is done using fdl 

text re&vaI engines, such as INQUERY (Callan, et aI. 1992) or more common vector 

based engines. In this case the analysis is done to determine the similarity of a 

document to a very provided by the user. The similarity measure determines whether 

or not the document is presented as a result to the query. 

Another use for measures of similarity is to determine the similarity between two 

documents. (Broder, et aI. 1997) use a clustering algorithm on the syntax of documents 

dong with measures of syntactic resemblance to identify documents that are 

syntactically similar. This information is used to locate documents from the web that 



are dupiicated in many places. While this approach does not lead to an identifmtion of 

sanantic closeness, the clustering approach to grouping large quantities of documents is 

interesting (the test case was 30 million web pages) and it is likely that some measure of 

semantic closeness could be used in a similar fashion. 

Any automated approach to measuring and evaluating the semantics of a hypermedia 

application is going to rely on measures of similarity. Presently semantic indexing is 

not being used to validate hypermedia applications, so the issue of which approach is 

most suitable is an open research question. The M-text retrieval approach is time 

constsmjng, but may be simplest for a validation activity that does not require real-time 

responses. On the other hand, a clustering approach may be more effective. 

2233 Stnrchrd A- 

By far the simplest metrics to calculate for hypermedia applications are those that use 

the application structure. A hypermedia application can e d y  be represented as a 

directed graph and all of the algorithms for working with dhcted graphs can be applied 

The metrics found through such analysis can be used to validate the hypermedia 

application. 

The most obvious characteristic that can be determined h m  the topobgy of the 

directed graph is the number of arcs connected to each document in the application. 

Many analyses of hypermedia topology begin with an examination of indegree and out- 

degree because they are measures that are straigh~omard to determine. Unfortunately, 

a simple count of degree does not give much information about the documents in a 

hypermedia application. Intuitively, one would expect that documents with large in- 

degree would be documents with high relevance to the application. This approach has 

difEcuIties however, not the least of which is the problem of determining what a large' 

indegree might be. Large is a relative measure that changes with the application. 

Nonetheless, topological analysis continues to *be the focus of many researchers, 

possi'bIy because the algorithms for analyzing graph structures are well known and well 

understood. The remainder of this section looks briefly at several different approaches 

to measuring hypermedia through structural analysis. 



A topology matrix is an adjacency matrix that represents a collection of web pages. A 

topology matrix can be used in conjunction with usage information about hquency and 

entry point to create a feature vector for each document in the collection Feature 

vectors include information about size, in-links, out-lids, fresuency of requests, entry 

points, textual similarity and depth. Categories of documents, such as home page, 

r e f m c e  page, and index page, are identified prior to the analysis and the expected 

weights for documents in that category are set. When the process finishes, the 

documents in a collection are classified 8ccordi.g to the previously identified categories 

(Pirolli, et al. 1996). 

Mukherjea and Foley calculate the importance of a web page using comectedness 

measures (Mukherjea, et al. 1995). In addition to indegree (I) and outdegree (O), two 

additional notions of comectedaess are introduced to determine the importance. 

Secondorder connectedness (SOC) is the number of pages that can be reached h m  a 

page by following at most two links, and back secondsrrier connectedness (BSOC) is 

the number of pages that can reach a particular page using at most two links. The 

importance of a page p is given by: imp(p) = (I,,%) wtl + (SOC + BSOC)*wQ, 

where wtl and wt2 are arbitrary weights chosen so that (wtl + wt2 = 1). 

Restricting topological anaiysis to explicit hyperhks may miss some important 

structural infannation contained in the hypermedia collection, especially within the 

context of the web (Spertus 1997). A set of heuristics can be used to mine extra 

structural info~mation h within a web site to determine how documents relate 

structurally to one another independent of the hyperlinls they contain. Several classes 

of links are used to make infmces about the type of page that is r e f m a d  For 

instance, spatial links are used to guess at the similarity of two documents. One heuristic 

states: 'Tf If Ul and U2 appear heaf each other on a page, they are iike1y to have 

War topics or some other shared characteristic" (Spertus 1997). 

This heuristic could be used, for instance, to determine that the URLs in a bulleted List 

on a web page were aII related to one another m same way, but that they were not 

necessarily related to the URLs in other bulleted lists on the same page- A number of 

differeflt heuristics are used to identify a variety of implicit link types in hypermedia 



pages. The different kinds of links are identified using SQUEAL, a relational database 

system for managing WWW structural information (Spertus 1998). The process can be 

used to determine similarity among documents or to find documents with speciaLized 

information within a hypermedia application. 

A potentially useful attriiute of hypermedia applications is the measure of how far. a 

page is h m  any other page in the application. One can calculate a distance matrix for 

any directed graph by a number of shortest path algorithms (Horowitz & Sahni 1978). 

The difficulty with using standani shortest path algorithms is that the entries for 

documents that are not connected are infinite. Infinite numbers are problematic in any 

sort of calculations with the distance matrix. 

One solution to the infinite distance problem is to create a converted distance matrix that 

substitutes the m t e  entries for a carefidly selected constant (BoMogo, a al. 1992). 

From the distance matrix one can determine the centrality of a node. A node with high 

centrality must be able to reach all (or most) of the other nodes in the hypermedia and 

must be relatively close to the otha nodes. Two types of centrality can be calculated 

h m  the converted distance matrix, relative out centrality (ROC' and relative in 

centrality WC). Relative out centrality is a normalized summation of the distances 

h m  a page to all other pages. Similarly, relative in centrality is the normalized 

summation of the distances firom all other pages to a particular page (Rivlin. et al. 1994). 

The centrality of nodes can also be used to help automatically determine the hiaarchy 

structure of the entire hypermedia application (Botafbgo, et aI. 1992). First, a highly 

central node is selected as the root node. Next, hyperlinks within the application are 

classified as either snucmal (part of the hierarchy) or ms-refetential (not part of the 

hierarchy). The ~Iassification is accomplished by finding the spanning tree of the graph 

representing the application using a bread-first search. All arcs that are pat  of the 

spanning tree (the shortest paths) are hierarchical links, other arcs are cross-referential 

links (Botafogo, et aL 1992). 

Several alternates to hierarchical structure exist in hypermedia One possibility is to 

view the site as a collection of hub pages that refe~e~lce a collection of authority pages. 



A good hub page is one that points to several authority pages, and a good authority is 

one that is pointed to by several hub pages. Authorities and hubs are found iteratively 

using in-degree and outdegree to adjust the authority and hub weight of each page. The 

iterative weight-assignment algorithm was used on the results of a broad Alta Vista 

search to fmd pages within the results that were more authoritative than other pages. 

The results h m  this test were good, the algorithm correctly identified authority pages 

most of the time (Heinberg 1998). 

2.3 Instructional Design 
Instructional Design is the process of selecting and organizing (and evaluating) methods 

of instruction and materials for learning (Reigeluth 1983; Seels & Richey 1994). Good 

instructional design results in a set of materials that helps a learner efficiently and 

effectively reach the learning goal. Instruction can be separated into two processes: 

understanding the content and understanding the presentation, (Wasson (Brecht) 1990) 

During instruction, educators use their understanding of the content and presentation to 

create! a learning environment for students. Instruction is always a planned activity 

(Corey 1971). Even impromptu lessons must be prepared for and planned for, although 

much of that planning comes as a result of the basic preparedness of a good instructor. 

Learning theorists are divided about the 'best' way to provide instruction. Objectivists 

claim that knowledge can be broken down into concepts, kcts and behavioural steps. 

Jnstn~ctioa, to an objectivist, is simply the organized presentation of the various 

knowledge components. The presentation must consist of some opportunity for the 

~~er to practice the skills with guidance h m  the instructor. Constructivist learning 

theorists, on the other hand, believe that understanding of subject matter is constructed 

individually by each learner and that of paramount importance is the context in which 

the learner works, the authenticity of the learning task, and collaboration with other 

learners (Jonassen 199 1; Wasson 1996). And finally, cognitivist learning theorists are 

more concerned with the meaning of learning and with the construction of a mental 

model or schema about the domain of instruction (Chitrenky 1996). For example, an 

objectivist might be comfortable creating drill and practice software for chiIdren to learn 



mathematics because the presentation of the content could be strictly controlled and the 

pmctice wdd be monitored and guided carefdy. A constructivist might think that 

mathematics drill and practice lacks authenticity and that learners wouid be better to 

spend their time in tasks that are more consistent with real-world applications of 

mathematics. A cognitivist would want to help the learner understand the components 

or ideas that make up the particular mathematid topic aud to ensure that the learner 

built up a notion of how that topic is related to other mathematical topics. 

Most computer-based tutoring systems are designed to teach procedures and facts and 

based on an objectivist view of instruction. Many 'exploration' type educational 

computer programs are designed to teach concepts and ideas, and to assist lezimets to 

build up their knowledge of the domain through free exploration of the computer- 

created environment (Oliver 1995). Many of these & exploration type of 

environments are based on constructivist and cognitivist views of learning. 

23.1 Modcis for Instructional Design 

instructional systems development is the design of development of instructionat 

mataids. It consists of more or leas the same basic phases as computer systems 

development: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation ( M d  

1996). Mrwtional Design theories abound, each with its specialized approach to 

iastructim Theories on instructional design attempt to describe how to approach 

btmction in a methodical and organid hshion. Traditional approaches to 

hshuctional design parallel traditional watdall approaches to software design, often 

with the same d t s ,  a working systan that doesn't meet the needs of the intended 

audience (Widson, et al. 1993). As a result of both the timitations of a linear 

development approach and the divergence of instructional design theories, mauy new 

approaches to creating instructid materials have been proposed. Some of the new 

approaches are encapsulated as theories on instructional design which provide 

guidelines about how instruction should be done, and some are given as methods or 

technoIogies to assist with actually creating instructionaI materials (Willson 1997). 

Regardless of theory, the design of instnrction requires, as a minimum, that the designer 



consider the content, the sequencing of the material, and the presentation. Even these 

minimalist considerations result in models that parallel the models used fbr 00 software 

development (conceptual, dynamic and presentation). 

2.3.1.1 Content 

The content model for an instruction co~esp0nds in part to the conceptual model for a 

software system. Many poss'bilities exist for creating content models including the 

common technique of building a concept map for the domain of instruction- 

A concept map is a representation of the concepts in a particular domain. These 

concepts, as well as their relationships to other concepts can be depicted in same 

meaningful (usually graphical) format (kaner 1997). As a minimum, a concept map 

contains concepb and connections. An example of a minimalist concept map is shown 

in Figure 2-1. More often, the relationships incIude, but are not limited to, aggregation 

and abstraction relationships. This makes possiilble the expression of spcEiaIized 

relationships between concepts. Another digereme h r n  conceptual models of software 

systems is that the notion of concept is not as rigorously defined as the notion of class. 

A concept can be similar to a class, but a concept could also encompass htances hm a 

number of classes. For instance, the concept of &to-saucnaes contains instances like 

stock, me, list etc. It wouId be relatively simple to create a data structure class and 

represent each of the instances given as members of that class. The concept of sorting 

however, might also contain the instance tree, but would also contain btrbble sort. Tree 

and bubble sort are cIearly not the same class, but do belong to the same concept within 

a certain context. Allowing far many different levels of abstraction hdhta a finer 

description of the semantics of the domain. A concept map allows discussion about 

some of the ~ematltics associated with a particular domain without ( n d y )  needing 

the data elements that instantiate the concepts, 



A concept map, for an instructor, represents a problem domain that will be partially 

presented to Iearners during the course of instruction DiEemt models of instructional 

design propose different steps and activities to present the map to the learner. For 

exampIe, in one model, the key activities during hstmctional design are to determine 

how many of the domain concepts to present to the learners, in what order to present 

them, to what level of detail they shodd be presented, and what activities should 

accompany the presentation (Menill 1998). The putpose for the instruction, along with 

information about the learner's needs and abilities detedne the quantity, sequence, 

Figure 2-1 Exmnpfe Concept Mop 

depth and activities. An instructor who desires to provide a review will teach differentIy 

than one presenting new materid, even to the same students. Howevery an instructor 

who is providing a d e w  will ham! much the same approach to communicating the 

concepts within the instnrctiond domain as any other instructor teaching a review. 

An atternate method of modehg content for instructional p q s e s  is demonstrated in 

Instructional Transaction Theory m. The models used in TIT' are intended to add 

richer semantic iaformatiou to the domain model for an iastructiod hypemdia system 

(Merrill1996). When designing aa instructional system using IlTY the designer creates 

knowIedge objects that are simiIar to concepts in a concept model. The major diflkmce 

is that knowledge objects contain information about other objects that are related, in a 



variety of ways, to the current object. It also contains descriptions of activities and 

processes that are associated with the knowledge object (Merrill 1998). 

2.3.1.2 I n s t ~ c r i o d  S m q @ ~  

InstructionaI strategies are the implementation guidelines for instructional design 

theories. Each instructional designer has a favoured design theory along with. a 

preferred set of instructional strategies. Af€er the content is selected, the essential 

elements of instruction are guidauce, practice and presentation (Merrill 1998). The 

complexity of instructional strategies is as varied as the number of strategies. Some 

strategies are more conducive to construction of meaning, while others favour direct 

instruction (Wilson 1997). The diffices between the strategies center around what 

kind of material is being presented, when to provide guidance to the learner, what form 

the guidance should take, how much and what kind of practice to give, and how best to 

present new knowledge to leaners. 

The nature of the content is passiily the most impoxtaut aspect to consider when 

choosing an instructional strategy. If the material is new to the learner, or is of a sort 

that involves practicing small steps or procedures to accompIish a larger goal, an 

instructional strategy that is instructor-dincted is indicated. However, if the learning 

goal is to develop high-level concepts or understandings, an instructional strategy 

focused on knowledge construction is fec~mmended (Oliver 1995). 

The amount of learner guidance given can range h r n  rigidly controlled sequencing of 

information to occasional suggestions about which information might be interesting or 

useful to pursue next. The amount of guidance required depends heavily on the 

content. A learner trying to master a complicated sequence would require more 

guidance than one who was simply browsing for interesting information. 

Presentation of instruction is partially determined by the htn~ctional strategy chosen 

and partially influenced by basic usability considerations. An instructional strategy that 

suggests that material be given to the learner in small sections in a prescrii  sequence 

will also suggest a presentation style that is compatiile with small information elements. 

Critical to learner comprehension are the structure of the material, and the readability of 



any text That is, the material should have a readily identifkble structure that learners 

can use to form concepts, and any text provided to learners must be easy enough for 

them to read, and ideally provide aids to comprehension, for example, a glossary (Oliver 

1995)- 

23.2 Patterns for Instruetiona 1 Design 

The education community has begun to descriie educational practices using patterns 

(Anthony 1995; Manns 1998). Patterns are suited to the description of educational 

practices because, like software development, there are few exact rules for creating good 

instruction but many good practices that evolve out of the experiences of educators. The 

good practices are handed down verbally to novice instructors, but a --based 

descTiption lends some formality to the sharing of idonnation Educational pattems 

d e s a i  approaches to structuhg instruction within a classroam setting. They provide 

suggestions for instructional strategies that work for particular types of instructional 

gods given content with certain characteristics. For instance, one pattern descri'bes 

how to approach the teaching of matexid that consists of a number of equally important 

concepts, ail of which are interdependent (Anthony 1995). The instructional god for 

this pattern is an in depth understanding of the material and the driving chataaeristic of 

the data is that it is interdependent. 

One common instructional sequence contains nine identiliable elements or steps (Gape, 

et al. 1988). Educators using this sequence first motivate the learning then provide an 

overview of what is to be leamed. Learners are then given a review of the knowledge 

they aIready have prior to the actual instraction of the new mccpts. After instruction 

the learners participate in guided practice with feedback h m  the instructor, are tested 

on their new knowledge and then either mediated or given enrichment. While this 

sequence is used extensively by educators, it is less commonly used by designers of 

hypumedia instmctional materials (Ritchie 8t H o f h  1996). These kinds of 

sequences can be represented as pa#erns and psed by hypexmedia application designers 

to create instructional hypermedia and to communicate with instructional designers 

about what the hypermedia application is designed to accomplish. 



2.4 Supporting the Design of I ~ c n i o n a I  H-edia Materirrls 
An educational hypermedia application is any hypermedia application intended to 

provide new knowledge to the usa. Instruction, however, is more a process of guiding a 

leaz~ler through a set of information by providing the informatioa in predetermined 

units in a specific sequence, punctuated with activities to support learning (Ritchie & 

H o f h m  1996). An instructional hypermedia application then, is one that provides a 

definite sequence of instruction with the intent of imparting a specific set of knowledge 

to the user. Instructional hypermedia applications are a subset of educational 

applications. Their design is similar to the design of any hypermedia application with 

the added requirements of providing an appropriate sequence through the hypermedia 

and ensuring that the units of idbrmation presented are appropriately sized for the 

intended learners and the ltaming goal. 

2.4.1 Models for InstrudonaI Hypermedia Applications 

The identification of concept sequence and semantics is a process kpently forgotten 

or ignored in hypermedia analysis and dkga It is, however, an activity that is rapired 

for the construction of instructid hypermedia applications. The identification of the 

knowledge to be taught and its charactaistics is one of the two main steps in 

instructional design (Merrill 1998). W e  the knowledge is usually identified and 

modelled when creating hypemedia, the sequence of instruction for the individual 

pieces of knowledge often are not. In addition to conceptual, navigation and presentation 

models, designers of hructional hypermedia require a model that assists than with the 

d&gn of the sequence. This model is called asemantr'c model. 

A semantic model, for hypamedia designers, is essentially the same as a conceptual or 

domain model. For instructionai design, however, it is slightly different. A semantic 

model is the model that allows the instruEtor to design the sequence of instruction to 

accomplish the instmctional goal. One approach is to try to capture the activities 

associated with teaching in a separate model. This results in a broad model of 

instruction that includes information about teachiag acts such as evaluation and practise, 

but oftea doesn't link the tegching elements directiy to the content bkng taught 



(Vassileva 1995). Semantic modelling is typically not considered when designing 

hypermedia applications. Usually the conceptual model provides enough semantic 

information. The navigationd design can be adequately defined h m  the domain mode1 

and no further modelling occurs. However, if the navigation depends on the meaning of 

individual instances of concepts, rather than an abstract understanding of the domain, a 

more detailed analysis of the semantics must be performed. 

This sequence can be represented as an addition to the navigation model for the 

hypermedia application or, the two types of navigation can be represented independently 

as data model mguf ion  and seqicential nuvzgarion (Frohlich & Nejdl 1998). Data 

model navigation is the navigation provided by the links within the conceptual model. 

Sequential navigation is navigation tbat is designed to present topics in a particular 

sequence. The sequencing of instruction is dependent upon the instructional strategy 

selected by the instructor. Given a particuiar instructional strategy, predictions can be 

made about appropriate sequencing of information in an instructional hypermedia 

application based on the learning goal selected by the leamer or the organization 

inherent in the domain of insmaion. Altanativcly, the sequence can be imposed 

externally by the instructor. 

ln most traditional instructional situations, the instructor sets the sequence through a 

given set of material. An e x p e r i d  insauetor is skilled at modelling the instructioaal 

domain to identify the relevant concepts and examples and then determining the best 

sequence to present the information for a given student (or set of students). Instructors 

select the presentation sequence based on both the structure of the knowledge that 

camprises the subject area, the d c s  associated with the individual pieces of 

knowledge, and the background of the stadent(s) being instructed. 

The domain model for a hypermedia system considers the structure of the data in terms 

of associations between data dements of different types. It provides a general picture of 

the kind of data that makes up a domain, but docs not provide an understanding of how 

the domain is best presented instrutionally. En instructional hypermedia design, the 

semantics of the data, with respect to instructional sequencing, can be represented in a 

separate model, using a concept map (Paqpette & Girard 1996). This semantic mode1 



provides a bridge between the individual data elements, which are cumbersome to work 

with during the design process, and the other models of the application which provide an 

understanding of how the navigation through the application occurs, yet have no 

representation of the instructional requirements. 

Presently few modelling techniques exist for creating a model of the semantics for 

instances of concepts. One case where a form of semantic modelling occurs is when 

documents are indexed to determine the similarity of two hypermedia documents. The 

indexing is usually done using some sort of measure of semantic closeness and the result 

is a representation of the semantics of an entire hypermedia application with respect to 

some base document (or other documents in the application). These types of models 

are most often used as information retrieval tools rather than as supports for application 

design. Most modeIs of this type are really measures of syntactic similarity rather than 

semantic similarity due to limitations in full text recr>gnition mftware (Broder, et al. 

1997). 

2.43 GaidtKnes for Instmctiond Hypermedia 

Generally, guidelines for creating instructional hypermedia are the same as the 

guidelines for creating any hypetmedia Thc focus must be on good user-interface 

design and basic usability (Schueidexman 1997). The difference between instructional 

hypermedia and other hypermedia is that the forma is intended to convey specific 

knowledge to the user of the hypermedia application. In other words, instructional 

hypermedia must educate or teach in addition to being a good hypermedia application. 

Hypemedia applications are examples of co-ctivist and cognitivist approaches to 

learning combined. Learning of a topic is seen as the fbrmation of a model of the 

subject by sIowly building howledge through working with the application (Eklmd 

1995). The applicatim provides as realistic a set of infMmation as possible to simulate 

red experiences with the information. The instructional designer must, h m  tbis 

perspedve, caremy organize the instmctional application so that it conveys to the 

leamer the desired view of the domain of instruction without restricting the leamer to a 

tour-like environment with no (or few) choice points. 



The considerations for creating instwtioaal hypermedia include an analysis of the 

content, seIection of the instructional strategy, and consideration for the learner's 

background and capabilities. These are all issues that any instructor considers when 

creating instructional materials. Designers of instructional hypermedia must additionally 

consider issues of stmme, navigation, orientation and hgmmtation (Oliver 1995). 

The s t w t m  of a hypermedia application is essentially one of three variants: linear, 

h i m h i d  or web. There are several variations and combinations of these three 

structures that are aIso used within applications. The instructional designer must choose 

the general structure that best supports the learning goal for the application. A linear 

structure is suitable for when the Ieaming goal is specific, such as learning a particular 

procedure. The hiefarchid and web structures are more suitable when the learning goal 

is more general. Variants on the three structures provide for gods that fidl somewhere 

in the middle. 

Navigation is a consideration that designers of printed instructional marerial deal with 

only tangentially. hst~ctional hypermedia designas must provide enough navigational 

oppommities in the application for usas to use the application, yet must not clutter up 

the interface with so many choices that the usa becomes wnfused or overioadd For 

example, users need to have some method of maintaining their orientation within the 

hypermedia application. They need to know 'where' they are in the application relative 

to some known starting pint or kdmark. If the tool that helps them maintain 

orientation is complex or difEcult to use, either they won't use it, or the overhead of 

learning to use the orientation facility will outweigh the benefis of having it in the first 

place. 

The final consideration identified by Oliver (1995) is hgmentaton Fragmentation is 

essentially a readability issw, but is somewhat unique to hypermedia Because 

information is presented as a series of nodes in hypermedia, o h  the context of 

association is lost when moving fiom one node to another. The d t  is ratha Iike 

reading a disjoint set of idomation h n  small index cards. The cohesion of the 

narrative is lost when it is divided into nodes. Methods of coping with hgmentation 



include using the information in the hypedink to emphasize the association between the 

two nodes, or to display nodes together to maintain some context (Oliver 1995). 

2.43 Creating Instructional Hypermedia 

Design support for the creation of instructional hypermedia must provide assistance for 

designing and building hypermedia as well as for the pedagogical decisions that must be 

made. The systematic approaches to hypermedia design noted in Section 2.2 provide 

modelling support for data model navigation but not for sequential navigation. 

Conversely, many support tools for the design of educational hypermedia assist with 

sequential navigation design at the expense of developing a rich data model to allow for 

data model navigation (Frohlich, et al. 1997). A hybrid approach to the design and 

deveIopment of instructional hypermedia is needed- 

As a minimum, the approach must allow the instructional designer to model the 

curriculum sequence as well as the structure of the data that will make up the 

application. The sequencing modeIs must consider many different aspects of the 

Ieaming task including the identification of the Ieaming god and the sequence of 

infbrmatim presented to explain one sub-goal (Brusilovsky 1999). Since object-oriented 

analysis and design has a rich set of models capable of qmsdng  a wide variety of 

information, it seems plausiile that a successu approach would draw upon the models 

h object-oriented analysis d design while incorporating current practices from 

instiuctional design. 

The aeatim of instructional hypermedia mpim that the designer be expert in both 

hypemedia development and instntctional design- Software support for insaactional 

designers fails into four categories: authoring systems for computer-based educationat 

caurseware, independent tooIs for specific design tasks (content modelling for example), 

expert systems to provide automation and advice for the design process, and general 

design tools that incorporate limited instructiond design knowledge (Paquette & Girard 

1996). Many systems designed to support the d o n  of instructional hypemedia, such 

as WebCT (Goldberg & S a k i  1997), provide support for record keeping Leama 



tracking and data management without providing any support for the design of the 

hypemedia application. 

The most significant disadvantage of many instructional hypermedia designlauthoring 

systems is the support of only a m w  set of educational strategies. Another 

disadvantage is that the entire development process for courseware is not integrated. 

MISA is a integrated toolkit for engineering learning systems intended to address the 

limitations of existing tools for the deveIopment of educational materials (Paquette, et 

al. 1W8). MISA is much more than a development system for hypermedia applications, 

in fitct it has no direct support for hypermedia development. It is more a computer- 

supported development methodology fbr instruction. It has strong support for the 

structured development of broad instmtional courses, but less for the development of 

the components that make up a course. 

MISA approaches the development of instruction fiom an objectsriented sobare 

engineering viewpoint. The development process is decomposed into a series of inter- 

related tasks that focus on the creation of a knowledge model, a pedagogical model that 

reptesents the learning events at a course grauularity, and a media model that descrii 

how the different types of media are created. The thre!e models used in MISA 

correspond roughly to the conceptual, dynamic aud presentation mod& used for 00 

software development. 

MISA also contains no assistance for the designer about what makes 'good' instruction, 

just advice about how to document the d o n  of instruction. MISA cannot presently 

be used to guide an instructional designer through the creation of a good hypermedia 

application. As instructiond devebpment tools are created with an awareness of 

instractional design theory and offer more assistance to the designer, they aIso become 

less neutraI in terms of how instruction is paceived. A tool that offers advice about 

sequencing of information and presentation styles has built-in instructional strategies 

that form the basis of the advice. As long as kc' instructional designer is comfortable 

with the strategies that are part of the design tool, it works well. Instructional 

designers must wefully select toois that match their own views on instruction. 



The KBS Hyperbook system recommends fbur models for the development of adaptive 

instructional hypennedia applications: a domain model, a navigational model, a 

visualintion mode1 and a user model (Fmhlich & Nejdl 1998). A static (non-adaptive) 

application can be constructed using all but the user model. A hyperbook is a collection 

of hypemedia documents, organized to allow both data model and sequential 

navigation. The data model navigation is determined hm the conceptual model for the 

domain, which is created using an enhanced ER model. Multiples in a Im association 

have an additional key to indicate their relationship to the other multiples in the 

association. Navigation is determined h the domain model. 1: 1 associations are 

translated into bidirectional hypedhh Hyperbook off= several different types of data 

model navigation through a lrm association: indices, guided tours, indexed guided tours 

and cross-ref-& indices. 

Sequential navigation is provided in the form of a reading sequence, which is also 

determined h m  the domain model. A concept is chosen as the beginning of the 

sequence and a depth 6rst traversal of the graph representing the domain is performed. 

The sequence of the traversal is the reading sequence for concepts. The sequence of 

objects in a lm (or nm) association is determined fi.om the additional key mentioned 

previously. The result is a hypermedia application tbat offers both navigation based on 

the data model for the domain, and a Iimited farm of sequential navigation in the form 

of a reading sequence. The reading sequence represents only one specific instructional 

strategy. The hypehook system does not allow for variations in the method of 

determining the sequential navigation (Fmhlich, et aI. 1997). 

An alternative to insrnrctional design toois with built-in knowledge about instruction 

(and instructional sequence) is to create tools that can learn new instructional strate@es. 

As the instTuctional designer becomes M a r  with difkent strategies, the design tool 

can have the Stfategis added to its repertoire and begin to incorporate them into the 

advice system. Id Expertw is an adaptive instmctiod development tool that modifies 

the instructional strategies on-the-fly as the leaner works with the system based on the 

learner's interactions with the system (Merrill 1997). While the system does try to 

modify the instructional strategies, its advice is limited to selections h m  its original set 



of strategies. Id Expertm creates instructional hypermedia using Instructional 

Transaction Theory 0 as the basis for modelling. I'IT based modeIs are good for 

sequentid navigation but provide a limited set of data on which to base data model 

navigation. 

Another system, M** allows instructional designers to created hypermedia 

applications based on a hierarchical mode1 of infbrmaton (Murmy, et al. 1998). 

MetaLinks doesn't use an explicit conceptual model, instead individuaI fdes are the 

atomic units of idonnation and the orgaaiation of the infbmation is assumed to be 

hiefarchid. MetaLinks uses a depth first search to create instructional materials for 

leamen and allows the instmctiod designer to tailor the information presentation 

through userdefined link types. One intensting feature of MetaLinks is the capacity fot 

instructors to control the depth of traversal of the information hierarchy and for learners 

to request additional depth. In effkct this allows the instructional pian to be modified 

dynamicalIy (Murray, et al. 1999) although the strategy used to create the materials is 

always depth first through the hierarchy. 

The designers of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) take a slightly diffknt orpproach to 

the creation of hshuctional hypamedia. The goal of most KS designers is to automate 

the ins&uction fix @c, pal-ariented tasks. Otten, but not always, these tasks are 

behaviod in natrrre, such as instnretion on the o w o n  of electtonic devices- As a 

result, ITS designers represent the instructional domain as a series of concepts that b d d  

up to an undemtandhg of a final, goal canccpt 

One such system, the Dynamic Course Generetor (DCG), builds a model of the domain 

and uses that mode1 to automatically create tutorials h r  learners (Vassileva 1995). DCG 

represents the concept stnrcture separately fiom the mataids and the come is 

generated by applying dgorithms to the concept strpcmre. The algorithms for course 

generation also take into account the system's intanaI knowledge about instruction. 

The DCG includes the notion of codifying knowledge about w o n  to allow the 

ruies to be used to generate ins tmct id  materid. DCG uses discourse rules to 

constrain and de&e the find hypermedia tatorial, DCG provides a basic set of 



discourse rules and a design that allows for additional rules, but the author notes that it 

is extremeIy diEcuIt to systematically record knowledge about teaching, largely 

because teachas are not good at describing the teaching processes they use (Vassileva 

1995). 

2.5 Condudon 
Instructional design is similar enough to software design to allow the application of 

software engineering principIes to the instructid design task. The similarity is even 

more apparent when the design task is the creation of instructional hypermedia, because 

the final product bears striking similarity to a software apptication. A software 

engincering approach to instructional design allows one to use common notation (the 

UML for instance) for the models repsentirig the application. However, instructional 

designers are rarefy also software professionals, so the development process cannot 

simply be the same as for software. Instead, the process for instructional design must 

incorporate the processes that instnrctors already use. Educators spend a significant 

portion of their design rime planning the sequence in which material will be presented to 

leamers. The difficulty in using a software engineering or hypemedia design metaphor 

for instructional design is that the sequencing of the presentation is not usually 

considered and never to the extent that is required for imtrudonal design. 

A design process for instruction must include a modelling representation for the 

sequencing of insbuctional materials. This sequence is in part determined by the 

concepts to be taught, in part determined by the characteristics of the Ieamers, and in 

part determined by the purpose underlying the instruction. Instructional designers use 

their knowledge of instructional strategies and their own personal views on instructional 

theory to shape how they organize instruction. A tool that supports instructional design 

must have some mechanism for giving advice that is compatiIble with the views of the 

instructional designer and for incorporating new views into its advice schema 

Instructional hypermedia is time consuming and expensive to make, so most 

applications are designed to appeal to as broad an audience as possible. The 

hypermedia application is created to be a g e n d  as possi'ble dowing it to be used for 



many diffefent purposes. Unfommately, ,this approach often results in an application 

that is less us& than it could be for most purposes. A tool to support the development 

of instnrctional hypennedia must allow for the creation of specialized hypermedia 

applications from reusable information components. The same information should be 

useable in an application designed to provide a review as in an application that was 

intended to teach a specific new skill. This sort of reusability requites that the creation 

process be at least partially automated to reduce the time required to create new 

instructional applications. It also requires that the site structm and navigability be 

measurable and testable. 

Instructional designers require software that supports the development of instructional 

hypermedia applications. The sotbare must guide developers through a systematic 

design process and should rnake use of metrics to ensure a quaIity application. It must 

incorporate known good practices and solutions to unmnon hypermedia design 

problems, since the usas are instructional designers and not necessarily experts in 

hypermedia The design enviroument must also provide sapport for d i h t  

approaches to instruction and allow the designer to tailor the fmal product to *t 

ktmdonal goals. Many support environments exist, but none firlfill all of the above 

requirements. The following chapter presents an approach to developing instructional 

hypermedia applications that considas each of these issues. 



Chapter Three 

APHID: A Framework for 00 Development of Instructional 
Hypermedia 

Typically we think of the p m p e  f a  instruction as simply to d I e  learning about a 

particular topic. While the o v d  god of instruction is to commMicate the concepts 

withiu a certain domain to learners, there are secondary goals as well. These goals vary, 

but g e n d y  are specific to the type of IcuowIedge the learners are intended to be 

acquiring and how best to comm~ate that knowledge. These secondary instructional 

goals lead to decisions such as when to provide an overview, a review, or a detailed 

understanding. Hypermedia applications that are intended to be instructional must 

rdect these different instructional purposes, as well as the structure of the actual 

material in their design and presentation. 

An instructional hypermedia application that presents a nview should have a different 

structure h m  one intended to provide an mdepth study of the same topic. It should 

contain more succinct information and the q m c e  of concepts should be arranged 

differently. The differences in stmctwe can be d e s c n i  using concept maps, domain 

models, and a set of rules f%r sequencing presentation. More generally, these 

differences can be descnied Flsing a patterns-based description to fkilitate 

communication between designers and instructors. These patterns, dong with an object- 

oriented analysis and desip (OOAD) approach and a model that reflects the instruction 

as well as the content caa be ambhed to create a straetmed repeatable design process 

for instructional hypermedia applications. The resuIting development approach is called 

Applied P a t t m  for Hypermedia Instnrctio~i Design (APHLD). APHID is an object- 

oriented approach to hypermedia design similar to OOHDM (Schwabe, et al. 1996). 

The differences are that APHID explicitly represents instructional components and 

sequences and that APHID uses pattem desgiptions to ensure that both instructional 



experts and software designers have the same uuderstanding of the intended 

hypermedia. It allows designers to specify p r e f d  sequences through the hypemedia 

application and to identify the instiuctional aspects of specific materids that will be 

used in the application. Any objectsriented process would d c e  for the basic design 

methodology, as would any notation that supports objectsriented design. For this 

research a notation based on the UML has been developed as the vehicle to represent 

the designs for the hypermedia applications and general object-oriented methods are 

employed rather than one particular process. 

APHID consists of software tools to support the creation of instructional hypermedia 

applications and a prescnied process for creating the applications. The process involves 

first d e h g  the domain of instruction with a concept map, then creating the elements 

that will make up the pages of the hypermedia application. The software tool contains 

functionality supporting both of these steps. The hypermedia application is generated 

from the concept map and page elements using contigurable constraints and des that 

are part of the software environment. APHID creates hypermedia to be used as an 

individualized instructional aid rather than hypermedia that is intended to do the actual 

teaching. The remainder of this chapter details the APHID development process. 

3.1 Creating In~lnrdional Hyperme& 
The APHID approach to instructional hypermedia application design is somewhat 

different fi.om that usually taken when constructing instructionaI materials. Typically 

the instructional designer works h a curriculum and creates the materials to follow 

the pre-set curriculum. In our approach, the instructional designer creates the map 

of the concept space, then creates the data elanents that are the instantiations of those 

concepts. The amicuIum or sequence is created semi-automatically later in the 

development process. For instance, if the instructional topic was data structures, the 

concept map would have duta mctures as the root of a graph and concepts Iike stacks, 

trees, and urruys as child concepts related by abstraction relationships. Each concept 

could have any number of data elements associated. Perhaps the &ta strrcc~res concept 

has data elements that are paragraphs descxiiing data structures in generd. The stack 



concept may have a data element that is a simulation allowing the l m e r  to observe 

how a stack works. 

For instruction, consideration of semautic c- . . 'csaswellasstaticcharactenstrcs 

ofthe data is required. In addition to understanding which objects interact to create the 

application, it is also important to mderstaud what the possldle sequences of 

presentation are (fiom a learner's m v e )  and to determine which of those are 

appropriate for any given instructional purpose. These sequences can be represented as 

algorithms describing a traversal of the graph representing the concept map. As each 

node in the graph is traversed, it becomes the next part in the instructional sequence. 

The principIes associated with software pattems mu be applied to the design and 

construction of instnrctional hypermedia applications. The sequence of instruction, with 

respect to the concept map, and size characteristics of the application can be descn'bed 

in terms ofpatterns. Each pattern, in this case, would represent a known 'good' solution 

to the problem of presenting the next important piece of infbrmation for a particular 

user, given a particular instructional goal. Descniing the seqwnces as patterns is not 

-site for the suc- hctioning of the development approach, but it is useful to 

communicate what APHID does, both to instnrctors and to software designers. 

3.2 Instmdionai Hjperm edia 
~ c t i o n a l  hypermedia differs hm other hypermedia because the htmtor 

anticipates and perhaps even imposes the goal of the learner. From a modelling 

perspective, this both simplifies and complicates the modelling task. Instead of 

modelling a general purpose hypermedia application to fit a variety of user purposes, 

assumptions can be made about what the user wants to do or ought to do (from the 

instructors perspective). This is possiile because the learner may be given a specific 

task to accomplish rather than always being allowed camplete freedom to self-select a 

goal. The designer must understand how the W i t  imtmdonal goals change the 

presentation of the material. Nonetheless, predictions can be made about the sequencing 

and presentation of the iafomation in an instructional web site, based on the learning 

god imposed extanalIy by the instntctor. 



Recall the example of the conceptual model d e s m i g  &za stmcwes. The model will 

include concepts to desaiie the operations possl'ble on the different types of data 

structures as well as concepts descriig the use of the various data structures. If the 

instructional goal is to present a short introduction to data stn~ctures, it is uuiikely that 

the learner requires detailed info~mation about how the pop algorithm for a stack works. 

An instructor would just skip those pans of the concept map that were not relevant to the 

present learning goal. 

It is the same for the development of hypermedia applications. The presence of a clear 

learning goal often allows the designer to eIiminate portions of the conceptual model 

(which may be quite large) h m  the model of the hypermedia system. Any parts of the 

conceptual model that are not relevaut to the learning goal are simply ignored for the 

specific hypermedia application &a considdon. This does not imply that those 

concepts are eliminated for all applications constructed for the particular domain of 

instruction, just for the one specific learning goal. 

3.3 Mode& for 1)rshrccrio nd H p m e &  Am&& and Design 
The design of instructional hypermedia is similar to copstruction of any other 

hypemedia application. It tequites similar sorts of modelling, similar sorts of analysis, 

and the same kind of pramtation considerations. The difference is that instructional 

hypermedia requires two sorts of navigation: navigation that follows from the model of 

the domain, and navigation that follows fbm tht model for the sequencing of 

instruction (Frohlich & Nejdl 1998). These two different navigational models can be 

determined if the design of an instructid application includes both a domain model 

that represents the 'types' of the data and a model of the semantics associated with the 

instructional domain. The APHID environment utilizes both a domain model and a 

semantic model. 

The Basic Computer Science Conwpts (BCSC) tutorids (Tokarchuk 1998) were created 

to provide on-line instrnction for Computer Science students who were lacking an 

understanding of basic concepts. Each tutorial covers one basic concept, such as trees, 

sorting or stacks. The tutorials were consmrcted by hand, but the concepts and data 



elements h m  them have been used as the test materials for this research. The 

remainder of this section contains examples taken h m  the BCSC tutorial about stacks. 

33.1 Domain Model 

Within APHID, the domain model for an instructional hypermedia application consists 

of the model of the types of instructional materids that make up the application. These 

types are d e d  instructional clusses. In a sense, the domain model for any specific 

instructional hypermedia application is a subset of the model that represents all possiile 

instructional classes. The second part of the data model is meta-information about the 

interacting objects that make up the hypamedia appIication. Each such object is called 

a data element. A data element is, in some senses, an instance of an instructional class. 

Each data element represents a discrete unit of content to be delivered, for example, a 

data element about stacks could be the algorithm for pushing an item onto a stack. The 

meta-information about these elements allows APHID to record the relationships 

between elements and the concepts as weil as intbrmation about how the elements relate 

to one another. The addition of mcta-information about each element to the data model 

results in a model that is quite spec&, but still more general than the flnished 

hypermedia application. 

3.3.1.1 Insrncrional ChPsa 

Instructional classes are represented as a class diagram in the common object-oriented 

sense. The difference between instructional classes and most other domain models for 

hypermedia is that the instructional classes rrpresent the 'meta-domaia' of providing 

immudon rather than the content domain. In the case of instructional hypermedia it is 

these meta-concepts that provide the saucnae to the hypermedia application 

For instance, the Art Museum wed as an example by Schwabe et al. (1996) contains 

classes such as Pmson, Artwork and Reference, These classes represent domain 

elements that occur frequently and share common characteristics as data classes. A 

hypennd-a application mated using OOMlM is organized using information about the 

characteristics of the data 



In this research the domain is instruction (rather than an art reference manual). The 

organization of instruction depends equally on the characteristics of the content and on 

the charactaistics of the instruction about the content. The classes of concern in this 

domain are the different types of information that can be conveyed in an instructional 

setting. So, for an instructional application the classes can be represented as things like 

I'huctions, Example, Ejlmcise and Definition. Using these cIasses, an instructional 

application can be developed with attention to the characteristics of the data For 

about the nature of the concept. Each of these types of data must be handled differently 

when presenting them to learners. For the remainder of this document, such classes will 

be d e d  insh~ct io~I  clmes. Figure 3-1 shows a few sample instructional classes 

Figure 3-1 Sample Inmrtlctiond Classes 



complete with aggregation and genaalizatim linkages. 

3.3.1.2 Dotrr E- 
The creation of a hypermedia application with APHID depends on the definition of the 

data elements. A data element wusists of the data (text, video, pictures) that the learner 

will view along with additional meta-data that are used by APHID to create the 

h p e d i a  application. Data elements are d e s c n i  using a small set of meta-data that 

descriies the data's relationship to other elements of data in the application. The meta- 

data used is similar to that identified by (Instructional Management Systems (IMS) 

1999). The data element contains both the information that wil l  be displayed to the user 

of the hypermedia application (the learner), and the information about how that element 

fits into the Oqanhtion of the application. 

Data elements comprise the i n f o d o n  that the learner will actually see as well as 

information about how that data element should be presented. Each data element is 

indexed by a 6-tuple containing the metadata for the eIement: [hstruetiond class, 

concept, mcdi., level, con- importance]. Each unique 6-tuple can be considered a 

s p d  kind of 'class' which most often has only one instantiation in the hypermedia 

application, but could be inatantiatad mote than once. For instance, consider a &tuple 

fepresenting a quiz item data eIancnt about a single concept. Such a tuple could be 

instantiated many times because there d d  be many quiz items that have the same 

concept, media, level, context and imprtmce. Thc only Mcrenee would be the actual 

data that leamas see when the hypamedia application is cteated. 

Ofthe charactgistics repmented in the &tuple, media, Ievel and bprtrnce are 

simple lists that have three or four possible valuc9. Instructional c k  represeats the 

class (as shown in Figme 3-1) to which the data element belongs. Concept indicates 

with which concept, hm an instructional viewpoint, a particular data element is 

associated. The contest attribute supplies the algorithms with an understanding of the 

context in which a sub concept is being de~cfibeb For imtamx, the concept a data 

element is associated with might be the main topic of discussion or it might be a sub- 

topic. Some data dements will be more appropriate for use in a secondary context, 

while others wil l  be more appropriate for use when the element's concept is the primary 



focus of the instructional materials. The attniutes of data elements, along with their 

possiile values are detailed in Figure 3-2. 

citegory Possible Values 

Iclass (Resource Type) Any of the instructional classes 

Media Any valid media type (uses mime types) 

concept Any concept h m  the concept map 

Importance 

Figure 3-2 Data Element Attributes 

(Critical, explanatory, dchment) 

Level 

The instructional cfass and the media type determine the permisslile methods of 

displaying the data eiement. The level and importance determine which elements 

become part of the hypennedia appiications and the associated concepts determine the 

pennissiile placement of the data element within the hypumedia application as a whole. 

(Novice, intamediatt, advanced) 

Once all the data elements ate in place, the curriculum, the instmctiond plan and the 

instructional materials can all be created semi-automatidy. Those traditional teaching 

documents (i.e. cmidum,  instructional plan, etc.) are a view (in the database sense) on 

the data elements. The view is shaped by the knowledge c a t a i d  in the concept map 

and by the enactment of instructional pattuns that guide the creation process (Section 

3.4). 

3 3 3  Semantic Modd 

Instructional classes do not provide information about the lrnow1edge that is being 

communicated. The individual pieces ofknowledge (data elements) are instances of one 

(or more) of the instnrctional classes, but the insnucdoaal class gives no undemanding 

of how that data element relates semantically to any other data element. Missing is the 



portion of instructional design that selects the seqyme of the concepts. Knowing that a 

data element is a quiz question rather than a dehition is important, but doesn't give 

enough information to determine if it should appear before or after some other data 

element, Sequencing of infomation, h m  an instructiod perspective, is dependent on 

the structure of the knowledge being taught, rather than on the static structure of the data 

elements. The sanantic structure can be represented in a concept map. This knowledge 

about the instructional domain can be used to guide the sequencing and organization of 

the hypermedia application. We call this model the semuntic model. Used for 

hypermedia appIication design, a concept map allows instructional hypermedia 

designers to create a model of the semaatics of the data that can then be used to design 

the instructional navigation. 

Consider a traditional classnnnn-based instructional process. The educator selects 

concepts to present to learners and chooses the foxmat, the detail and the order of the 

concepts. The sequence in which mncepts are presented, and the selection of one 

concept over another (by the instructor) is similar to navigating through a concept map 

for the domain of instruction. If the umcept map is considefed to be a directed graph, 

the path through the graph represents the instructor's choices for material. For any 

particular instructionaI purpose, say providing a review, the stqueoce (or pattern) 

through the concept map should remain more or leas the same, regardless of the prublem 

domain. 

To be d to hypermedia desiguers, the concept map must be ex@ in a 

consistent format, regardless of the hmuctianal domain. For instance, a concept map 

will represent certain types of associations within any domain, perhaps an ordering 

relationship to indicate that one concept is pterequisite knowledge for a second concept 

It is desirable that the relationship types remain constant across ktcuctional domains, to 

allow designers to make decisions based on the structure of the concept map without 

consideration for the specific hmctional matecial. This mpirement necessitates a 

specification for a genaic instructional concept map. 

The conshution of a detailed concept map fir the domain of instrnction is the first step 

in the APHID approach to instxuctional hypermedia development. The structure of the 



map, dong with an understanding of the p q s e  of the instruction govems how the 

hypexmedia application wiII be assembIed. The key is the associations that concepts 

have with other concepts because the aIgorithms that guide the mation of the 

hypexmedia application make use of the 8ssoc1*ations. 

An example concept map for the Stacks tutorial in Figure 3-3. Four kinds of 

associations appear: aggregation, generaIirunon. prerequisite and uses. Aggmgation 

and generalization have the same application and meaning as for objectsriented 

sohare design, pm-of and &-a respectively. They are qmented in diagrams using 

the UML notation for aggregation and generalization. frerequbite and uses links have 

no direct counterparts in 00 analysis and design. 

Figure 3-3 Concept Mq for Stcrck TU~OMI 



Prerequisite links between concepts indicate that an understanding of Concept A is 

dependent upon some information in Concept B. The UML notation for dependency is 

used to represent this association, although the definition of prerequisite is not exactly 

the dehition of dependency. Prerequisite links are allowed only between 'siilings' or 

concepts that have the same immediate parent and are co~ected to that parent by the 

same type of link (i-e. aggregation). For example, there is a prerequisite link between 

the concepts of Pop and Top in Figure 3-3. This Iink indicates that the concept of Pop 

should be taught before the concept of Top. 

Uses links d e h e  an association bemem concepts indicating that one concept requires 

knowledge of the other for complete understanding. They are similar to the -site 

relation, but not as strong and may exist between concepts that are not peers. A uses 

link indicates that one of the two concepts in the relation contains infixmation that is 

background or pmequisite in f ia t ion  for the other concept, But, the relationship is 

weak enough that it is not crucial that the background information be understood in 

order to understand the second concept, in other words it is acceptable to teach the 

dependent concept without teaching the background concept for some learning goals. 

The concept map defines how the topics associated with the domain of instruction will 

be presented to the learners. It reprrsents the instructor's understanding of the domain of 

instruction. The root of the concept map (stack in the example) represents the most 

general topic of instruction. Most often, instruction begins a! the general concept and 

proceeds through the sub-concepts in some order. The sequence is determined by the 

instructional goal, but the sequence will only be accraate if the concept map is 

constructed correctly. Its construction quires extensive knowledge about the domain 

of instruction and a clear understanding of how that knowledge is strudmd. 

3 3 3  Navigation Model 

The navigation model for an instructional hypermedia system must incorporate 

information h m  both the domain model and the semantic model as well as the desired 

instructional purpose (which implies a pattidm sequence through the material). Both 

data model and sequential navigational possibilities must be represented- This includes 



navigation between the different nodes (pages) in the hypermedia application and 

navigation fnnn data element to data elanent within each node. A node in the 

navigation model can be thought of as a class or data structure with several members. 

Due to the difkdty of graphically represmting this complex i n f o d o n  for an entire 

hypermedia application, the navigation model is not represeated as a diagram in the 

APHlD approach. Instead it is inferred (algorithmically) h the domain and semantic 

models using instructional and site design patterns, and is presented to the user as the 

finished appIication. 

Figure 3-4 shows the portion of the APHID conceptual model that details the structure 

of the navigational model. The manymany associations (indicated with O..* notations 

on the relationships) make diagramming the navigational model difficult, but because it 

Lids J ;-4 O** - l o *  rn -5.. 

Figure 3-4 Partial Conceptual M i d f o r  APHID 
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is quick and easy to m e  and regeneme applications, the lack of an explicit user- 

diagram for the navigation model is normally not problematic. 

APHID uses the semantic model and the instnrctional goal to plan a sequence for the 

instruction. The sequence could be completely linear, if the instructional goal was 

something that was compatilc with a Iinear pmemtion, but is more likely to have 

s e v d  choice points for studen&. Once the sequence is established, each concept is 

examined and the appropriate data elements are selected using the constraints on ability 

and depth of coverage provided by thc designer. * data elements are selected, the 

navigational model is completed giving priority to the sequential navigation derived 

h m  the semantic model, and adding data model navigation wherwer appropriate. User 

interface constraints and patterns guide the addition of data model navigation. 

33.4 Presentation Model 

Each instructional class can be presented in a variety of ways. The presentation model 

fbr an instructional class dcscr i i  how the information will be presented given the 

constraints imposed by the apptication developer. For example, one data element that 

represents an activity might be best preseated as a series of pages due to its length or 

complexity, white another data element dsai'bing an activity might be best presented 

on the same page as the explanatim The d c m  of a presentation model must take 

into consideration all the characteristics of both the instiuctional classes and the data 

elements. The presentation model hr APHID will consist of a set of templates, 

d e s c n i  as patteras, defining pssiile #ions for different instructional classes. 

For example, one kind of insmctid class is the quiz In some situations the instructor 

may wish for a quiz to be presented to the learner a single quiz item at a time. In other 

situations the quiz should be presented as a single unit Presentation patterns describe 

the different presentation poss~'bilties that APHID supplies and allow the designer to 

make informed decisions about which presentation template to apply to a particuiar data 

element The templates and patterns are d&ed using common user-interfhce design 

principles (Nielsen 1993). 



3.4 Pattern for Instmctrb no1 H-e& 
TWO types of patterns are used to guide the construction process: presmrrarion patterns 

and organizationa2 patrerns. Resentation pattems are patterns that guide the 

construction ofthe hypermedia based on structural c ~ c s  of the data and known 

user interface design principles. Presentation patterns are similar to the pattems 

identified by previous researchers (Garrido, et al. 1997; Manns 1998). Organizational 

pattems guide the coastruction of the hypermedia b r n  an instructiod viewpoint. It is 

the organizational patterns that give guidance about which materials should be presented 

first, and how extensively each topic should be explained. 

Patterns to guide the creation of instructional hypermedia are d e s c n i  within the 

context of the concept map for the domain (which indicates the characteristics of the 

data) and the instnrctid goal of the hypermedia developer. The patterns descriie 

approaches to creating hypermedia that result in applications that are well constructed 

and educationally worthwhile. 'These instructional patterns work on the assumption that 

the structure of content has annmon chatacteristics across the potential domains of 

instruction and across various learners. Pattuns for both hypermedia design and 

pedagogical design can be used to guide the construction of the M e d  applicatio~~ In 

the case of APHID the pattern descriptions also inciude algorithms that represent the 

~ c t i o n a l  p a w  applied to a concept map. APHID pattems are useful both to the 

educator and to the software specialist 

3.4.1 Presentation Patterns 

When considering a single concept, the desip and mnstnrction of the hypenncdia 

application is relatively straightforward. Even if the concept has several 'paw' worth of 

information, design principles and pat&ms can be followed to produce a welldesigned 

hypermedia application based on the chatacteristics of the data elements and the 

instructional class of the data Any desip process can be used successhUy to create 

weU-constructed pages with predictable hyper& between the types of data- 

Presentation patterns consider the presentation model and the navigation model when 

proposing fec~mmendatiotls for the constnrction of a hypermedia page. 



lnstnrctional hypermedia pages am be constructed algorithmically by using presentation 

pattems to guide the visual appearance of the pages and rules (constraints) to govern the 

quantity of information and hyperlinks on the page. The rules fimction in a War 

fashion to golden des ,  (Nanard & Nanard 1998) which specify guidelines for malring 

choices about structural elements and presentation styles. Although the hypermedia 

designer could control each attriiute of the presentation directly, presentation patterns 

guide the designer through decisions such as the combination of instructional classes to 

create hypermedia pages and the placement of hyperfinks within the data elements. 

Presentation pattems within APHID are descri'bed with default settings to be used to 

automatidy generate hypermedia pages without necessitating designer intervention. 

3.4.2 Insrmctional Patterns 

Instructional patterns are the organizational patterns for instructional hypermedia They 

consider the semantic model and the domain model along with the instructional purpose 

for the hypermedia application, They give suggested solutions for decisions such as: 

which concept to discuss next, and which concepts to explore more M y  than others. 

Again, the instructional designer can make all of these decisions unaided, but the 

hstrwtiona.1 patterns provide guidance for those who wish it. They tepreseat 

instructional decisions that are known to have worked previously in a particular situation 

and they enable automation. 

The goal of the instructor (or the instructional designer) determines which 

organizational pattern is used to guide the construction of the hypermedia application. 

For instance, an btmctor may want to give learn= a detaifed tmtment of a topic, in 

which case each concept in the concept map must be examined thoroughly with 

m t e  concepts being examined ht. On the other hand, it may be the instructofs 

intent to provide an overview only, in which case each concept should be covered, but 

only superficially, and some lmimportant concepts may be left out entirely. If 

remediation is the goal of instruction, a review of prerequisite concepts is in order 

followed by an indepth study of the concept to be mediated- Other posslile 

instnrctional goals include review, preview and enrichment, each with their own pattem 



of instruction, Like presentation patterns, imtmctional patterns can be described for 

wmmtmication with instructional dt!signers and can be represented with algorithms to 

facilitate automation, 

Four instructional patterns have been defined as part of this research. Two of them, 

Depth First Instruction and Spiral Instruction, are presented here as examples. These 

patterns contain algorithms that model the process an instructor might use when 

planning instruction of this sort. The algorithms can be implemented, using a concept 

map, to allow &-automated construction ofthe hypermedia application. APHID uses 

the constraints associated with a project to select a sequence of topics fiom the concept 

map and to create a hypermedia application. Unless constraints are unsatisfiable, 

APHID will create the entire application unaided If the constraints are complex, or if 

the designer wishes to have more control over the development process, APHID allows 

for human intervention during the development process. 

Depth First instruction @FI) is a pattern of inmudon used to teach the target concept 

by teaching each sub-topic in turn, in its entirety. The DFI pattern is most suitable when 

1-ers are missing a large amount of background material or when the concepts being 

presented are only loosely related to one mthcf. The Depth First Instruction Pattern is 

given in Figure 3-5. Using Depth First Instruction to create a set of instructional 

materials r e q u i ~ ~  a concept map and the data elements associated with it. The pattem 

indicates that a depth first traversal of the concept map is performed, starting at the root 

concept. The types of associations betwecll concepts (aggregation, generalization, and 

uses) are handled individually. At each concept node, the data elements for that node 

are retrieved and assernbIed into hypermedia documents using a separate set of patterns 

and d e s  that descn'be how instnrction for a single concept should be presented. Using 

APHID, the concept map, and the structure of the data eIernents, the hypermedia 

application can be assembIed automatically. 

SpiraI Instruction (see Figure 3-6) is a p e r n  used when the instructor wishes to 

gradually expose the learners to each concept Each concept in the map is presented 

many times, each time in increasing detaiI. Each presentation builds upon the 

knowIedge presented in the previous segments. A Spiral Instruction pattern is indicated 



Intent 
Each conccpt in a concept map &odd be ~ l o r u f  once in depth. 
Motivation 
An imuctor who wishes to provide an in depth coverage of a set of concepts gencraUy teaches each sub- 
concept completely WOCC moving on to the next d-amccpt This paacm suggests a method for 
ensuring that all of the iub-couccpts that comprise a topic concept are covaed in depth to ensure a 
comprekmm undaadhg of the target tqic. 
A P P ~ ~ W  
Use the Depth First lnstrpction panan wfrea- 

StudentPrcquircinsrmctionforthemtircesrgetdomPin,iac~pnrequisites. 
Students are mature enough to undastaad the concept, but lack badrgroand knowledge. 
Students arc rmlikely to require long periods of time to digest s u b a q t  material before moving on 
to a new concept 

Cowquenecr 
The application of this pattan nsaho in a cuuiculum that susgats a linear path through the set of 
concepts. 
Implemtntrtion 
Depth First Insauction is limited by the qoantity of data clmmk Concepts for which thae are fkw data 
elements maynot beatamipedindepth, cvenwbenlrsiag~patcun. 
The organizMion of the concept aup hrs a major e&et upon the firral application. The algorithm makes 
use of the di&rent types of liuks beov#n concepts to orda Ihe infwmation within the hypamedia Uses 
links are p m e d  first, followed by a g g q a h  links then abQaacrion Iinia. Prrnquisitc links take 
precedarce o v a  all otha Iink types. 
Tht use of an incorrectly o r @ d  concept map d t s  in a poorly consmad applicatioa 
Aleorithm 
The aIgorhhm for crcatiug a curriculum ad h m u c h d  mataids using Depth Fii Instrpction is given 
below. It is essentially a Depth First S d  through the concept nmp with some consideration for the 
di&rent types of links. 
Process the arnant concept 
I) Creme the inswuetional mmeriolsfor the cvrrent concept usingpmmt~on panem and consmaints 

fir the pmject. 

2) For dl child concepa 

a) Son the concepts uccording to Iink qpe offdpmqui&e informrmon 

b) Rerume to pt0ces.s each concept m or& 

Figure 3-5 Depth First I~ fnrc t ion  Pattern 

when learners require a gradual intduction to each concept in the map or when the 

concepts are strongly associated with one another. 



Each concept m the concept map shod be explored scvaal h, each time m more detail. 
Motivation 
An insmaor who wishts to provide complete covexage of the targct co-t in m inacmental fashion 
shwld use this paacm. This pattern suggests a mtthod for ensuring that all of tbc sub-conccpts lhat 
comprise a topic concept an covered id depth while also ensuring that leama~ are not o~~ by 
too much infomation at any one stage. 
Applicability 
[Jse the Spiral Instructionpananwfim: 

Studaus rrquire insauction for the entire target domain, including pmaqaisites, 
Students need time to undaseand preliminary mMaial b e k  going oa to more advanced maraiaL 
Concepts are highly nIated and an best presented in plvalleL 

CowpItrnccr 
The application of this patrun d t s  in a -dm that spin& through the set of concepor. 
Lmpkmt8tian 
Spiral hstmakm is limited by the quanzity of data elemm~. Concepts fot which tberc are fcw data 
ekments m y  not be examid in depth, even whtn uing this partera, Spiral Iasuuc?ion is most efktive 
when a coaccpt bPa data eIrmcna at a variety of levels. 
The o q p h t h  of the concept map bas a major e f k t  upon tbe final application. The algorithm mkcs 
useoftbtdi&rentrypwof~berw#n~tsto~th:infarmationwithinkhypamedia Thl: 
use of an incorebctly orgauid concept d t s  in a poorly constructed applicatioll 
w r i -  
The algcnithm for creating a curriculum and iasrmaid mawids b a d  an Spiral lPstruction is given 
below. It is man similar to an Itaative Deepening search through the coacept map. The Depth variabic 
is initially set to one. 
Create the inmuctionol mateninkfor the current concept usingpresentation bngn purttem. 

Eke a w e  an indeprh maintent of concept. 

I 

Figure 3-6 Spiral Instruction Pattern 



3.5 Using APRID 
The use of APHID consists of three distinct steps. First the designer creates a concept 

map and several data elements. Next the designer @es constraints by setting 

various system parameters or by choosing a built-in pattern which assigns default values 

to the parameters. Finally, the hypermedia application is automatically constructed by 

APHID using the map, elements and constraints provided by the designer. This section 

gives an overview of the hypermedia development process using APHID. 

An instructional designer working with APHID first uses the concept mapping 

environment to define the concepts for the domain of instruction. This definition 

involves naming each concept, identifying whether it is a key concept in the domain or a 

less important concept and providing the associations between the various concepts. 

After the concept map is defined, the data elements must be detailed. The actual 

information that learners see must be created and the meta-information about each 

element must be rewrded in APHID. Metadata about the element indicate which 

concept(s) the element belongs to, how difficult the element is, how the element should 

be displayed, etc. After the concept map and data elements are created, the designer 

must choose the type of application desired (e.g., review, introduction, indepth 

instruction or refetence work), make adjustments to the defiult settings if desired. After 

this the work of the instructional designer is complete. The APHID environment can 

then create the hypermedia application. APHID maintains a set of constraints for the 

hypermedia application and is governed by those constraints while creating the 

hypermedia application. 

For instance, suppose the designer wishes to create an application that allows learners to 

study the given topics in a domain in depth. This is the sort of approach to instruction 

that might be taken when introducing a new domain to leamers. APHID first uses the 

Depth First Instruction pattern to move h m  concept to concept in the concept map. As 

it reaches a new concept, the data elements for that concept are retrieved and examined. 

Suppose the instructional designer has indicated that only the simpler data elements 

should be used h r  this application. APHID then selects only the data elements with a 



suitable Iewel attriiute. The set of elements is examined for numbery Iength, content 

type and presentation suggestions. APHID decides, based on the presentation pattems 

associated with each element and on internal pattems suggesting basic hypermedia 

design, how the data elements should be organized on the pagesy how many pages 

should be created for the concept, which other paga in the application should be linked 

to, and where the hyperlinks should appear. Hyperhks are created baed on the 

associations in the concept map and on associations within the instructional classes. 

Hyperlinks are represented in a navigation bar that is on the perimeter of the page. 

Presently no provision for inc1uding in-text hyperfinks is made. 

The approach that APHID uses is somewhat similar to the navigational contexts 

proposed by Schwabe et al. (1996), the algorithms used in I'IT @krill I996), and to 

the discourse rules used by the DCG (Vassileva 1997). It combines the approaches of 

these research efforts, but hides the complexities of specifLing the rules h m  the 

hypermedia developer. 

h summary, APHID supports the instructional designer in building welldesigned, 

sound hypermedia applications to use a s  teaching aids. An environment for creating the 

nectssary models, and pattems to simplify and guide design decisions scaffold the 

instructioaal design process. This chaptcr has given an overview of the approach used 

in APHID. The foUowing chapter provides details about the software environment and 

the methods and algorithms used to create hypermedia applications. 



Chapter Four 

Detailed Design and Implementation Details 

APHID is a hypermedia development environment for instructional designers. It 

hilitates the d o n  of instructional hypermedia applications in the form of web sites 

without requiring howledge of HTML on the part of the immctional designer. The 

APHID environment helps the instructional designer f f i e  the domain of instruction 

using concept maps, create materials for the application titrough a data eiernent template 

and build a working hypermedia application using the application construction tool. 

APHID provides a support environment in which inmxton can design and create well- 

built hypermedia applications with a minimum expenditure of time. From the 

instructional designer's point of view, the d o n  of a hypermedia application consists 

of h t  using the sobare to create a concept map that represents the domain of 

hutmtion, then creating the actual materials that learners wil l  see in the finished 

application. The final modelling step is to use the software to document relationship 

between the concepts on the map and the data that learnas will see. AAa that, buiIding 

an application is as simple as setting two parsmetas (type of application and level of 

user) and clicking a button. The APHID software decides which concepts to include, 

which data eIanents to include, which hypalinlrs to create between pages, and how to 

display the selected items based on the models and the supplied parameters. 

This chapter focuses on the detailed design and prototype impIementation of the APHID 

development environment Throughout the chapter reference is made to an example 

application, created with APHID, designed to teach the computer science notion of 

stacks. This example uses much of the information amtained in the Basic Computer 

Science Concepts (BCSC) tutorial uokarchuk 1998) about stacks. 



The first section of the chapter explains the intended uses of the system. The second 

section details how APHID uses the various models associated with instructionaI 

hypermedia and explains how those models are represented. The third section of this 

chapter gives details about how a hypermedia application is constructed using the 

models developed by the instructional designer. This section explains some of the 

algorithms used by the APHID process as well as examining the rok of XML in the 

application-creation process. The chapter concludes with a look at p m  of the e m p I e  

application about stacks. 

4.1 Ust Cases and Package DeflnWn 
The APHID software is designed to allow instructional designas to Meate hypermedia 

applications. It is also desigued to facilitate the inclusion of new instructional strategies 

(in the form of organizational patterns) and instructional classes. The . . 've too1 

for adding such information to APHID has not been implemented, so although provision 

is made in the application desigu for adding new instructional strategies, presently the 

only method of adding them is by modifying the source code. 

Figure 4-1 shows the use case diagram for the entire APHlD eavironment. For diagram 

simplicity the use cases for edit and add have been represented as one use case. The only 

diffefe~lce between editing an application and adding one is the loading of an existing 

apphcation rather than creating a new one, so no fimctionality is hidden by merging the 

use cases. Only those use cases associated with the Designer have been implemented in 

the prototype software. 



6ditlAdd Data Oemenls 

Figure 4-1 Use Case Diagram for APHID 

The intention of most of the use cases is fairly seLf-explanatm their fimction is to 

allow editing and addition of the materials requid for building the hypermedia 

application. The high-level description for the main portion of each of the four use cases 

is given in Figure 4-2. The publkh application use case is where most of the computing 

is done within APHID. 



Actors: Designs 

Dcscriptiax This use case begins w f m  tk DeJigna chima to add concepts or reIatims to a 
concepts map. The Designer adds a c a c q t  and selects the correct type for the concept The 
Designer labels the concept with a name, Tht Desigaa adds assodations to the graphical 
nprrscnration of the concept to indicate how it n b  to the othd concepts on the map. 

Use Case: Add Appkdon 

Use Case: M d  Dam Elemts 

Description: This w case bcgjns when the Desilpla to add a new data elanent to the 
currmt~~-~nTheDcsigaasclaeartbeeype,Imlsad~ofrbe~clm~t Th 
Desig~a s~ppiiesi tbe data rhat will be displayad to the user ofthe application The Designer may, 
a t t h i s p o i n ~ ~ t h e c I c m e m ~ o n e o r m n e ~ d ~ t h i s s t c p ~ p n b t l t f t l m t i l  
lam. This use case has tfie pmondition that the upplicao'cm b -ousty d&cd by Ibe 
desiIpler- 

Actors: Designer 

Figure 4-2 Use Case Descriptionsfor APHID 



The software functionality is accomplished via three main packages of code- A package 

diagram indicating these packages and their visiiility is given in Figure 4-3. The 

concept and element definition and patterns und insnuctional strategies packages 

represent the domain objects and contain service objects to manage the data storage and 

manipulation. The upplicorion definition package represents the logic necessary to 

create a hypermedia application h m  the data definitions and the constraints associated 

with a particular instructional strategy. The APHID mintenonce package provides 

means to extend the APHID environment with new patterns, instructional classes and 

instructional strategies. Each package is designed using a layered architecture approach 

to allow separation of the user-interface fi.om the logic of the application. All packages 

except the APHID maintenance package have been implemented in the prototype 

software. 

The APHID sobare first requires the instructiond designer to create a model of the 

topic of instruction. This model is represented with objects fiom the concept and 

element deliition package. The desired characteristics of the final site are seIected and 

the attniutes are represented using objects b m  the pattems and insauctional Strategies 

package. The model and the patterns are used by objects in the appiication definition 

package to build the hypermedia application. 
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Figure 4-3 Package Diagram for APHLD Prototype 

4.2 ModeUng 
Hypermedia development with APHID relies heavily on the design and definition of 

three difkrent types of models: a data model, a semantic model and a navigational 

model. The data model defines the instructional classes and the data elements 

associated with the hypermedia application. The semantic model defines the concepts 

and their relationships. The navigational model is created at run-time and defines the 

final structure of the hypermedia application after constraints have been satisfied. The 

navigation model is described in Section 43.1. The ranainder of this section provides 

details about the data and semantic models, including a brief introduction to the 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) (XML Working Group 1998). 

42.1 Extensible Markup Language 

The extensible Markup Language (XML) is a subset of the Standard Genera1 Markup 

Language (SGML) designed to allow users to define application-specific tags (unlike 

HTML which has a fixed set of tags) (Bos 1999). XML is appropriate for the definition 

of data eIements within APHID precisely because it is extensiile and allows the 



definition of instruction-specific markup tags. In many ways it is similar to the schemas 

used to descnlbe relational tables in a data base in that it illustrates the components that 

make up a piece of data and how those components are combined to create composite 

data items. XML is more powerfur when combined with supporting technologies to 

produce dynamic documents h m  a single set of matked up data In essence the XML 

portion of the document set is the database and the supporting documents describe 

which parts of the data should be rendered for the user and how those portions should 

appear- 

XML is a set of rules for creating tags used for marking up text HTML is also a 

markup language that focuses on the pentation of the text it marks up. Well-formed 

HTML (with both opening and closing tags for every element) can be treated as an 

XML documeat. Common tags in HTML, denote heading size (HI, HZ) and text 

appearance (I, B). HTML tags also delineate the fimction of the text within the 

presentation, such as whether or not a piece of text is part of a list, XML tags on the 

other hand are commonly written to explain the semantics of the text rather than the 

presentation. Often an XML schema can be translated directly into a schema for a 

re1ational or object database. The designer of the XML document type may express the 

data-model either as a Document Type Definition (DTD) which is a grammar-like 

description or as an X-Schema, which is more like a description of a reIational database 

(North 1999). Presently the DTDs are more common and have more sobare  support. 

APHID document types are expressed as DTDs. 

APHID uses XML to descrii the educational semantics of the data. In other words, the 

XML is used to identie the parts of the data associated with the diffkrent educational 

components that make up an instwtional web site (insmrctional classes). Example of 

the document type dehitions used in APHID are given in the next section. 

43.2 instructional Classes 

The data model used in the APHID development process describes the domain of 

instructional hypermedia rather than the topic of instruction This model w! be 

represented in any objectsriented modelling language, such as WML, where each 
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Figure 4-4 Euunple Docunrent Tjpe Definition 

different type of instruction is represented as a class. The model illustrates the different 

instructional classes and their relationships with one another. Instructional classes have 

attriiutes and, in one sense, they have methods. The methods define how instances of 

the class are presented to the final user of the hypamedia application. Within the 

prototype software, these classes are represented by data type definitions (DTDs) for the 

eXtensiile Markup Language @MI,). The methods are represented as eXwIble Style 

Language Transfbrmatim (XSLT) QCSL Tdormations (XSLT) 1.0 1999). Each 

instructional class has a separate definition that d e s u i i  the content of the class and 

how it can be combined to create wm general classes. 

APHID uses these definitions to guide the creation and storage of data elements as the 

instructional designer fleshes out the hypermedia application design. The document 

types for all the instnlctid classes implunented in the prototype software are given in 

Appendix A. The DTDs for the descnption class sad the inshuctionr class are given in 

Figure 4-4. 

In these type definitions, a desaiption is a PCDATA field (which means that it contains 

raw data) with one of five attributes: mtro, summary, conclusion, explanation or 

preformatted. The first four a t h i  allow the instructional designer to provide 

detailed meta-data about the semantics of any particular description instance. The fif?h 

attniute is an artifact that proved expedient for the prototype implementation. The 

defkult atiriiute for a description is explanation. Instructions are defined as a list that 

must contain at least one descnption instance and then a set of one or more inshuction 

sreps. I m c t i o n  step may aIso contain a description and must contain a single action. 

An action is a text statement. The intensting thing about the document type definitions 

is that they natrrrally allow for hitmixhid descriptions of data and for reuse of previous 



definitions. For instance, many of the instructional classes defined use the Ciescription 

eIement. Because the definition of the data is separate fiom the display characteristics, 

simple reuse  of the dekitions is possr'ble. XSL allows the styling of the data to change 

depending on the context, but the information stays the same. This feature alone makes 

XML and XSL appropriate for use within APHID. 

4.23 Data Elements 

The second part of the data model for the hypemedia applidons is composed of the 

meta-data for the data e1ernent.s. Although data eIements are instantiations of 

iastructional classes, they form a large pmtion of the hypermedia application model 

h m  the perspective of the instructional designer. The instructional designer defines 

Figure 4-5 Dotrr Type Definition for Elements 

and @es the data elements. A data elanent can be considered to be a class that 

inherits hm both inst~~ctional classes and the concepts that make up the domain of 

insauction It inherits structure hm the inmmionaI class and meaning h m  the 

damain concept. It is passlile to create a model of the application using template data 

elements and add the actual content later in the development process. The document 

type dehition for data elements is shown m Figme 4-5. 

A data dement may have a title and a description and then mnst consist of one instance 

of an insrruCtionaI class. In addition a data element has a set of meta-data inddng a 



unique ID, a name, an importance rating and a Ievel rating. The name makes it possible 

to display something meaningful m a list-view of data elements. The importance and 

Ievel ratings are critical to the hypermedia application construction dgorithms. 

The importance of a data element indicates the priority that should be placed on 

ensuring that the particdm data element is included in a hypermedia application. 

Elements that are of criticd importance contain basic idionnation that is necessary to an 

understanding of the topic domain. Elaneats that are explanatory may contain basic 

infimnation, but are written with more depth than critical elements and may also have 

some i n f i o n  that is optional. Emichment elements contain interesting information 

about the topic that is not d d e r e d  to be cmcial to au undastanding of the domain. 

The Id of a data element indicates the type of leamu for which the element is most 

likely to be apptopriate. Elments at a novice level will typically be written in simpler 

language than elements at the intermediate or advanced levels. Novice level elements 

are usually shorter and contain fewer sentences or ideas than intermediate or advanced 

elements. Both the importance and the Ievd attriiute are used by the sohare to guide 

the seiection of data elements fbr the hypezmedia applications. 

The APHID software is designed to fisciIitatc data element construction using simple 

edit boxes and dropdown lists for auriiutm. The actual data elements are st& as 

XML documents while the m e t a b  is storsd along with the other attniutes of the 

model. Any elements that are not textual in nature (ie. images) are stored separately 

and the file name and metadata is stored as an XML document. Because XML is the 

storage mechanism, the data element editkg pcion of the prototype software fimctions 

exactly like an XML editor. To avoid re-implementing existing software a third party 

XML editor, Xeena h m  IBMAlphaworlrs (IBM AIphawcn'ks 2000), was used for XML 

editing rather than an editor embedded in the prototype. Figure 4-6 shows the dialog 

window that users work with to create new data dements. The left-hand side of the 

screen Iists the data dements that are aiready created and the diaIog for creating new 

elements is on the right-hand side of the screea 



Figure 4-6 Element Creation Diulog 

The user can select the level, importance and insttuctional class frwn dropdawn lists. 

The Display fieId becomes the name at&iiute of the eIement (and is, in fact, also used as 

the tide in the prototype software). The FileName attn'bute points to the name of the 

XML file associated with the data element In this implementation the XML file is 

created using a &idparty XML editor. A sample XML file for one of the data 

elements used in the stacks tutorial is given in Figure 4-7. 

~ ~ < v o c a b u l a r y < v o c a b u l a r y i t c m >  
<ranPStack </term> 
&finition> A stack is a h o m o ~ w  collection of items of any one typc, arranged lineatiy with 
accus at om end ody, cailed the top. This means that dam can be edded or moved h m  only the 
top. Formally this type of st& is called a Last In, Frrst Out (LIFO) stack Dam is added to the stack 
using the Push ope*ltion, and mwwd using the Pop apexaha Qdehitiow ~/vocabularyularyifem> 
<hxabuhm-list> 

Figure 4-7 Exmnple XML lrourmfor L h z  Elenrent 



4.2.4 Semtntic Model 

The APHID development process uses a semantic model to define the domain of 

instruction independently fhm the data that presents the concepts to the lamer. The 

separate modelling of the d c s  of the domain Wtates the reuse of eIements and 

instructional items within different hypermedia applications. Semantic models are not 

new to instructional design, but are not frequently incorporated into hypermedia design. 

The semantic model used by APHID is represented as a concept map with four types of 

relationships between entities on the map. The graphid representation for the map is 

based on a simpIified classdiagram representation. The simplified representation shows 

concepts as classes with no attributes or mahods and allows for abstraction, 

aggregation, and prerequisite relationships between concepts. The representation is not 

quite accurate from a sobare design viewpoint, since the concepts do have attniutes 

and even methuds after a fashion, but a complete classdiagram would be inappropriate 

for the instructional designer using the APHID design environment. 

4241 Corr#pls 

Concepts fonn the basis for the semantic m&L A concept is an idea or unit of 

knowledge that has cohesion and a sense of belonging together. A dictionary definition 

for concept is as follows: "an abstract or generic idea genemlized fiom particular 

instance?' (Mexriam-Webster Online 2000). For the plaposes of building concept maps, 

concepts can be quite broad or gcnaal, and often have sub-concepts, but should be able 

to be descn'bed succinctly m a sentence or two. 

Four types of concepts have been W e d  for use within the prototype APHID software. 

The four types alIow fbr enough distinction between concepts to allow the hypermedia 

construction algorithms to fimction adequately without ovawhelming the instructional 

designer with choices. Tbe four types are: root, seminal, secondary, and target. The 

root concept is the main concept for the domain of instntctioa For example, if a 

concept map were being created about diflkent modes of tmprtation, the root 

concept would Likely be transportation. 



Seminal concepts are those concepts which are key to understanding the domain. If a 

completed concept map were stripped of all concepts except the root and seminal 

concepts, there shouId stiil be enough infbnnaton in the map to provide a good, general 

picture of the domain, Secondary concepts are concepts that are not critical to a general 

understanding of the domain but that are necessary for a detailed understanding. 

The notion of target concept is more related to instruction thaa to the semantics of the 

Figwe 4-8 Concept Ediring Dialog 

domain. A target concept is one that is the fims of the instruction. A target concept 

wil l  be explored in more detail than other concepts, and often will be returned to 

kquently during the course of a autoriaI. It is possiiIe for the instructional designer to 

change the type of a concept within the enviroument Figure 4-8 shows the dialog box 

for editing concepts. The user may select &om the fbur types of concepts, change the 

name of the concept and observe the number of links to the concept and the number of 

elements associated with the concept. The latter two attn'butes are intended only as 

idormation for the instructional designer as the design of the hypermedia application 

proceeds, they cannot be changed h n  within this dialog. Figure 4-9 shows the concept 



- - 

Figure 4-9 Concept Mapfor Stacks &ample 

map for the stacks example. In the figure, concepts represented by a I are seminal 

concepts and concepts nprwentcd by a 2 are secondary concepts. The root concept is 

shown by the R icon. There are no target concepts on this concept map 

4.2.4.2 Links 

Links between the concepts define the relationships between ideas and add structure to 

the domain definition. The process of identifying relationships between concepts 

increases the instructional designer's undetstanding. The relationships are the 

mechanism for providing guideIines for the construction algorithms so carem 

identification of relationships is crucial if good hypermedia applications are desired 

There are bur types of relationships between concepts, with the roles of each concept 

within the reIationship playing an important part in the design, Facility is provided 

within the prototype software for the d o n ,  abstraction, uses and prerequisite 



relationships discussed in Section 3.32. Links are created within the prototype 

environment by dragging a line between two concepts. The completed concept map for 

the stacks example is shown in Figure 4-9. The symbol on the Link between the 

concepts diffkrentiates the types of links. The symbol is closest to the concept that is on 

the keceiving' end of the link, the concept that would be the object in a sentence about 

the link. For instance, the concept of applications bpmt of the concept of stack- so the 

link between them points towards stack. The type of a tink can be changed by the 

instructional desiguer, but the only way to change the direction of a link is to delete it 

and draw it the other way mund. 

424.3 Addrirg Da& Elcmcnr~ 

Once the concept map is created and the data elements are dehed the hal  step in 

mating the semantic model is to associate data elements to concepts. The associations 

between elements and concepts are not typed and an element can be associated with 

more than one concept. Multiple associations are likely in the case where an element is 

a simulation or demonstration that illustrata many concepts in the domain. One such 

element b the stacks example is the appIa that demonstrates all of the stack 

operations. 

Elements are dragged h m  the eiement list to a tree npresentation of the domain model 

to form the associations. The intafirce can be seen in Figure 4-10. The list of elements 

is on the I& and the tree representasion of the concepts and elements is on the right. 

From the tree represeatation, the design= can check on the properties for both concepts 

and elements. Once the instruaional designer is satisfied with the number of elements 

associated with each concept, hypermedia applications can be generated. 



Linked Liat an intm 
Linked Lists 

rthods: a review 
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Figwe 4-1 0 Associating Drrta Elements and Concepts 

4.3 C r d n g  Hperntedk 
From the instructional designer's point of view, the creation of a hypermedia qpfication 

from the compIeted model can be as simple as setting two parameters (type of 

application and level of user) and clicking a button. The APHID environment decides 

which concepts to include, which data elements to include and which hyperlinks to 

create between pages based on the mode1 and the supplied parameters. The actual 

processing that occurs is much less simple, however. This section discusses how the 

algorithms behind the creation process work and how the different parts of the model are 

chosen or excluded fiom the finished application. 

l%e basic process is q@te straightforward. Given a graph-representation of a domain, 

traverse the graph and at every node of the graph determine if the concept represented 



by that node should be included or excluded b m  the final application. If the concept is 

included, select the appropriate data elements for the concept, select the necessary 

hyperlinks to other concepts, b d d  the HTML page and continue. When the traversal is 

finished, the web site will be CO-W Complexity is added when constraints to 

ensure quality in the web site are added. 

These constraints have dehult d u e s  selected when the instnrctional designer chooses 

an instructional pattern and type of user. The constraints control things like the number 

of elements on a page, the number of pages allowed and the kinds of data-elements 

selected. APHID is designed to allow the insmctional designer to select values for 

some or al l  of these constraints manually. Tbis feature allows experienced designers to 

create hypermedia applications that accotlllllctdate their personal preferences. For 

instance, the default values for the constraints repsent the personal preferences of the 

author. They are based on accumulated experience working with the subject matter and 

leaners as well as upon persod teaching style. Other educators will have different 

preferences. A more complete discussion of the cowdmhts involved can be fotmd in 

Section 43.12, 

The prototype software divides the work of creating the site into two discrete steps. The 

f5st step is to create a navigational model and record that model. The second step is 

to transform the navigational model into HTML. The second step is ammplished by 

applying an XSL style sheet to the XML repmatation of the navigational model. The 

first happens within the modelling mviromnent when the instructional designer selects 

the 'build web site ' option. The two steps wert separated because third-party process0rS 

for XML and XSL were k l y  available, but were written in Java while the rest of the 

prototype software is written in C++. Although integration of software written in the 

two languages is possiile, a SimpIer solution is to create the hypermedia application 

using a two-step manual process. 

43.1 Building the NavigationaI Modtl 

The APHID prototype sofkware represents the navigational model internally rather than 

explicitly presenting it to the instructional desiper. The navigational model records all 



of the entities that wiU ultimately be seen in the hl hypermedia application including 

concepts, hyperlinks, and data elements. The information about the navigational model 

is stored in a separate data structure created during the execution of the build dgorithm. 

The data structure is a list of mgationul rrodes stored in tutorialsrder, the order in 

which they would be presented to the Ieamu if a strict next-back tutorid were being 

created. The creation of each node is subject to a number of constraints and algorithms. 

This section first presents relevant details about the navigational nodes and the 

information kept about each node. Then the variables that govern the selection of items 

for the navigational model are discussed, along with a description of their effect on the 

final hypermedia application, The section concludes with presentations of the 

algorithms used to select entities for the mculel. 

43.1.1 Nmgational Nodrs 

Each navigational node in the model repments a single hypermedia page in the finished 

application. Any concept found in the domain model will be represented by one or 

more navigational nodes if the concept is selected to be in the hl application. The 

C* header information for the navigational node class is presented in Figure 4-1 1. It 

illustrates the information that makes up the navigational node class. The class keeps 

track of the concept it represents, the W s  and data elements that are associated with it 

and some statistic- data such as the depth fmm the root node, and the number of other 

prior nodes that the same concept has representing it. 



I clam CNavNode : public CObjcct 
I 

The notion of prior nodes is an important one. Any concept in the domain model can 

be represented by a number of nodes. The final navigational model is a list of 

navigational nodes in rutoriaI-order, the order in which nodes would be presented if a 

linear t u t a  were constructed. A prior 6 in this context is an earlier node (in the 

tutorialsrder) that is about the same concept. A simple explanation is that the prior- 

node qmsents part I of a concept explanation and the d s e q m t  nodes represents part 

2 (if there are only two parts). Keeping track of this i n f i t i o n  makes it possiile for 

the prototype software to customize presentations of the concept to reflect their position 

in the tutorial. For instance, nodes that appear Iater in the tutorial might have hyperlinks 

leading to earlier srplamtions. Or later nodes might have the more dif5cuIt elements 

while eariier nodes present the easier elements. Much of the tailorabfity of the final 

hypexmedia applications comes h m  the softwarels ability to build on this type of 

information. 

43.1.2 Rulesfor NmQYIgatiorrdModd C o ~ ~  

Typically the navi@onal model is constructed using preset values for the different 

rules associated with application wnstnrction. These values are determined by the two 

atm'butes of the appIication, User and I I I S ~ O M ~  Strategy or by manual intervention 



on the part of the instructional designer. Manual intervention presently requires minor 

modification to the software. A user interface to accomplish this is trivial to implement 

but was not important for this research, 

The User attriiute is chosen to be one of novice, intermediate or advanced. The level 

of the user determines which data eIements are selected and the number of pages and 

elements that a web site will have. It aIso partidly detamines which concepts will be 

selected to be included in the data model. The lnrhuctional Strategy attn'bute 

determines the tutorial-order for the navigational model as well as the hyperlinks and the 

order in which they appear on the web pages. 

Any number of instructional strategies are possllble; four have been implemented in the 

prototype software: Depth First htruction, Spiral Curriculum, Remedial Instruction and 

Review Instruction, The four strategies are implementations of the organizational 

patterns discussed in Sections 3.4.2. Depth First Instruction and the Spiral Curridum 

were discussed in Section 3.4.2. The Remedial Instruction strategy is intended to 

provide remedial teaching for a particular sub-concept dong with a quick review of the 

other main concepts. The Review Instruction strategy is intended to provide a high-level 

review for an entire topic. 

Once the values for the rules are determined, the set of rules created for the navigational 

model determines the ultimate size and structure of the application. The C++ header file 

for the rules class is shown in Figure 4-12. The rules class records the user type and 

translates the instructional strategy attriiute set by the instructional designer into the 

approPriate organizational pattem. The d e s  are divided into several sets: rules about 

site size, rules about page size, rules about concept selection and rules about data 

element selection. The rules class could also record d e s  about selection of links. The 

prototype contains the link-selection logic in one section of the code, rather than in the 

rules class, because a non-optimal choice for internal storage of links was made early in 

the prototype design. It proved to be simpler to implement link selection directly, rather 

than make awkward modifications to the mles class. 



lass CRuits : public Cobject 

Figure 4-12 C++ Header for R k  C k  

The rules about size, both page size and site size, are mainly for use by constraint 

checking algorithms, although they are used somewhat during the building of the 

navigational model. The algorithms to oonstnrct the navigational model use the rules 

about concept and element selection as well as the implicit rules about liak selection. 

The choice of user-type affects the rules for size, fbr instance, a site designed for novice 

usas would be restricted in size more than a site designed for advanced users. 

The choice of organizadonai pattern afTects des that determine the sdection of items 

for the 6naI web-site (user-level has some effixt on these des as well). The rules about 

concept selection include information about how the domain model should be ordered 

for that particular type of orgmkationaI pattern (algorih type and traversal type). 



This information is used by the APHID software to determine how the domain model 

(made up of concepts, links and associations to elements) will be processed to create the 

navigational model. 

An example is instructive. Consider an application intended to present the material to a 

novice learner who has previously studied the concept. This learner has demonstrated 

difficulty with the concept of methods a d  needs remedial imtmction in that concept as 

well as a review of other concepts. Such au application would use the remedial 

instruction paltern, which suggests that all concepts should be marked for expansion and 

that al l  but the target concept use the same traversal algorithm. The target concept 

(methods in this case) uses a different travasal dgorithm to present the target material 

in d e r  sections. The values for the rules a~ determined and the rules are 

methodically applied to each entity in the domain model. The result is an annotated 

domain model that supplies information about how those entities should be treated when 

Table 4-1 Concept Based Rulesfor Remedial Application 

Rule 1 Root Concept 1 Seminal 1 Secondary 1 Target I 

I I I 

Traversal Type (Refix prefix (Prefix 1 Prefix I 
I I I I 

Algorithm Type 1 Depth IDcplh I 1 Breadth 
I t 

Concept Type Selded I Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 
the navigational model is constructed The values given the four d i f f i t  types of 

concepts for this example are shown in Table 4-1. For all of the implemented strategies, 

the root concept and seminal concepts are handled identically. The distinction between 

them is necessary for the g q h  m v d  algorithms, and it is conceivable that additional 

instructional strategies could be developed which treat the two differently. 

In addition to values that depend on the type of concept involved, some rules are global 

to the intended hypermedia application. Generally these global da are based more on 



Table 4-2 Example Global Rulesfor Remedial 
Application 

I Rule [value I 

I Maximum Elements I 4 I 
I 

Maximum Depth (of tree) 5 

the type of user the application is intended for than on the instructional strategy chosen 

for the application. The values set for a smpling of these rules for the example 

application are given in Table 4-2, It should be noted that many additional rules are 

possible, including rules to set the minimum numbcrs for iinks and elements, the total 

number of pages allowed in the finished application and rules describing the desired 

balance between text aud other media. The set used in the prototype software is rich 

enough to allow reasonable control over the application creation process without 

creating a rule set that has conflicts m p i h g  complex constraint solving algorithms. 

Further development of the software will quire a reassessment of the rules involved 

and powily the introduction of new rules in addition to the simple ones pnsentiy used. 

4.3.1.3 me T d  A&iihm 

Once all of the concepe have been annotated with values for the rules, the travefsal is 

begun using the traversal types given to the concepts during the marking phase. The 

root concept of a graph must have a traversal type, which then becomes the d e W t  

traversal for the application. If a subconcept has a different traversal-type thau its 

parent, the entire sub-tree rooted at that concept wil l  be processed using the sub- 

concept's traversal algorithm. It is possl'ble that concepts will appear several times in the 

list if their maximum expansion attniute is set to any number greater than one. 

Concepts that are not marked during the k t  phase of the application generation process 

are ignored during this phase. The order ae&ed determines the order in which concepts 

will be expanded and also determines, in part, which concepts will have hyperlinks to 

other concepts. The prototype software is limited to either a Depth First or a Breadth 

First traversal of the graph, although there is no reason why more sophisticated 



algorithms couldn't be experimented with. The software is designed for the addition of 

alternate traversal algorithms. 

In addition to varying the algorithm for traversing the graph, the order of traversal cm 

be varied. The sobare is designed to handle infix, prefix, postfix and a combination 

prefix-postfix order. A typical classroom teaching scenario generally involves a prefix 

expansion of concepts. The teacher usually explains the cunent concept before moving 

on to child concepts. It is possiile to imagine review situations where concepts are 

presented in a sort of post& order, or in a combination of prefix and postfix where the 

general concept is discussed, the child concepts are discussed and the general concept is 

reviewed The prototype implementation of APHID uses only prefk traversal order 

because it was adequate for demonstrating the principles. 

The first step in creating the navigational model is to do a fbll traversal of the graph 

represented by the domain model. The graph is rooted by the root concept and the 

algorithm initially used for the traversal is detamined by its algorithmtype value. 

R e d  the stacks example. Root, seminaI and secondary concept types were set to use a 

Depth First Search and target concepts were set to use a Breadth First Search to allow 

multiple expansions of the concept (which breaks up the information into smaller 

chunks and presents more detail than a single page. Each time a concept is encountered 

during the traversal it is added (in prefix d m )  to the list of concepts. At the end of the 

traversal, the list of concepts rcprwents the mtoriai-order for the finished hypermedia 

application, or the order in which the pages would be presented if a strict tutorid were 

being generated. The tutorial-order list of concepts that makes up the f h t  stage of the 

navigational model for this application is given in Figure 4- 13. 

I .Stack 2Applications 
3. Arithmetic Exprrssioru 4. Recursion 
s-w'=-=m 6.LinlcrAList 
7-Y 8. Methods 
7 h h  lOJop 
1 1 .Top 12. Methods 
13. Push 14. Pop 
IS. Top 

Figure 4-13 Tutorial Orah Lisr of Concepe for Stacks 
ExmnpIe 



To streamline the traversal algorithms, rules about the format of the graph must be 

enforced. The graph may have loops, but there may not be loops caused by prerequisite 

tink types. The graph must have a single root element. It is not a requirement that all 

nodes on the graph be co~ected, in bct ifa concept is represented on the graph without 

any links to or from other concepts it will still be represented in the ordered list of 

concepts. Its placement in that list wilI be arbitrary however, since it has no reIations to 

help determine the semantics of the concept in reIation to the other concepts. 

Of some interest is the ability of the s o h  to shift h one algorithm to another in 

the midst of a graph traversal. If the instructional strategy chosen set the algorithm for 

one type of concept to depth and the dgorithm for a second type of concept to breadth, a 

mid-traversal shift would occur. This is the case with the remedial instructional 

-w. 
The nm-time changing of algorithms was accomplished using inheritance and static and 

virtual methods within the parent class. The parent class is called CGraphWaIker with 

two key attributes: an array containing the partially ordered set of concepts, and the type 

of traversal for that particular graph-walker. GraphWalker has two methods of intarst: 

a virtual method, walk, which repmas the algorithm for traversing, and a static 

method, recurse, which handles the switch between the algorithm types. Presently two 

classes inherit h Graphwalker: CBreadthWalker and CDepthWdker. Each 

implements the appropriat~ algorithm in their walk methd The CDepthWallccr class 

uses recursion to handle the list of child nodes rapiring pracwsing. CBreadthWalker 

has an additional static queue that stores that information. The methot! for using these 

classes is to define a GraphWalker and call it with the root concept The recurse method 

is called for children of the root concept and processing proceeds. The specific 

algorithm used for the recurse method is given in Figure 4-14. Note that the method is 

called with a parameter pointing to the child concept that will be recursed on. The 

algorithms for the walk methods are reasonably straightforward implementations of 

Depth First and Breadth First traversals. 



if(childcancept smt as sr patametet is to be included in the appWon) 
I 

switch (c6ild.~tAI*Typc) 

case DEPTH: 
i 

ncwWdkcr = new (Depthwalker); 
ncwWaIlrer.walk(child.~t); 
orda&may.append (newWaIkn.ordacdrdacdarray); 
w 

1 
case BREADTH: 

I 
ntwwalkm= n e W ~ r e a d r h W ~ ) ;  

~~makcsuretbcconceptismthcstaticqueutforthtbrradtbwalhr 
CBreadthWaILs.:-0, childconcept); 
~Walkcr*walk(cbiM.collccpt); 
-y.appmd ~ p l t w W * . o ~ ~ y ) ;  
bnalS 

t 
1 

1 

Figure 4-14 CGraph W a l k  R e m e  Algorithm 

When a shift of algorithm is deteded, the node with the new algorithm and all of its 

child nodes are processed with the new algorithm type. Child nodes are nodes in the 

subordinate end of an abstraction or aggregation relationship. Returning to the 

example, the target concept is set to the concept of Methods. The rules for this 

application state that the target concept uses the breadth-& traversal algorithm. So, 

when the Methods node is reached, it and all of its children (Push, Pop, Top) are 

pmcessed using the breadth-- algorithm, Once the nodes fbr the h a 1  application are 

created and the tutorial order for the concepts is calculated, the process of choosing links 

and elements for each navigational node is begun. 

43.1.4 Selccrion Algo&hm 

Navigational nodes contain concepts, links and data elements. AAer the t r a v d  phase, 

the navigational model contains a list of nodes and associated concepts but no data 

dements or links. The algorithms fbr link and data eIement selection use the rules 

associated with the hypermedia applicatio~ comtmtion to guide the selection. The 

algorithms used in the prototype software are simple, yet the hypermedia application 



that results is stiIl acceptable. Complex algorithms are conceivable and would likely 

result in hi@y tuned hypennedia application. 

Recall that the domain model created by the instructional desiguer can contain four 

different types of associations (aggregation, abstraction, prerequisite and uses) with two 

roles for each type of association for each concept. APHID defines two additional types 

of associations between navigationa1 nodes, again with two roles for each type, bringing 

the total possible number of roles to 12. Each role repents a different category of 

hyperlink in the finished hypermedia application. Any singIe node in the navigational 

Table 4-3 Roles and Assmianon Types 

I ~ssodat ion~ype I Rote Label 

I ~~grrgat ion I Part I 
Aggregation 

I Abstraction I General I 

Whole 
I 

Abstraction 

OtherExpansion Parent 

Example 

PreRequisite 

model may participate in any of these association types in either role. The roles also 

determine which hyperlinks will appear in the hl appIication Table 4-3 lists the 

P m b  

pssl%ie mles for each type of association. 

in the stacks exampIe, the navigational node that represents the concept of 

Representation participates in a number of different associations (refer to Figure 4-9). 

It is in an aggregation relation with Stack and has the role of Part, It is in an 



abstraction relation with both Linked Lkt and h a y ,  having the role of General in both 

associations. It is also in a prerequisite telation with its slibling concept Methods and has 

the role of PreSib (the pre-requisite sibling) in that relation. The same navigational 

node is also in a tutorial-order association with two concepts, Top and Linked List. In 

the association with Top it has a Back role and in the association with Linked List it 

plays the Next role. Since the instructional strategy for this example is Remedial and 

this node is not representing the target concept, there are no other nodes representing the 

same concept so the node does not participate in an other-expansion association, In 

total, this one navigational node participates in six associations with five different roles. 

APHID uses this information in conjunction with the user type and organizational 

pattem information to select associations to appear as hyperlinks on each page of the 

hypennedia application. The total number of links on any page is bounded by the 

maxLinks value in the rules for the application. The selection algorithm presently 

chooses some of the roles based on the user-type and some based on the instructional 

strategy. Table 4-4 shows how the default application rules within APHID select 

Table 4-4 Association Selection Rules 

associations to be included in the hypermedia application. After the list of pomibIe 

hyperlinks is generated, the maxLinks rule is applied and potential links are removed if 

Resib I 
Postsli 
Parent 
Child 

X 

X 

X 
-. x 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 



necessary. Next and Back roles are always included, but other types may be removed if 

too many link possl'bilities exist for a particular page. 

Data Elements must aIso be selected for each navigational node. Data Elements are 

selected in a similar fashion to links with two key differences. First, unlike hyperlinks, a 

data element cannot appear more than once in the hypermedia application so must be 

removed h m  the list of available elements once it has been selected for inclusion on a 

hypermedia page. Most often a data element is associated with only one concept and 

this is not an issue, but some data elements (such as simulations that span a number of 

concepts) may be associated with multiple concepts. In this instaace the first 

navigational node that includes the element marks it as used, and other nodes simply do 

not use that element. Second, when several navigational nodes represent the same 

concept, such as in a spiral presentation of the material, data elements must be divided 

more or less evenly between the successive presentation of the concept. Also, the 

elements should be presented so that a tutorial-order viewing of the different nodes for 

the concept presents the material in increasing difficulty and complexity. 

The prototype software accommodates these needs by keeping an o r d d  list of 

possi'ble elements for each concept. When an element is selected for use with a 

navigational node, it is taken out of the ordered list for that concept. When a spital 

presentation of a concept is being pnpared, each navigational node in the set for the 

concept is allowed to select only a W o n  of the elements left in the concept's list 

(based on how many pages are yet to be created fbr that concept). 

Data elements have two attri'butes each with three possi'ble values. An element can be at 

the novice, intermediate or advanced levels and can either be critical, explanatory or 

enrichment material. Data elements are also class5ed by their instructional class (e.g. 

quiz, simulation, description) and the intention was to also use the instructional class 

information to organize the selection of data elements for a single concept. In reality, 

there weren't enough data elements associated with a single concept, nor a wide enough 

variety of types of data elements in the applications developed for this research to test 

that idea There are nine classes of data elements and simply identifying the elements as 

belonging to a particular class proved to be enough distinctioa The notion of 



organizing data elements with relationships and rules is st i l l  interesting and might prove 

useful in future implementations. 

Table 4-5 shows the data elements that would be selected (and the order in which they 

are chosen) based on the attn'buttes of the data elements. In the table the level of the 

element is denoted by N, I or A for novice, intermediate or advance& The importance 

of the element is denoted by C, X or E representing critical, expIanatory or enrichment, 

For instance, the notation NE would indicate an enrichment element at the novice level. 

When building hypermedia applications using the built-in appIication types, APHID 

selects elements using both the user type and the instructional strategy as a guide. All 

of the elements of one type are chosen before moving on to element of the next type. 

Table 4-5 Data EIement SeIection 

Novice 

43.1.5 VoliriPtion itnd C d  t Enforcemen f 

The prototype does not yet validate the initial data model, which means that the 

instructionaI designer must ensure that the graph representation of the domain adheres to 

the rules. Validation of that graph is an unimplemented feature left for future versions. 

APHID does restrict the addition of concepts, links and data elements during the 

navigational model creation phase to ensure that the rules are adhefed to. Even so, after 

the mode1 is completed, it is re-checked to ensure that no d e s  have been violated. As 

more complex constraints are added to the sotiware, this validation phase will become 

DFI 

spiral 

Remedial 

Rwiew 

Intermediate Advanced 

NC, IC, NX, IX 

NC,IC,NXIX 

NC, IC NX, rX 

Nc,Ic 

NC, IC, NX, IX ,NE JE 

NC,IC,NX,JX,NEJE 

AC, IC, NC, AX, K., NX 

---- 
AC, IC, NC, AX, IX, NX 

NC,IC,AC,NX,IX,AX 
JE AE 

AG IC, NC, AX, DC, 
AE. E NE 
AC, IC, NC, AX, nC NX, 
AE, & NE 
AE, JE, NE. AC, IC, NC 



more important and more compIicated, The prototype software automatically ensures 

that size restrictions are not violated and makes sure that all links point to valid nodes. 

For instance, a link could point to an invalid node if the node it had been pointing to 

were deemed to have too few data elements and was removed h the model. 

After a l l  constraints and rules are satisfied, the prototype software creates an X M L  

document h m  the navigational model. Figure 4-15 shows the XML document fbr one 

node of the stacks example. The complete listing is given Appendix B. The example in 

the figure illustrates how the Iinks are typed, how url ad link-text are incorporated and 

how data elements are included in a page. No meta-infbrmation is added to the data 

element tag, simply because none was used by the prototype software. The construction 

of this document represents the wmpletion of the modelling portion of the APHID 

hypermedia development process. The next stage is to aeate a presentation of the 

model for users. 
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-- 

Figure 4-15 &ample XML cioeument 

43.2 Building the Presentation 

The APHID process uses instructional patterm (recarded as instructional strategies) to 

guide the structural development of the hypermedia application. It uses presentation 

pattems to guide the presentation of the finished application to the user. Ideally the 

software would use the same sort of selection process br choosing the method of 

presentation as it does for selecting links and data elements, by selecting pattems based 

upon the level of the user and the type of appIication desired However, that sort of 

approach reqaires an indepth understanding of user in-e design. It is beyond the 

scope of this thesis to delve into user interface design in detail. 

Yet, it is impossible to determine if hypermedia applications are useable and web  

constructed without a user-presentation through which to view the application. The 

compromise fix this thesis has been to create one set of presentation pattems that are 



used for all hypermedia applications, regardless of user type or instructional strategy. 

The pattams are encoded using the eXtensiile Style Language (XSL) which allows for 

simple extension of existing patterns and addition of new ones.. 

The remainder of this section will present a brief introduction to XSL and then discuss 

how XML and XSL are used to encode the presentation pattems used to create 

hypermedia applications with APHID. 

43.2.1 XXL 

The eXtemiIble Style Language(XSL) consists of two separate parts: a formatting 

vocabulary which is as yet iacomplete, and a tmsfmwion lauguage (XSLT) which is 

used to speclfL how one wuId mechanically &age one XML document into a diffkent 

XML document (XSL Transfbrmatiws (XSLT) 1.0 1999). Such transfodons have 

many uses, such as when only a portion of the original document is needed, when the 

information is needed in a different &* or when information hm multiple 

documents must be merged into a singie docmmt (possibIy with completely diffaent 

= Qgs). 

XSLT can be used to descri i  which parts of aa XML document should be placed in a 

new XML document and to dcscn'be the order m which they should be put in the new 

document. It has facilities for setting data as wcll as fbr wnditionaily selecting data 

XSL is a collection of template rules. Each rule cansists of a pattern and a template- 

The pattern determines which XML elements &om the input document will be processed 

using the template. An XSLT document usually consists of at least one template for 

every type of element in the XML document. Every input element is processed with a 

single template. Each pattern takes an dement 6rom the input, applies the template, 

recllrsively processes any children, and creates XML output by combining the output 

h the children and the current node (Harold 1999). The information represented in 

the XML document is processed in depth-6rst order. 

The APHID prototype uses XSLT documeats to define the presentation for individd 

elements within the application and a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) to wnml fant, color 

and background. The use of the style sheet in addition to XSLT allows the software to 



specify formatting as well as selection and presentation even though the formatting 

specification for XSL is still undefined. 

43.22 Presentation M&I 

The XSLT portion of the presentation model consists of a set of templates or patterns for 

defining the presentation of the hypermedia application. The model consists of a pattern 

for combining elements as well as patterns for each type of instructional class. 

Presentation patterns must assist the pedagogical motivation for the application while 

maintaining a good user-interface design for the hypermedia application as a whole. 

Each instructional class auld be presented in a variety of ways. For instance, a set of 

step by step instructions can be presented as a list, or as a guided tour, Either the list or 

the tour is appropriate depending on the Iength of the instructions, the intention of the 

educator and whether each step contains a practice element or not. Ultimately the 

presentation model should dcpend on the attn'butes of the application, but the prototype 

implementation has one presentation model for all applications. 



The patterns used in the prototype were d e w  with the inmtion of simplifying the 

intaface so that both humans and computers could create hypermedia using the patterns. 

For instance, at the inception of this research, the in-line placement of hyperIinks was 

difficult for machinecreated HTML, so the presentation model used pIaces all 

hyperlinks in a separate list. The presentation styles were intentionally kept simple to 

make the comparison fair for the evaluation study discussed in Chapter 5. Figure 4-16 

gives the XSLT template used by the prototype software to create a single page of a web 

site. Any tags that do not begin with <xsl: are simply copied into the output by the XSL 

pracessor. The template f i  sets up the HTML header and body tags then selects the 

title attn'bute o f  the page from the XML document and outputs that. It then sets up a 

table coasisting of one row and two columns, the l h o s t  wImn contains the links for 

the page and the right-hand coIumn contains the data eianents. Control is passed to the 

template for links and aU of the links are processed, then controi is passed to the 

template for the element List and all of the elements in the list are processed. Finally the 

Figure 446XSLT Template for RML Page 



dosing HTML tags are added and processing stops. 

The patterns for the different types of elements are equally simple. The templates fbr 

the element list, the da&element and one element type (the list) ate given in Figure 

4- 17. From the page template, the element list template is called and subsequently calls 

the data-element template for each data-element in the list Note that if the element list 

contained items other than dara-elements, those item would not be added to the output 

when using this template because only the *element items are processed. The 

temphe for -element, on the other hand, processes every item that makes up the 

data element (which can be several different combinations- see Appendix A). The 

difference between the two templates is in the 'select' part of the <xsI:apply-templates> 

directive. 

Finally, the template for iist processing selects the description for the list and outputs it, 

then passes the processing on to the template that handles individual items in the list. 

Notice that within the templates is the H"ML, markup (such as paragraph marks <p>) 

rapid to fonnat the output as HTML. 

Each elanent d&ed by the DTD given in Appendix A has at least one style shee! 

Figure 4-1 7 Example XSLT T-1- 



associated with it. The wmplete listing of the XSL sheet used to create the HTML 

documents with APHID is shown in Appendix C. 

4.4 Exmnple Applicab:on 
One version of a tutorial about teaching the computer science concept of stacks has been 

used as an example throughout this dwpter. This section will illustrate some of the 

differences between the Merent types of applications that APHID can generate by 

showing parts of some of the other types of web sites possiile when using the same 

model and the same data 

Imagine three different types of applications, the review, the spiral and the indepth 

instruction. Further suppose that a novice learner is in need of a spird introduction to 

the material, an intermediate learner needs an in-depth treatment and an advanced 

leamer requk a review. APHID cream three quite different hypermedia applications 

for these three learning situations, for instance, the spiral application has 27 pages, the 

in-depth application has 16 and the review bas 12. Within each page different elements 

and Iinks are selected for the diffamt types of applications. 

The following three figures (Figun 4-19, Figure 4-18 a d  Figure 4-20) show the format 

of the h t  representation page in each of the tutorials. The spiral page presents only 

one data element and links to concepts that are sl'blings in the graph representation of the 

domain. The in-depth page presents s e v d  elanmts of data and Iinks to concepts that 

provide more detail. That  arc also more links provided because of the more advanced 

level of the intended learner. Thc review page presents only a few critical data 

elements, but chooses the ones that ere the most a d m d  It also has more links on it to 

allow the advanced learner more autonomy in choosing a path through the material. 

Each tutorial presents the links down the left-hand side and has nexthack links at the 

top of the list. The differences between the sites become more obvious when a richer set 

of data elements is available. 
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4.5 Summary 

The prototype APHID software provides a modelling enviromnent for instructional 

designers. The process used to create hypermedia applications with APHlD mimics the 

software development process with additional support fbr the creation of instructional 

materials. Instructors create an explicit, detailed, model of the domain of instruction 

that includes a description of the relationships between concepts in the domain. 

Instructors also identify the iastructionat materials to be used in the hypermedia 

application and add those materials to the m a 1  of the domain. 

Support for instructional design is provided by allowing instnrctors to vary attniutes of 

the finished web sites according to the specific needs of the students. The different 

attributes contribute greatly to the hl appearance end fimctionality of the site. Novice 

designers of insrntctional mataid are supported by the dehition (and implementation) 

of four instructional patterns which are presented to the designer as instructional 

sbnuegia. 

The prototype software provides two methods fix creating an instructional sequence 

(depth kt and breadth h) and has haofaci~itics fbr easily incorporating more methods as 

they become developed The two implemented methods of ordering represent 

instructional design practicts that arc commonly used by practicing teachers. 

APHID provides a support enviromnent in which instructots can design and cnate well- 

built hypermedia applications with a minimum expenditure of time. The resulting 

applications can be tailored to the specific needs of individual leaners, which increases 

the o v d  effiveness of the applicatioa 



Chapter Five 

Evaluating the APHID approach 

A study was paformed to evaluate the effectiveness of the APHID approach for 

designing and producing instructional hypermedia and to determine if it does efEiciently 

produce hypermedia applications. During the study, educators who 

specidid in instnrctional technology created web sites to be independently evaluated 

against a set of criteria along with sites created by the author using APHID. The 

instructional designers kept carem Iogs of time spent in order to determine the 

efEciency of APHID versus hand creation of sites. Independently, idbintbrmation about 

the size and composition of the hypennedia applications was couected to allow 

comparison between APHID sites and the sites created by the educatofs. The same 

information was also collected h m  a number of cxisthg web sites for M a  

comparison. 

This collection of information is used to demonstrate that the sites created using 

APHID are as good as sites created by hand, are similar m size and composition to 

hand-aaed sites, and that using APHID d t s  in a more efficient expenditare of 

instructional designer time. This chapter presents the detaiIs of the study as well as the 

resuIts of the evaluation. 

5.1 Ewluati011 MetlCodology 
The objective for this research, and the objective of the evaluation was: ro demonmate 

that the APm approach to designing and producing instnrctinod hypennedi can 

prohuce sati#acroly hypemedia Pppicattons more @ciently t,hmr h m m s  me able to. 

In order to wduate whether or not this objective had been met, a study was devised to 

dow the comparison of insauctiona1 web sites mated with APHID and those mated 



without using APHID. All of the sites in the study were created using the same written 

and visual materials and the same layout for presentation. 

The participants in the study were four graduate students or d associates in 

educational technology, a high-school science teacher who makes use of the web for 

instructional purposes, a research assistantianalyst with a computer science background, 

and this author. All participants were familiar with instructional design and with the 

web. 

The four educational technology experts m e d  web sites containing materids collected 

by the computer science research assistant, They were allowed to use any software they 

liked, including applications like Page Millm (Adobe Systems Incorporated 2000) to 

create their web sites. Meanwhile, the author created web sites h m  the same data 

using APHID. The technoiogy experts were paid for their participation and the results 

of their work (their iinal web sites) were not seen by the author until the sites created 

with APHID were completed. 

An expert evaluator was selected because of his expertise in the content iuea, in 

instructional design and in using the web. He was not previously h o r n  to the author. 

Although there are risks associated with using a single evaluator, such as the po9~1ibility 

that the evaluator has significant biases towards particular types of hypemedia, the 

decision was made to go with a single expert evaluator beawe it proved to be 

extremely difficult to find willing evaluators with suitable experience and ability- 

To evaluate the effectiveness of APHID in creating instructional hypermedia, the 

evaluator was asked to rate all the sites created without being given any indication that 

some of the sites had been created automatically. Sites were given to the evaluator with 

aIl identification removed and in random order. Mer the initial evaluation, the entire 

project was explained to the evaluator and he was asked to help fine-tune the APHID 

sites to match his preferred teaching style. He then re-evaluated the APHID sites and 

both evaluations were compared to the hand-comtmcted sita. 



The effectiveness of APHID at creating reasonable hypermedia was Wer investigated 

by collecting simple metrics fiom a number of instructional web sites as well as  Erom 

the sites created for the study. Those metrics were compared to determine if APHlD 

creates hypermedia that is similar in size and construction to that created by 

instructional experts. 

The efficiency of APHID was evaluated by comparing the amount of time taken by the 

instructional technology experts to build two web sites to the amount of time required to 

build two web sites using APHID. The remainder of this chapter explains this study in 

detail and presents the results h m  the evaluation. 

5.2 Cceohirg Ewluation Sites 
The APHID process and software address the issue of organizing and presenting content 

in a hypermedia application and supplying appropriate hyperlinks for that content for a 

particular instructional purpose and user. Aspects of hypermedia creation that the 

APHID process does not address, such as writing textuaI bridges between ideas or 

concepts on a page, were not evaluated. To keep the focus of the evaluation on those 

aspects of hypermedia devdopment that APHID was designed for, some of the activities 

normally associated with hypermedia development wae restricted. The instructional 

technologist participants in the study were given the topic @late tectonics) and the 

content to use in their applications. The topic of plate tectonics was chosen because it 

appears prominently in the Saskatchewan Science Cllrriculum Guide for public school 

d e n t s  (Saskatchewan Education 1999) and the education students creating the sites 

were happier to participate when the exercise had potential fittue use as a classroom 

teaching aid. The instructional technologist participants were also given layout and 

visual presentation guidelines. However, they were allowed to organize the 

appIicati0r.u in any way they saw fit. 

The ht two work sessions were conducted as a group to provide instruction or 

additional help to study participants, if recpimL Instruction and guidance was provided 

by the computer science research assistant. Once it was ciear that all participants were 



comfortable with the creation of web pages, ad that they understood the task, they were 

allowed to complete the creation of sites on their own time. All participants completed 

one web site suitable for a review of plate techtonics fbr advanced learners. Three 

participants also completed a web site suitable fbr introducing the topic to novice 

iearners. 

Of the two sites built by each participant, one was required to present the topic as it 

would be presented to inmame students (early junior high) beginning their study of the 

topic. The other was to present it as a review to a more mature student requiring 

remedial teaching in the concept of Emhqgh. HaIfof the participants were asked to 

create the novice site as their ht site; haIf created the advanced site as their first site. 

Each participant kept a log of time spent creating the web sites and completed a 

questionnaire concerning their experiences while creating the w& sites. See Appendix 

D for the complete instructions given to participants. 

Content was supplied to the participants in the form of text ilks containing groups of 

paragraphs organized by topic but not in any particdar sequence. Each group of 

paragraphs was labelled with a heading indicating the concept. The participants were 

asked to use only the materid h n  the fiies piovided (by cutting and pasting) but were 

not expected to use dl of it because far more was supplied than would have been 

reasonable to include in one web site. Participants wan restricted to cutting and pasting 

materials to gpard against d.ercllt writing styles crpating perceived differences in the 

quality of the web sites. Non-textual mataials such as images were placed in a separate 

directory and refef~~lwd by file name in the text file and could be included in the web 

sites along with the selected textid itaas. The content for the sites was selected firom a 

variety of educatid web sites on geology and plate tectonics. The participants 

selected from the same set of content fm each of the sites, varying the organization, the 

hyperIiaks and the choice of which content to inch& and which to exclude. The 

participants were given a cancept map as a rekence hr orpizing their web-sites but 

were not requkd to n d y  follow its structrtre. 



Figure 5-1 Ejcmnple Pagefiom Tectonics Application 

The basic user interfa requirrmcnts fm the web sites (color, font, link placement and 

background) were controlled with a cascading style sheet (CSS) (Lie & Bos 1999) and a 

template HTML document. This controlled the appearance and layout for all the web 

sites produced because APHID does not yet have algorithm for selecting between 

diffknt user interface attniuks. Those aspects of hypermedia were not under 

consideration for the study and controlling fir them simplified the task for the evaluator. 

An example of the layout of the hypermedia applications is shown in Figure 5-1. This 

particular page comes h m  one of the applications developed by the instructiona1 

te!clmologist participants. The figure shows how the links are placed in a coIumn on the 

Ieft of the screen and data is placed on the ri@-hand side of the screen. It also shows 

the font and background selection. 

Three web sites were created usiug APHID under the same resttictiom as those imposed 

on the instructional technologist participants. The same guidelines were followed for 

user interface and link placement and content was taken fbm the same materials used 

by the instructional technologist participants. Two sites were created using APHID to 
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present material to novice learners and one site was created to present the material as a 

review for more advanced leamers. The two novice sites balanced the total number of 

evaluation sites since three sites targeted towards novice leamers were created by the 

iustructionaI technologist particpsnts while four expert sites were created. 

In the end, ten sites were creatcd fbr the evaluation. Five of the sites were designed for 

novice learners and five were designed for advanced Iearners. Seven sites were mated 

by instructional experts and three were created by APHID. Using style sheets, each site 

was normalized for font, wlor-scheme, and layout. The requkment that all information 

be dpasted h m  the supplied content controlled writing style. The differe~lces 

between the sites were in the selection and organisation of pages, links and content. 

5.3 Time Required to Con stmet Siies 
The information presented when d t i n g  study participants included an estimate of the 

time Commitmat involved (I0 hours) in an dint to reassure potential candidates that 

the time involved was not extraordinary as we1 as a promised monetary reward for 

completing the task. When m I e  are given a target, they tend to work towards it, 

especially when they fa1  they are being rewaded for a specific amount of time. While 

none of the participauts adhcred rigidly to the ten-hom estimate all of them reported 

spending between ten and twenty horn in total building their web sites. Table 5-1 

shows the times spent by the iastnrctioaal technologist participants (labelled A, B, C and 

D). The most time spent on a single site was 10.5 hours, the most time spent in total 

was 19.5 hours. The minimum amount of time spent stating a single site was 4 hours. 

T d e  5-1 (in liotrrs) Spent BuiIding Sites 

A B C D 
novice site 9(fint) 4 10.5 (h) N/A 
advanrrdsite 7 6 9 10 (first) 

Creating the necessary models in APHID and wing the sofhare to create the three 

evaluation web sites took the author 9.5 horns in total. The human Iabour in creating 

hypermedia applications with APHID lies in creating the models and the data elements 
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since those activities must be completed before my hypermedia can be completed with 

the software. Model and data eIement creation consumed slightly over 9 hours of time 

for the evaluation applications. Approximately one of those nine hours represents time 

lost due to the fkct that the software was prototypical and lacked suitable mechanisms 

for creating data elements. For instance, the XML representation of the data elements 

had to be created by hand using a text editor and APHID accessed the file system 

containing the XML data elements to build the wet, sites. APHID kept meta-data about 

the data elements including filename and paths. Occasionally filenames were 

transcribed incorrectly and emrs would occur in the processing because Hes could not 

be found. These types of delays would not happen if APHID were not a prototype 

system. Once the models were created, different hypermedia applications could be 

created in less than five minutes. The amcqt map created in APHID for the evaluation 

is shown in Figure 5-2. 



Figure 5-2 APttlD Concept Miap for Evaluation Sites 

In total, 157 data elements were created (as individual XML files) for use with the 

APHID web sties. Table 5-2 shows the activities d a t e d  with buiIding hypermedia 

applications using APHID and the approximate mount of time required for each 

activity while constructing the evaluation sites. 



Table 5-2 Time Required to Conrtruct APMD Sites 

Activity Time Reqoind 
C d g  Concept Map 15 houn 
Creating Data Elemmtp 6 hours 
Linking Data EIanems to Colrcept Map IS hour 
selectfag Site attributes (3 sitar) LO minutes 
Genaating web site (3 sites) 20 minutc~ 
Total 9.5 hours 

The instructional technoIogist participants in this study were asked to complete an exit 

survey to determine their thoughts on the process, They were in agreement that the 

notion of creating instructiod web sites with a particular instructional goal was 

important and felt that some aspects of the process could be automated. Suggestions for 

automation included indexing content, formatting and creating navigational elements. 

They indicated that the creation of the second web site was easier than the 6rst one, 

although no one took significantly less time to create their second site (except for the 

person who did not create a second site). Appendix E gives a summary of the comments 

given by the participants, 

5.4 Site Size and Organizatidn 
Each participant had a slightly diffennt approa& to meeting the objectives given them 

const~cting the sites. Each did provide some notion of sequence within the site, some 

by using next and back links aad others by using an ordered index page. Generally, the 

sequence of presentation foIlowed the h i d y  of the data mode1 (as represated by the 

concept map the developers were given), starting with general concepts and expanding 

into more specific concepts. A single concept was explored in depth before going on to 

a second concept, an approach similar to the Dcpth First lnsauction p a w  provided by 

APHID. This seemed to be the approach taken regardless of whether the site was 

intended to be remedial site or an introduction, 



No single participant-developed site covered all of the 53 concepts suggested by the 

original concept map. The differences between the sites for novice and advanced 

learners seems mainly to be in terms of the content selected and in the concepts covered, 

not in the order of presentation nor in the number or order of hyperlinks on individual 

pages. Because the participants were not re@ to use the concept map, neither a 

numerical comparison of the concepts covered nor an indepth exploration into the 

method used to determine the order of presentation is possiile. 

The computer science research assistant collected measures for the ten study web sites 

to compare the sizes of the sites. The measures collected were: 

The number of web pages in the site (a page is defined as a single HTML file) 
The number of words in a each web page 
The number of concepts covered in the site 
The number of data elements used to create the site 

It is simple to count the number of pages and words for a web site using an automated 

script. Each of the web sites rmder wnsideration was contained in a separate directory, 

so the script simply counted the number of files to determine number of pages, and then 

counted the number of words in each file after stripping the HTML code. 

To determine the number of concepts, the research assistant was asked to determine 

which concepts h m  the example concept map were covered in the web site. He simply 

kept a list of concepts covered as he examined each site and compared the items on that 

Iist to the concepts represented in the original map. 

It is more difficult to ascertain pmhe1y how many d i f f i t  data elements are used 

since a formal definition for data element is not available. For the purposes of these 

measurements a data element was defined as a unit of inforrmation about a particular 

concept. It was M e r  specified that a typical data element could consist of a 

paragraph, picture, or set of related paragraphs that were dpasted h m  a single source- 

The analyst counted the number of data eIements in each site by visualIy impdng each 

site- The measures collected are given in Table 5-3, while a comparison of the averages 

fbr APHID created sites vs. handaeated sites is given m Table 5-4. The k t  table also 



shows with which instructional pattern the three APHID sites were constructed. This 

information is important because APHID varies the number of concepts and elements 

according to the constraints associated with the selected instructional pattern. 

Table 5-3 Measairernenrr Tukenjvm Evalwtion Sites 

(8- 
Novice Sites 
Site 1 A 1 43 245 18 58 
Site2 (spiral) Aphid N/A 50 131 19 78 
Site 3 B 2 30 277 I 1  42 
Site 4 C 2 13 412 12 47 

Site 6 D 1 14 66 1 13 56 
Site 7 C I 13 411 16 75 
Site 8 (rrmcdial) Apbid N/A 23 349 20 152 
Site 9 B 1 I3 441 19 80 

Table 5-4 Mmment Averages 

Aphidmaages Ehkmtd averages 
#webpages/db 345 22 
#worddpase (avg) 210 3892857 
# coucepm 19 14.14286 
# DataElmrcntp 865 5928571 

The measures show that, on average, the APHID-produced sites covered more concepts 

than the h a n d d  sites, and used more data elements m the process. Unlike the 

hand-crafted sites, the number of data elements used by APHID for an advanced leaner 

was sipificatltly more than the number used for a novice learner. 

Even though APHID used more data eiements, the average number of words used per 

page is similar for most of the sites and on average APHID uses fewer words per page. 

Generally more words per page were used by both APHID and the instructional 

designers when creating a site for advanced users. APHID used neither the most words 



per page nor the fewest words per page with the exception of the site using the Spiral 

Curriculum pattern (Site 2) which does have the fewest average words per page. This is 

consistent with the goals of the spiral curriculum pattern, which is to present materid in 

small sections and to repeat concepts frequently. Given that none of the hand-produced 

sites used a spiral-like approach, it is reasonable that none of them have the smaller 

number of words per page. 

There is a small difference when the numbers of concepts covered are compared. 

APHID covers more concepts for both the novice and the advanced sites. The 

diff~re~lce is not large however, and indicates that the instructional designers who were 

creating sites by hand and the iastructiona1 designer working with APHID had similar 

notions about what should be included, Figure 5-3 is an example page taken from the 

APHID site using the Spiral Curriculum paitem. A comparison of it and the page 

illustrated in Figure 5-1 shows that similar information is presented in both pages. 

Generally, the sites produced by APHID were similar in size and content to the sites 

created by the instructional designers. 



To examine the possliility that APHID sites were similar to the others only because the 

content was the same a second set of measurements were taken. Undergraduate 

university students collected simple metrics (as part of a university class assignment) 

from ten different web sites featuring tutorials intended for adult learners. The students 

were asked to count the number of pages in the web site, the number of concepts 

covered in the web site, the number of words on each page and the number of data 

elements on each page. A definition was given for concept and data eIement, but the 

identification of such was left to the students' discretion. Students were asked to take 

measurements for two of the ten possl'ble sites, but were allowed to select the two sites 

thus the ten sites were not represented evenly in the sample. A compilation of the 

results from this assignment is presented in Table 5-5. The table shows the mean counts 

for an entire web site. 

Figure 5-3 h p l e  of APHID Prodiced Page 

I I4 



Table 5-5 Meastlres f b m  Student Assi'm~~ 

Sixty-seven students submitted measures for two web sites each. One of the web sites 

that was given to the students was simply one long file, and didn't fit the notion of 

tutorid used hr  this research. The measures wUeeted tbr that web site are not shown in 

the table. The table shows the meau counts fbr an entire web site. Even allowing for 

measurcmmt error, which may be @te high because of the inexperience of the 

measums and the lack of precision ofthe definitions, the measurements indicate general 

trends in tutorial sizes. The web sites analysed by the students used a s i m i  number of 

pages, concepts and data elements to APHID. The web sites tended to have more words 

on a page than APHID sites, which is rcasonablt considering these sites are intended for 

adult learners. The indication is that APHID ptoduces sites that are comparable in size 

to those produced by other authors. 

5.5 Tke EvoJuatbn by the Independent Evaluator: ExphentrJSetup 
An independent evaluator, with experience both in instructional design and in web site 

construction, was recndted to rate each web site, i.e. those produced by APHID and 

those produced by the instructional technologist particpants. Prior to the evaluation, the 
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evaluator was unaware that any of the sites had been machine-aeated, or precisely what 

the purpose of the evaluation was. He was told that the evaluation was to examine 

different methods of creating instructional hypermedia (see Appendix F for the complete 

set of instructions given to the evaluator). The web sites were given to him in random 

order with no possl'bility of identifying authors. 

The evaluator was given a set of criteria to consider when rating the sites and was asked 

to rate each site for each criterion. The rating criteria were selected to focus the 

evaluation on web site structure, organization and content selection. The set of criteria is 

a compilation of suitable entries b m  a variety of web site ratings instruments (Rettig 

1996; Joseph 1999; Kodas 1999). The set of criteria, along with the descriptors 

provided to the evaluator is given in Figure 5-4. The first nine criteria were rated using 

an ordinal scale ranging fiom one to ten, where one represented a poor effort and ten 

represented an excellent one. The last four criteria were also rated on an ordinal scale, 

but the meaning of the scale was altered so that one represented too few items, ten 

represented too many and five represented the correct number of items. This was done 

because those criteria were dealing with quantities that were difficult to descrii using a 

simple 1-10 scaIe. The evaluator was asked also to provide written comments whenever 

possible. His evaluations and written comm~~~ts are provided in Appendix G. 



1. Navigabnrty 
The learns can move h m  page to page and ftan to item with ease and without getting Iost or confused 
LinLsareweUorganisedaadappropriatelinltchoio*ran~tofind 
2. Suitable Hypvihrkt 
The links on a page lead to appropriate pages fix the 1- to select as their next page. Any choice of 
hypdhk on a page d t s  in a logical ordaing of the material 
3. ~ U o n o f H y p u l i n k t  
Hypalinks are organised within the page to help the leaxner maLt suitable choices. 
4. Inrtrpctionrlstrrtegy 
The site has a clear insrmctional p h  Emugh ordaing supplied within the hyptrW and pagcs to execute 
that plan. It is as easy, or easia, to use the site as an instrpctional tool as it is to use it for h e  urplorati01~ 
Thtmataialpnsentcdisnot overly rcp&ivc(ginntheleamdsIcvcf). 
5. OrderofPrcrcnrrdon 
Theordamwhichconccpt~arrpnsentedis~lefbrtbe@cular~~nal~tofthemataial. 
(Thisappliesmoretothc~~nalpreaeptlrtion,ifoaeisprcsmt) 
6. Orpabatha of Matcrlrl (indMdad pages) 
The idormation is clearly labelled a d  # in a msomblc hbion. Difhdt mmhl is broken imo 
manageable chunks. 
7. Suitability of Content 
The information is at a levd appropriate to tk learnds Iml (ondastandable, but chaIlenging enough to 
promote some thought and reflection). 
8. Stracture of Top& Emerges 
A sense of the ovaall s r m c ~ c  of the topic merges as the Iearaa tmascs the site. After using the site, a 
learner wodd be able to consuuct a model of the topic (canapt-map, oatlint, etc). (Assuming they read and - evaything) 
9. LUqa betweenConcepts 
Concepts m the topic are com#:ted (via hypalinb) to reflect the whole topic comctly. For haute, ifone 
was laming about cars, and the s u b a m q t s  were wkcls, ensine, and pinons, there should k hyperlinb 
between can and wheels, cars and engine and ePgiac and pistons. It is less Woely that there would be a 
hypal in iEbctw#ncarsaad~.  
10. Quantity of P8ga 
Ihe&~ofwhthesittisacithatoohmrtoomnay. 
11. Quantity ofHypcrlinb 
Thatarr~cimtlinLsfatbth~andforwgdmvanmtThaaremaughlinlcPtoallowle~~as 
toexplant6etopicaaddiscoverthtsmacnxeofthtmrtairL 
l2. Qorntity dM8twW (main she) 
The topic is adequately d The site Itas a suitable amount of mataiaI fbr tk level ofthe lamer. 
13. Qluatity of Matcrtr (hdMdul paga) 
14. Pages bavc enough material on tbcm, without king ovmkhbg.  
- 

Figure 5-4 Criteria UsedforEvaItiation 

The criteria were selected to identifL strengths and weaknesses m the organbation of the 

web sites. Four of the criteria (1,2,3 and 1 I)  are concerned with the hype&& found 

in the web site and the over all structure of the site. They elicit comment about the 

overall navigability of the site, the appropriateness of the hyperlink targets and the 

organization and guantity of the h*. Four of the criteria (4,S, 8 and 9) deal with 

the iastructional nature of the hypermedia applications and attempt to determine if the 



web site is ofganized in a way suitable for instruction about the topic of plate tectonics. 

The remaining five criteria address issws about the content of the web site including 

quantity, approappropriateness and organization. Together they provide a reasonably broad 

view of the Quality of a web site. 

The second part of the evaluation was to expedment with APHID'S ability to 

accommodate the personal @erences of instructors (and users). Once the evaluator 

had rated each of the web sites fie was told about APHID, shown which sites were 

constructed by APHID and given the oppomrnity to reqwst fine-tuning the APHID sites 

to better codbm to his preferences. He was given a complete explanation of the project 

and invited to observe how APHID is used to creak web sites. An interesting note is 

that the instructional wems and their descriptions proved to be quite valuable m 

descri'bing the process of budding d i f f i  types of hypermedia sites with APHID. 

Based on his initial evaluations, two of the web sites he had evaluated were selected for 

rebuilding using attriiute value suggested by the evaluator. He then re-evalwted those 

two sites using the same criteria 

5.6 The Evaluation by the Indcpcndmt Ewluator: Resuks 
The results fiwn the evaluator's initial evaluation ofthe web sites are shown in Table 

5-6. One ofthe original thirteen criteria has been Qopped h m  the d t s  because an 

inteaview with the evaluator revealed that thae had been a misunderstanding about its 

definition The definition of lnstmctiod S m e g y  assumed by the evaluator was quite 

dissimilar h the intertded dehitiion, corny the ratings for that criteria were of 

no value to the discussion. As mentioned previously, the first eight categories in the 

table are rated on a scaIe &om 1 to 10, where I0 is the most desirable score- The last 

four categories are rated on a scale hm f to 10 where 1 represents too few, 5 is a 

desirable score and 10 tepresents too many- 

The columns in bold type contain the tatin@ fix the sites created by APHID. None of 

the web sites dusted received exdent (a score of 8 or higher) ratings in all 

categories and a l l  of the web sites evaluated feceived excellent ratings in some 



Table 5-6 Raw Evaluation Rpsuib 

Quandity of Hyperlinks 
Quantityof Material (individual 7 5 8 9 8 5 5 5 6 5 
Pam) 

categories. In a post-session intenrim, the evaluator stated that he had a personal 

preference for building and teaching with web sites that were hierarchical in nature. He 

felt that he may have rated sites that were hierarchical as being more desirable than sites 

that were constructed using a different model (like the spiral clrrriculurn). 

Table 5-7 provides a more concise view of the data. To simplify comparisons, the scores 

for the last four criteria m Table 5-6 (representing quantities) have been transformed 

f h m  the too-few, too-many scale to a 1-10 scale using the hIlowing formula: N,=IO - 
Abs(N-5)*9/4 where N is the original score given on the uiterion. This formula was 

used to W o r n  the results because the originai scale used didn't have an integer 

middle value. Table 5-7 contains these transformed scores as well as the other raw 

scores for the APHID sites. The criteria are grouped according to the type of 

information elicited by individual criteria Comparing the means with the scores given 

to individuaf APHID-produced sites yields some interesting idonnation about the 

strengths and weaknesses of APHID from the viewpoint of the evaluator. The APHID 

sites were umally rated well in criteria related to content selection and quantity (with 

one exception) and less well for criteria related to uavigatio~~ 



T ' l e  5-7 Meon Scores 

Hyperlinks ~uitable ~ b r l i n k s  7.00 
andstruetun Organizationof Hyperfinks 

Quantity of Hyperlinks 6.1 4 
Instructional Order of Presentation 12 5 5 4.001 4.86 
nature of Structure offopic E m e m  1 1 8 4 3.67 1 5.00 
a P P l i d a  Linkages b&en Con&& 

Organization of Memrfal 
(individual pages) 
Suitability of Content 

Cantent of Quantity af Pages 
appliiian Quantity ot Material (entire 

site) 
Quantity of Material 
(indiiuaI pages) 

An unanticipated difficuity arose from diffaences in how the inmudona1 designers 

inteqmted the rules given them and how the same rules were applied to the APHID- 

produced sites. One example o f  this was the use of next and back as hyperlink labels. 

The hstmctional designers added the words next and back in as link IabeIs but APHID 

used the titles of the pages as link labels btcausc ncxt end W weren't explicitly given 

as pert of the text APKtD used mIor to distinguish between types of Links rather than 

explicit labels. The evaluator understandably f o d  the links IabeUed next and back to 

be cleara and rated the sites with atplicitiy labeIIed next and back links higher in 

several categories. Another example is in the use of off-site hyperlmks- Hyperlinks to 

other sites were not intended to be part of the evaluation web sites, yet some of the 

participants included such hypedhks and none were included in the APHID-produced 

sites* 

Many of the evaluator's comments on the A P m  sites were concerned with Iink labels 

and hyperlink arrangement In g e a d  the feasme~ he noticed arose fFom Strict 

adherence to the rules given or simply h m  different demtadhgs of how the rules 



should be interpreted, Fortunately, the concerns he raised were easily addressed when 

he fine-tuned the APHID sites to his personal preferences. 

One particular attniute of two the APHID sites caused low ratings in several 

categories. The evaluator did not fm1 that the SpiraI Curriculum pattern was one that he 

wodd ever use, and rated sites that demonstrated the pattern low on several categories 

(which affected one entire novice site and a portion of the remedial site). He disliked 

the hct that the same concept was presented in several segments although he liked the 

amount of information that was on individual pages and the totd quantity of 

information. He suggested that he would have liked it better if the titles of the pages 

were less similar. When APHID creates a second page for a particular concept (fbr 

imtmce, if the concept of Volcanoes were broken into three parts, there would be three 

separate pages for it) it uses the same title for the page but adds apart N label. This was 

done to avoid the need to generate text dynamically within APHID and to ensure that 

the APHID sites used titIes that were contained in the original materials. 

The evaluator consistently rated the APHlD sites below average in navigability, 

oqanktion of hyperlinks, and suitable hyperlinks. These categories were intended to 

address the navigability of the site, the suitability of target pages for linking h m  the 

source page and the organhtion of hyperlinks within an individuaI page. The 

comments h m  the eyaluator @oth writtea and vabal) indicated that he evaluated the 

hyperiink text and formatting for all three categories. He felt that the style used by 

APHID (colored link-types) was inappropiiate and that the port I and part 2 text 

generated by APHID to differentiate between Merent versions of pages was confkhg- 

Consequently, he rated the APHD sites Iower for these categories. The evaluator 

suggested that labelled categories of IinLs would have been helpfur which was a 

presentation feature that had been considered and not imp1emented because it was not in 

conformance with the directions given to the educators who created the other sites. 

A mixed rating was given to the APHID sites fix the ety of mrenuI category. The 

sites created for novices were rated well for that category bat the site created fix the 

advanced learner was not The evaluator's wmments about this category indicated that 



he had a different mentai model of adyatzced leamas than was used to create the sites. 

He felt that here was simply too much material presented at once, even for what he felt 

would be an advanced leamer. Quantity of material is an attciiute that is easily set 

within APHID, which made it simple to address his concerns about too much material. 

The APHID produced sites were consistently rated near or above average for several 

other categories. The evaluator feh that the software consistently chose suitable content, 

organized the individual pages well and created a suitable number of pages with a 

suitable iunount of content Given that the evaluator stated that the Spiral Curriculum 

pattern was not something he would choose to use, it is interesting to compare just the 

Depth First and Remedial sites with the averages fbr the hand-crafted sites. Both the 

Depth First site and the Remedid are also rated near or above average for structure of 

topic, linkages between concepts and the order of -OIL 

In summary, the evaluator felt that APHID created sites that were near or above average 

for seven of the twelve categories. The average rating for APHID sites was near or 

above the average rating for most categories dealing with instrpction and content. It is 

significant that, prior to being toId, the evaluator was not aware of, and did not suspect, 

that some of the sites were created automatidy. His concans about the APHID sites 

in the other categories were a nsult of using defiwlt values fbr attniutes designed to be 

have values assigned by the instructional designer who would use the sites. 

The defiruft values for the APHID sites were chosen by the author to conform to 

personal prefere~lces and asmnptions about the target learners. The terms novice and 

advanced learner are general tams, and even the rmderstanding of what a junior high 

student might be capable of M i  from educator to educator. The default values 

selected for the APHID sites were inappropriate for the evaluator's prefaences for a 

nmber of reasons. First, the evaluator was hmiliar with a diffefent amidurn than the 

author, so the content selected for the sites wouId w3rmalIy be taught to older students 

by the evaluator. This meant that he ftlt that m general, the content would be diffidt 

for the target age-group. A second reason was that the evafuator was imagining using 

the sites with a ciass of learners rather that with individuals and he did not feel that the 



APHID produced sites were suitable for an average student. Because he did not realize 

that the sites had been machine-produced, he couldn't imagine going to the effort of 

making a web site for an individual learner. 

A third reason that the defdts didn't seem appropriate to the evaluator was a result of 

differing understandings of what learners are capable of. The author has worked with 

different types of students thaa the evaluator and felt that average student.. were more 

capable and more attentive than did the evaIuatOr. 

Similar differences in instructional prefere~lces will appear given any two educators. 

APHID makes accommodation for these differences by allowing educators to override 

the dehult settings that govern content selection, link selection and organization of 

pages* 

5.7 Finc Tuning and Re-e valuating the APRU) Sacs 
The flexibility of the APHID approach was demonstrated when two of the APHID sim 

were re-built using the evaluatot's prefezcnccs for site and page attriiutes. The 

evaluator was invited to select two of the sites that he felt best reflected how he might 

teach the topic for he-tuning. He selected site 2 and site 8 for 6netmhg. The 

prwsl'ble settings were explained to him and he selected those tbat he felt would improve 

the web sites. 

The evaluator chose to reduce the number of data elements ptesented to both novice and 

advancui learners. He also chose to reduce the number of hypalinks allowed on a page. 

A different presentation for hyperiinlcs was selected to include a link-label as well as the 

l i k  tide. He was satisfied with the ordering of data elements and the selection of 

concepts so those settings were not altered, The number of parts a concept could be 

broken into was reduced to two (hm thee). 

Even though these changes required modification to the source code for APHID and. a 

recompilation of the program (which was an artifact of the prototype and would not be 

the case m a -on-@ty system), the total time required to make the changes was 

less than half an how. This includes time for making the changes, recumpiling the 
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Table 5-8 Re-evaluation R m h  

Hyperlinks and 
meture 

Aphid sites 

8 2 M e a n  

Instructional 
Nature of 
Application 

Hand Crafted 
sites 

Mean 

Content of 
Application 

Navigability 
Suitable Hyperlinks 
Organisation of Hyperlinks 
Quantity of Hyperlinks 
Order of Presentation 
Structure of Topic E m e m  
Linkages b e t w k  Con&& 
Organization of Material (individual 

Quantity of  Pages 
Quantity of Material (entire site) 
Quantity of Material (indiiual 

source code and regenerating the sites. An additional half-hour was spent familiarizing 

the evaluator with the APHID process. 

The evaluator paformed a second evaluation on the revised w& sites, the results of 

which are shown in Table 5-8, As can be seen h m  the table, the evaluator feIt that the 

deficiencies he had noticed in the web sites had been conected by changing parameters 

to reflect his prefefe~lces. He indicated that both sites, in their revised form, were 

clearly above average. What is interesting is that changing relatively few parametas 

made such a significant differc~lce to the evaluator's paqtions of the sites. 

Overall, the portion of the study involving the evaluator shows tbat instructiond patterns 

with default attriiutes can be used to create acceptable hypermedia applications, and 

that the APHID approach to realizing those patteras can be quickly and easily wed to 

meate good hypemedia applications that appeal to &c users. 

5.8 Summary 
We have shown that APHID can be used to create customized hypermedia applications 

that are as good as those created by hand and that the process of cfeaSing those 
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applications is more efficient than creating similarly customized applications by hand. 

Using APHID to create hypermedia applications is more a c i e n t  if the intention is to 

create more than one application from the same information. It is not necessarily more 

efficient (although it may result in better hypermedia) if only one application is desired. 

We have also shown that at least a small sample of educators sees a need for web sites 

that are customized to particular instructional purposes which points to a need for 

creating multiple sites h m  the same information. 

Simple metrics collected indicate that APHID creates sites roughly comparable in size 

and complexity to other hmctional websites. APHID provides a similar (or slightly 

greater) depth of coverage in terms of number of concept covered in a detailed web site 

and the number of data-elements used. 

The idea of semi-automatically crating hypumedia applications is appeaiiug. All of 

the study participants indicated that they felt parts of the hypermedia creation process 

could be automated. All participants also thought that le8111ez-s would benefit b m  web 

sites that were specifically tailored to their needs. The evaluator also felt customization 

would be beneficiaI, but indicated that he would never have considered actually creating 

individualized sites for particular students because of the time involved in creating 

multiple sites. He was most positive about an automated approach to individualization. 

APHID makes customization fbr learners posslile because it is more efficient than 

creating sites by hand. Building a single site using APHID takes approximately the same 

amount of time as creating one by bandt Cceatiag additional sites from the same 

materials with APHlD takes s i ~ ~ t l y  less time than creating additional sites by 

hand. 

APHID is not intended to be a completely autonomous generator of hypermedia. The 

intent is that an instructional designer can use the method and the software to easily 

create instructional hypermedia applications that are tdored to meet the needs of 

specific users or to teach using a specific strategy. 

The initial evaIuation of the web sites showed that, even when using the default 

attriiutes for the instructional pattem provided with APHID, the resulting web sites 
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were acceptable. In f h ,  the APHID sites were rated near or above average for most 

categories. The power of the APHID approach is that it provides defaults for designers 

who are inexperienced (or in a hurry) and allows fine-tuning by those designers who 

wish for more contml. The re-evaluation of the APHID sites after the evaluator was 

dowed to customize the sites demonstrates that APHID can produce hypermedia that 

meets the persona1 goals and requirements of individuaI instructors resulting in well- 

designed applications that are aIso flexiile and maintainable. 



Chapter Six 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

The previous chapter illustrated that this research has achieved the objective set in 

the beginning. We have shown that the APHID approach to designing and 

producing instrUctionaI hypermedia can produce satisfactory hypermedia 

applications more efficiently than humans are abIe to. 

The first chapter of this thesis suggested that the achievement of that objective had the 

side effect of realizing five additional goals. This section explores those additional 

gods and examines how they have been ~ccomplisbed. 

To reiterate, the five general goals stated in Chapter one were: 

1. To identify common components within a hypermedia application intended fir 

instruaional use. These compncnts wil l  be comprised of element types and 

relationship types. Any iastmctid application is camposed of elements and 

relationships that are draw h m  this sa of common components. 

2. To identify the current 'best prac!iccsl fbr the Mation of instructional hypermedia 

applications and to oodifL those practices in the fom of patterns. Some patterns are 

design pattems, some are iasauctiond patterns thrnugh the conceptuaI space- Each 

hrwtional pattern corresponds to a specific instructid strategy or goal. 

3. To identify a development approach for hypermedia tfiat utikes pattems and 

concept maps to produce well designed instructional hypermedia applications. The 

production of the appIications is p d d y  automated, 

4. To implement a prototype software system that embodies the APHID approach. 



5. To evaluate the implemented system to demonstrate that the research objective has 

been met. 

The first goal of identifying oommon components has been met, although certainly the 

list of components identified is not exhaustive. We have used data elements, a variety 

of instructional classes and several types of relationships to construct a wide variety of 

hypermedia applications. Werent types of components will  doubtless be identified in 

the future. 

We have likewise identified and recorded a s d  sample of patterns for the 

development of instructional hypumedia. The sample proved to be enough to 

accomplish the objective set for this research, but does not include many alternate 

approaches to instructional design. This goal proved to be the least simple to realize 

because there is We agreanent among educators as to what comprises good instruction 

or good design, Much of the future work on the APHID approach must focus on 

iden-g additional instructional pattems and codifying them. 

The remining three gods have cleariy been acwmpIished. That the applications 

produced by APHID are well designed has already been established. The APHID 

approach uses concept maps to d e s c n i  the domain of instruction and patterns to 

desui'be both the presentation of insanstion and the process of instruction. APHID 

provides partid automation in the pmtotpe implementation and more automation is 

likely in future versions. 

The process of achieving these goals arad the primary objective has led to some 

interesting obsenrafions and contriilrtions to the area of instn~ctional hypermedia 

design. The next section explores those research contn'butions. 

6.1 Research Contdbutio rrs 
The main research mmiution of this work is the development of a method for 

modelling and creating instructional hypetmedia systems. The method developed is 

based on sound s o h  deveiopment principles and on principles of instructional 

design. It aIso provides scaffokiing for instnrctional designers who may not have 
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howledge about hypennedia construction as well as for software developas who may 

not have knowledge about instruction. The APHID approach to constructing 

instructional hypemedia provides a means to create instructional hypermedia 

applications iailored to the instructor's purpose orad prefae~lces. The underlying 

asamption is that the imtmdor knows best the needs of the intended leamen and is in 

the best position m provide the bounding information for the APHlD software. 

The key diffefence between this research and other approach- to hypennedia design is 

the incIusion of the semantic model as one of the design models for hypermedia 

systems. Semantic modeUing often requires detailed knowledge about the instances that 

make up the domain. For instance, consider the models created during indexing of a 

large body of text. That process requires a large quantity of domain knowIedge to 

disambiguate words and identify synonyms. Semantic modelling is fieqwtly deemed 

to be inappropriate for product analysis and design, The APHID approach to semantic 

modelling with a concept map create3 a middle ground between the domain model, 

which is quite genera1 and the instances, which are always specific. The knowledge 

used in this model is contained in the relationships allowed in the concept map. The 

concept map is general enough to be reusable for otha applications in the same domain 

of instruction, and the patterns of instruction can be reused in other domains, provided 

similar types of reIationships exist between the concepts. 

The APHID approach to htructional hypermedia d&gu has two key diffixences from 

the approach taken by designers of  intelligent tutoring system. The 6rst diBFkence is 

that the APHID domain models do not have a target or god concept where intelligent 

~ o r i n g  systems usually assume that one concept of the domain model is the god and 

that the steps necessary to reach the god are precisely identifiable. Instead, the goal in 

an APHID-produced hypermedia appIication is to present an entire subset of the domain 

mode1 to a learner in some predictable, organized fashion. APHID applications are 

designed to support the human instructor rather than to provide direct instruction. 

APHID'S mots in software engineering methodoIogy provide the second difference 

between it and approaches to inteiligent tutoring system design. APHID allows the 



calculation of metrics for each hypermedia application. The mecrics can be wed to 

constrain the application size and structure, resulting in an application that conforms to 

the current understanding of how good hypermedia should be structured. 

The research makes a contriiution towards the use of pattems in anaIysis and design of 

hypermedia Patterns have been applied to many different design problems by a variety 

of researchers. The contriiution of this research to the pattems community is the use of 

patterns to desm't,e instruction, and subsequently to guide the development of the 

hypemedia application. Even though relatively few instructional patterns are identified 

as part of this research, the concept is novel and has been a useful tool fw 

communicating with educators during this research. The use of patterns for 

communicating instructional ideas should simplify the process of identifying suitable 

organizations for different types of instructional hypermedia 

Although the focus of the work is on instructional hypemedia applications, any 

hypermedia application for which the designer has a clear 'probable path' in mind could 

be developed using the APHID approach. APHID provides a solid basehe for future 

research into analysis and design of any sort of targeted hypermedia applications. A 

targeted hypermedia application is one fot which the author has a single, specific 

purpose in mind. Instruction is one type of targeted application, but many others exist. 

The advertising industry mates taqeted media, as do motivational speakem, industrid 

trainers and designers of help systems. This work has shown that it is poss1'bIe to create 

good hypermedia applications algorithmically, the next step is to explore how to 

improve those algorithms and to apply them to similar domains. The next few sections 

of this chapter discuss fUture possiiilities for APHID including some possiiIe 

improvements and some ideas for how APHID could be used in arenas other than 

instructional design. 

62 Improvemen& to APHID 
There are potential improvements to the APHID software that arise simpIy h the fact 

that it is a prototype system and is not built to be either robust or efficient. These 



improvements include the redesign of many of the key classes, the addition of robust 

error checking on data, and the creation of an XML editor to simplify data entry. These 

types of alterations will not change how APHID works or improve its ability to create 

hypermedia, they simply improve the way the software is written, 

There are several other possl%le improvements to the design of APHID that would add 

to the fimctionality or feature set of the system. Generally the improvements are one of 

two types: alterations or additions to the instructional and presentation patterns, or 

alterations and additions to the algorithms used to generate the hypermedia applications. 

Most of the improvements suggested can only be realized after significant further 

research into related disciplines. The next two sub-sections explore these two types of 

improvements. 

6.2.1 Additional Patterns 

Two types of pattems are used within APHID to help descni  hypermedia applications, 

instructional patterns and presentation patterns. The patterns used for the prototype 

software were constructed based on the instructional experiences of the researchers. A 

researched approach to creating additional pattems could improve the types of 

applications that APHID creates. 

New presentation pattems should be derived fiom infoxmation about how leamem work 

with instructional hypgmcdia and about which fcanats are most commonly useful to 

lmers. Such work could detamint, for example, the preferred ordering for different 

types of instructionai elements, answering questions Iike "should the definition go ahead 

of the example or after the example". This same research could yield information about 

the optimal values for settings that control the size and shape of the hypermedia, like the 

number of elements and the number of hyperlinks. This research would have to take 

into account the abilities and preferpnces of a variety of leamas and wodd likeIy aIso 

result m the definition of a Iarger variety of leamer types for APHID. 

New instructional pattems should be developed after a methodical investigation into 

what kinds of hypermedia educators create and how effective those sites are. The 



research also needs to examine classroom teaching practises and the current 

understanding of instruction in general. Many teaching strategies exist that could be 

modified for hypermedia presentatioa, but presently most hypermedia seems to be 

strictly hierarchical. 

One requisite for the development of new pattems (both instructiond and presentation) 

is an understanding of the c ~ s t i c s  of hypermedia and an examination of which of 

those characteristics are known to be of value instructiody. Presently there is no 

consensus on how to descni a hypermedia application by measuring it. Depth, 

breadth, number of nodes and simiIar measurements all seem to be likely candidates, but 

there is no understanding of how the different values fbr those measufements affect the 

usability of the hypermedia application. One method of detamining characteristics of 

sites would be to use the types of measures for hypetmedia discussed in Section 2.2.3.3. 

An interesting experiment would be to juxtapose such measurements against student and 

instructor ratings for a variety of instructional sites and determine which characteristics 

seem to be most important to users. One promising source of infomation about how 

usability and structure of web sites are interrelated is the user studies presently being 

done in conjunction with the MetaLhks project (Murray, et al. 1999) 

One user interface construct that is necessary for the APHID hypermedia is an overview. 

The oveniew could be a map, an omnipresent index, a fish-eye view or any of a number 

of other constructs. The investigation into additional pnxatation patterns should 

consider die necessity for supplying a context to leamas and developing a pattern that 

accommodates that need 

632 Additional md Improved Algorithms 

APHID uses a variety of algorithms to create a hypermedia application. The software is 

designed to allow new algorithms to be easily incorporated into the design, which 

hcilitates the creation of new types of hypermedia appliations. There are also points in 

the prototype software where the existing algorithm is sketchy or experimentd and 

shouId be refined in fimm versions of the sofkm Two points in the prototype 



software are in need algorithmic refinement: coastraint management and data element 

selection.. New algorithms should be explored for travaing the concept map and the 

use of XML and XSL should be further incorporated into the program design. 

APHID maintains a set of rules for the construction of hypermedia applications, but it 

has no f i t y  for me consbaint solving, As the rule-set becomes more complex, 

simple application of the d e s  is unlikely to suffice because conflicts will arise. Rules 

are applied as nodes are created in APHJD, and should be checked each time a new node 

is created ad, if necessary, modifications should be made to the navigation model to 

ensure adherence to the constraints. Presently rules are relaxed rather than employing a 

backtracking mechanism to make different choices. 

An example of this type of problem arises when the maximum depth fiom the root node 

is exceeded. Ideally, APHID would backtrack and make the parent node of the violating 

node more detailed so that the critical information of the 'out of depth' node was 

included in its parent. Presently the violating node is simply deleted and its infoanation 

is not presented to the learner. A more complex constraint-management system to 

ensure reasonabIe adherence to rules would give a less severe solution to problems such 

as this one. 

Related to constraint-management is the issue of validating the hypemedia documents. 

Hypermedia validation is used to determine if the hypermedia application contains the 

desired i n f o d o n ,  is built to the desired specifications, and to determine if it has the 

desired effect upon the user (see Section 2.2.3 for a more compIete expioration). 

Validation of hypamedia is an interesting (and open) research question APHID 

presently does none, but vaIidation moduies could easily be added to it. As part of the 

information necessary to provide the ability to customize applications APHID keeps 

track of most of the data required to do basic mctmal validation (eg, depth Erom root, 

fin-in, fansut), it could a h  potentially use infbrmation h the concept map to 

validate the imtmtional coverage of the application (i-e., correct number of concepts 

covered and adequate data presented for each concept). 



The APHID protoFpe uses nine types of data elements (novice-critical being an 

example of one type) and has no facility for ordering elements within each type. This 

proved to be somewhat problematic, because there was no way of telling the software 

which of the noviceaitical elements h u l d  receive priority for selection. A future 

version of the software should increase the number of types of data elements as well as 

provide for a more sophisticated seIection algorithm that provides for some sort of 

ordering within each type of element, It may be possiile to use the same algorithms that 

were implemented within the prototype to identi@ and sort out prerequisite concepts. 

In general, the selection method for data elemarts in the prototype software was simple- 

minded and must be reviewed A more sophisticated algorithm based upon more 

complex telations between data dements is one possibility. This would make the 

selection of data elements a similar process to the selection of concepts. 

The prototype software utilizes two types of t r a v d s  and one traversal order to build 

the different types of hypermedia applications. Even with these two traversal types, 

several different types of hypermedia me possi.ile. APHID can generate 12 different 

applications from the algorithms that are presently implemented. A summary of the 

charactaistics of these I2 applications is given in Appendix H. It is possl%le to imagine 

how different traversaI orders using these same types of traversals would result in new, 

interesting hypermedia appIications. 

As new instructional patterns are identified, new traversal techniques must also be 

incorporated to model those patterns. For instance, it might be possiile to use a 

completely different algorithm (such as a m&ed hill-climbing algorithm) to effect the 

traversal of the graph, which would result in a different tutorid-order for the h a l  pages 

io the application. The choice of algorithm could result in rather disjoint presentations, 

if it were not careklly orchestrated (consider what a branch and bound approach would 

do to a presentation), but it is w d  investigating firrther. 

In this implementation, XML and XSL ate used simply as a convenient method of 

representiug data and appIying presentation xuies to that data. The technologies related 

to XML have matured signifiwtly in recent months and could be used for more tasks 
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within the APHID hypermedia creation ptaccss. For instance, all of the presentation 

patterns for instructiod classes could be represented as fragments of an XSL 

document. The APHID software would then simply select h m  a list of styles for each 

type of dgta element and create a custom style-sheet for each application. Or, APHID 

could create different style sheets fbr different portions of the application, allowing, for 

instance, the remediation portion of an application to be presented differently than the 

review portion. XSLT can also perfbnn simple selection and sorting, so lists of 

hyperlinks and elements could be sorted before presentation, if desired. 

Data elements for the prototype were stored as Iarge chunks of data. Their XML 

representation would have allowed APHID to decompose them, and to use small parts of 

a data element as a part of some other composite data element. The XPath specification 

(XML Path Language (XPath) 1999) makes posslile the precise identification of parts 

of XML documents, and allows algozithmic selection of those parts. So, fUture versions 

of APHID should be able to assemble larger data elements h m  smaller parts (for 

instance, it could assemble elements with di£kcnt titles for different levels of users, or 

use the same title and attach diffkcnt explanations to it). This sort of refinement would 

work well with the improvements tix data danent selection made earlier. It would 

require additional guidelines for thc campasition of elaneats including welldefined 

document types, possiily schemas and same additional rules built in to the APHlD 

system. 

The APHID software in its present state creates good ~ c t i o n a l  h p e d i a  

applications. The improvunents suggested in this section would make the software 

more flexrile and capable of creating m y  new types of hypermedia applications. It 

would also make the software more rcsponsivc to the diffaing needs of users. As the 

software product becomes more flexrile, it can be used in diffirent domains for different 

purposes. The next section of this chapter explores some possible uses for fbture 

versions of APHID. 



6 3  Frrtrrre Directions 
While the prototype is targeted at the education and training segment of society, the 

ideas behind the APHID process are applicable well beyond the domain of instruction. 

Some of the alternate domains would realize immediate benefits h m  the software as it 

is curra!tly implemented; others rqmsmt potential applications for future versions of 

the software. AU are equally inteEesting markets for the APHID style of hypermedia 

constnrction. 

63.1 Industrid Tnining Mate- 

One obvious application of the technology is in the domain of industrial training. 

Industries spend money training and retraining their employees. Some of this money is 

spent hiring trainers, some is spent creating training materials and much is spent revising 

mataials to bring them up to date or to tairor them for a specific audience. The APHID 

software would allow trainers to mate a set of i n f i i o n  for a particular topic and 

then quickly create training materials fbr speSc audimces as the need arose. 

In conjunction with this a adorial system fix the trainers would be helpll. The APHID 

pattern are useful for communicating ideas to all kinds of people who might be 

involved in creating training mataials_ A tutorial or sdolded  environment in which 

trainers were taught what comprises a good instructional hypermedia system as they 

constnrcted one would be quite d. It would allow trainers who were not educators 

to learn about what makes good inauction and it would assist insrmctors to make the 

tmder  between the teaching skills they have and the domain of hypermedia Such a 

tutorid system requires better pattern desaiptions and a help system that is intertwined 

with the APHID software. 

APHID has the added advantage that maintenance of the assembled infbmmion is 

simpli6ed because all information revisions happen within the APHID software- So, 

when information changes, or is added to, the changes arc made within APHID and new 

materials are generated h m  the revised infOLm8tion. There is no need to edit existing 



materials because they are simply discovded and replaced with new versions. Creating 

new versions is simple and painless, 

6 3 3  Help Systems 

Help systems, especially those that come with modem computer sohare are often 

diss'buted as some form of hypermedia Authoring help systems for software is a 

difficult task made worse by the fact that the help pages must be reIevant to users with 

disparate abilities and needs. The different types of users require different levels of heIp 

and require different types of help. For instance, some require basic infannation, some 

require an indexed reference and some require tutorials. These differing needs are 

presently partially addressed by providing diffctc~lt methods of accessing the same help 

pages (indices, keyword searches and hyperlinlrs for instance). This does aIIow people 

to find material in different fishions, but it does nothing to ensure that the material they 

find is suitably presented for the specific user. 

An APHID approach to designing help systems would have all the same advantages for 

help system construction as it would for the creation of industrial training toots. It 

would simplify maintenance and ultimately could create help systems that were more 

useful to a wider audience. 

633 Automated Query Display 

In one sense, APHID is a primitive means of autamating user-intedice creation. It is 

primitive because it does not generate the achaal widgets that comprise the i n a c e ,  

rather it relies on the ability to manipulate an cxhhg,  cmiigurable interface h e w o r k  

(in the case of the p r o t o m  the h e w o r k  is a web browser and the language of 

manipulation is HTML). There are apptication domains for which this simple type of 

interfke creation is all that is needed, One example is the domain of information 

retxieval. 

Often i n f o d o n  retrieval appIicatiom are connected to large federated databases and 

queries composed in these applications can return thousands of results. Efforts to create 



uuderstandable interfaces from such Quaies have had mixed success Weinberg 1998) 

and generally techniques for sorting and classifying query r d t s  are improving. 

Under certain, reasonably common, conditions APHID presents another interesting 

possiiility for the management of query results. Suppose that the queries in question are 

restricted to a specific domain for which there is a large quantity of data. This situation 

is common in scientific research where large data sets are queried. A search engine 

returns a large number of hits and the user wouId like to see something other than a flat- 

list of those responses. Because the domain is restricted, a concept map of the domain 

can be created by hand that will be reusable between queries. Each response to the 

query can be treated as an individual data element and can be assigned to a concept 

using traditional indexing or keyword approaches to hhmation retrieval (Salton, et al. 

1994). Once the concepts in the concept map reptesenting the domain have data 

elements, APHID can generate pages using a q  of its available algorithms. 

This approach is limited only by the ability to classify query results into data elements. 

As long as results have enough identifying charactaistics to allow them to be classified 

and assigned to different concepts (and posslily to differeat element-types) APKID 

would be capable of creating oqauhd, stnuad hypermedia out of a flat list of query 

results. Users would specify the type of organization they desired by selecting a pattern 

for APHID to follow (in the prototype these pattans are called instructional patterns). 

Thus users would get query results m a fonn that matched their own personal 

prefetences. 

63.4 Adaptive Hypermedia Systenu 

Probably the most exciting possriity fix future work with APHlD lies in its 

applicability to adaptive hypermedia systems. The APHID approach to designing 

hypermedia has a focus on user prefirences, be they end users or instructors. The goal 

is to present hypermedia applications that comply with the preferences of the user. This 

goal is congruent with the goals of adaptive hypermedia and, although APHID has some 



significant differeslces %m typical adaptive systems, it has complimentary features that 

would combine well with adaptivity. 

Adaptive hypermedia is " 4 iryperrext or hypermedia system which refleEts some 

features of the user a d o r  chamcrerisrcs of his system usage into a user model, and 

utiiires this model in order to aahpt various behavioral aspects of the system to the 

user" ~ ~ ~ l o v s k y ,  eet ai. 1998). In many ways, APHID is similar to an adaptive 

hypermedia system but there are two key differences. The first is that APHID does not 

dynamically adapt to a user where most adaptive hypermedia systems perform their 

adaptations on-the-fly. The second diffixence is that APHID does not have a model of 

an individual user, rather it relies on the imtmtor to supply information about desired 

characteristics that the final hypcnnedia should have. APHID does have pre-set values 

for these characteristics fbr each of the instnrctid patterns and user-types, which serve 

the same fimction of a user model, but they represent stereotypes rather than an actual 

individualized model. The assumption made in APHlD is that the instructor (or the 

learner) has a mental m d  of the intendad user and translates that model into values for 

the attriiutes of the hypermedia application So, while on the surface APHID appears 

similar to adaptive hypenncdia systems, it is Iacldng a refined user model and it 

static hypermedia pages tather than dynamic. 

APHID does provide a predictable, configurable mechanism for creating hypermedia 

given a model of a user (as long as the model can be translated into values for site 

attributes). APHID could be &ed with a system capable of maintaining 

sophisticated user models, such as (Bdovslty, et et 1998) to create a powerful 

adaptive hypermedia system that responds both to the changing characteristics of users 

and to the prefefetlces of the site creator. 

Because APHID separates the process of creating the presentation from the process of 

creating the navigation model, it would be a simple task to rework parts of the software 

to generate pages on-the-fly. The obvious approach to reworking the software is to 

rewrite APHID so that it creates hypennda sites dynamically as the user traverses the 

site. This requires that some part of the software keep track of each user connected to 



the system and what their characterjStics are. This approach would work, but a simpler 

approach is possiile. 

The simple method would be to cfeate a server that caches the XML document that 

APHID neates for a partidar *uer and sends the appropriate parts of that document to 

the user when requested. This would allow for automated selection and generation of 

next and back links and also for the use of a variety of presentation elements, such as 

color and fonq depending upon user history and the changing user model. This 

approach would not require much alteration to the portion of APHID that supports the 

instructional designer, nor to the algorithms that create the navigational model. It 

would require the construction of software to manage the user requests and keep track of 

the state of the various users, but most user-modelling adaptive systems have such 

software in place already. 

The combination of APHlD with techniques for user modelling and adaptivity provide 

advantages to both approaches. APHID gains the ability to react to specific users rather 

than simple stereotypes, and also the ability to react dynamically. APHID provides the 

ability to design the hypermedia based on sohi principles and the ability for the designer 

of the hypermedia application to determine how the application will react to particular 

user characteristics* 

6 4  Conclusions 
This research has presented an approach (APHID) to the design of instructional 

hypermedia applications that is based a set of models descn'bing all aspects of the 

instructionai hypermedia system. APHID uses data models, navigation models and 

presentation models to represent an instmctional hypermedia application, These models 

are drawn h m  previous work in hypermedia design and are customized for the APHID 

approach. The data model consists of a model of instructional classes and a concept 

map depicting the domain of instruction. The concept map is a familiar collstruct for 

many educatars, making APHID easy for instrudors to work with. APHID augments 

the navigation model with information about how the instruction is intended to proceed, 



wbich results in a richer navigation model than is usual for most hypermedia 

development methods. The APHID navigation model addresses specific requirements 

for instructional hypermedia 

APHID uses pattems to guide the construction of hypennedia applications and to 

fbditate communication between people involved with that construction. The patterns 

used descrii both interface features and navigational paths through hypermedia 

applications. These descriptions are paired with an algorithmic representation whenever 

possible that allows the pattem to be encoded as part of the automated portion of 

APHID. 

The APHID approach is appealing because it addresses deficiencies in present 

instructional hypermedia development systems. APHID provides support for imtmctors 

who may be unfamiliar with the hypermedia system they are using, It provides direct 

support for making instructional decisions as well as for customizing those decisions to 

reflect personal preferences. APHID is designed to allow for the addition of new 

instructional strategies and the development method is independent from the 

instructional strategy selected. APHID also supports the designer h m  the initial stages 

of application development ttrrough to the end. The concept mapping environment 

supports the initial planning and design of instruction as well as the design of the 

hypermedia application. 

APHID is an efficient method to use. hs~~~ctors can create initial hypermedia 

applications in approximately the same mount of time as it takes to create one by hand, 

but can create subsequent applications, or rapidly revise existing ones. APHID 

simplifies the maintenance of instructional hypermedia because the data is changed in 

only one place and the hypermedia applications are simply replaced with new versions. 

This is not practicd for haud-created hypermedia applications. In general, APHID can 

decrease the arnomt of time and resources requid to create and maintain educationally 

sound, customized hypermedia applications. 

We have shown that APHID can automatically generate acceptabIe instructiod 

hypermedia applications. Aside h m  the obvious time savings associated with 
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automatically generating hypermedia, the fact that it can be automated allows for 

customization and individualization that is not possiile when the hypermedia is created 

by hand APHID provides the groundwork hr a pow& adaptive hypermedia system 

that considers both user preferetlces d instructional preferences when creating 

applications. Of the numerous possibilities for future work arising h m  this research, 

the potential for adaptivity in hypermedia applications is one of the most interesting and 

should be pursued. 
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Appendix A- Document Type Defmitions for InstructioaaI 
Classes 
<!ELEMENT description OXDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST description 
type (intro[summary~conclusion~explanation~preformatted) 
'explanationm> 

<!EL- quiz (description?, quiz,item+) +> 
c! ELENENT quiz-item (description? 1 (question, answer) +) > 
<!ELEMENT question (#PCDATA)> 
< ! ELEMENT answer ( IPCDATA) > 
<!EL- description (YPCDATA) > 
<!AFTLIST description 
type ( intro I sutmaary I conclusion I explanation I pref ormattedl 
gexplanation*> 

<!ELEMENT question-list (question-item) +> 
<!ELEMENT question-item (question, answer?)' 
<!ELEMENT question (#XDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT answer (YPCDATA) > 

< ! ELEMENT narrative ( description+ ) > 
<!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT list (description+, list,item+l> 
c!ELZKENT list-item (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)> 

< !ELEMENT instructions (description+, instruction_step+) w 
<!ELEMENT Lnsuuction-step (description? laction)> 
c !ELEMENT description (IPCDATA) > 
<!AIITLIST description 
type (intro I summary1 conclusion I explanationIpreformatted) 
"explanationm> 

< ! ELEMENT index ( index-entry+) w 
< ! ELEMENT index-entry ( #PCDATA) > 

<! ELEMEm FAQ (question, answer) +> 
<!ELEEWr question (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT answer (XPCDATA), 

< ! ELEMENT example (instance+ 1 > 
c ! ELEMENT instance ( YPCDATA) > 
< ! ATTLIST ins taXLce 
type (positive(negative) 'positive' 
media (imagelappletltem) 'text8> 

<!ELEMENT vocabulary-list (vocabulary,item+l> 
<!ELEMENT vocabulary_item (term, definition), 
<!ELEMENT term (WCDATA), 
<!ELEMENT definition (IKDATA)> 



Appendix B- XML Source for Stacks example 

clink type='predecessor9> 
<url>AbstractDataTypes.html</url> 

<example> 
<instance type='positive9 media='textw>In order to 
clarify the idea of a stack let's look at a 'real life' 
example of a stack. Think of a stack of plates in a high 
school cafeteria. When the plates are being stacked, they 
are added one on top of each other. It doesn't make much 
sense to put each plate on the bottom of the pile, as 
that would be far more work, and would accomplish nothing 
over stacking them on top of each other. Similarily when 
a plate is taken, it is usually taken from the top of the 
stack.</instance> 

(instance type=*psitiveW media='imageW> 
plates.gif</instance> 

</example> 
c /data-element> 



<definition>A stack is a homogeneous collection of 
items of any one type, arranged linearly with access at 
one end only, called the top. This means that data can 
be added or removed from only the top. Formally this 
type of stack is called a Last In, First Out (LIFO} 
stack. Data is added to the stack using the Push 
operation, and removed using the Pop 
operation.c/definition, 

dvocabulary-item> 
</vocabulary-list> 

</data-element> 

cdata,element> 
CtitleMtack: the cod~/title> 

//----Default constructor 
stack: :stack(void) I 

//----Push 
boolean stack: : Push(element Item) E 

//----Check there is space 
if (NumberOfItems < ST-SIZE1 I 
/ / ---- Store the item 

Theftems [NmberOfTtemsl = Item: 
NtmbeflfItems++; 

//----~eturn true 
return (TRUE) ; 

/ / ---- POP 
boolean stack: :Pop (element &Itex11 1 

//----Check there is an item 
if (!EmpwO) E 
//----Take of -he item 
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NumberOf Items*-; 
Item = TheItems [Numberof Items1 ; 

//---- Return true 
return(TRDE1; 
1 

//----If no items return false 
else return (FALSE) ; 
I 

/ / --*- Empty 
boolean stack: :Empty (void) { 

//----Check there are items 
return(NurrrberOf1tems == 0); 
1 
//---------------------------------------------------**--------- 

-------------a 

//----Top of stack 
boolean stack::TopOfStack(element &Item) 

<simulation type='appletn> 
cAPPLET CODE=wstackGUI,class* width='580n height='430m> 
ccentenEnable Java to use the applet</center, 

<page ref='Applications" title=*Applicationsn> 
<links> 
clink type="exaqrplem> 

<url>ArithmetrcExpressions,hWc/url> 



clink type= 'whole" > 
curl>Stack.html</url> 

<list-itema pile of papersc/list,item, 

<list-itemcars in a non-circular driveway4list,item> 

<list-itemNested function calls4list-item> 

<list,itemCode formatting and expression 
syntaxc/list-item 

<description type='intro'>Stacks are used in many 
applications, including function calls and recursive calls. 
Stacks are also used when processing expressions such as 
arithmetic expressions in polish or reverse polish 
notation, </description> 

</data-element> 

<data-element, 
<title>Applications: some examplesc/title> 

clis t> 
<description type= * explanationm>There are many uses for 
stacks including:</description, 

<list-itewProviding support for recursive procedure 
callsc/list-item 



<element,list> 
<data-element, 
ctitle>Reverse Polish Notation</title> 

<example> 
<instance media="text8>Many people, from mathematicians 
to primary school students, have criticized our standard 
infix representation of expressions as being ambiguous, 
or using a complex system for resolving 
ambiguity.c/instance> 

<instance media='textn>Consider the expression 2 + 3 5 ,  
Which operation do we do first? Left-to-right makes 
sense, esgecially to beginners, but we use a complex 
system of priorities to determine which operation is done 
first.</instance> 

<instance media='tmn>This is also complex to compute, 
as you need to look ahead to determine whether or not it 
is safe to do an operation (hmmm ... how far do you need 
to look ahead). For this reason, alternate notations have 
been developed. One of the easiest is reverse polish 
notation (RPN) in which the operations follows the 
operands, This is also called postfix 
notation.</instance, 

<instance media="textm>RPN is traditionally implemented 
using stacks. When you see a number, push it on the 
stack. When you see an operation, pap the operands off 
the stack, do the operation, and push the result back on 
the stack.c/instance> 

<instance media='textn>Por example, to add two to three 
and then multiply by five, we'd use 2 3 + 5 *. Similarly. 
to multiply three and five and then add 2, we might write 
2 3 5 ++instance> 

<instance rnedia='textg>RPN is unambiguous and requires no 
parenthesization, It is used by a number of calculators 
(purticularly HP's) and is supported by the U n i x  program 
dc.c/instance> 

c / example> 
c/data,element> 



qage ref="Remsionn title='Recursionm> 
<links> 
clink type="generalm> 
curl>Applications.htmlc/url> 

clink type='predecessor"> 
curl>LiakedList.htmlc/tul> 

cdescsiption>Recursiw is nothing more than a function that 
calls itself. It is therefore in a loop which m s t  have a 
way of terminating. When you called the function from 
itself, it stored all of the variables and all of the 
internal flags it needs to complete the function in a block 
somewhere. The next time it called itself, it did the same 
thing, creating and storing another block- of everything it 
needed to complete that function call. It continued making 
these blocks and storing them away until it reached the 
last function when it started retrieving the blocks of 
data, and using them to complete each function call. The 
biocks were stored on an i n t d  part of the computer 
called the "stackw. This is a part of memory carefully 
organized to store data just as described above. A stack is 
used in nearly a l l  modern computers for internal 
housekeeping chores.</desaiption> 

c/data,element> 

<page ref='LinkedlistR title='linked List '> 
clinks> 
clink type= "generalm w 

<urL>Representation.html</ul> 

clink type="successorgw 
curl>Recursion.html</urlr 



<description type="intro9>To allow for a stack with a 
variable maximum size, it can be implemented as a linked 
list using pointers . When a stack is implemented this way, 
each node contains a data field for the information, and a 
pointer to the next node on the list. Tog is a pointer to 
the top of the list. When top is NOU (or NIL, depending on 
the progxaming language), the stack is 
empty.</description> 

c/data,element> 

<description type='exglanation">~lementing stacks as 
linked lists provides a solution to the problem of 
dynamically growing stacks, as a linked list is a dynamic 
data structure. The stack can grow or shrink as the program 
demands it to. However, if a small and/or fixed amount of 
data is being dealt with, it is often simpler to implement 
the stack as an array.c/description> 

</data-element> 

<page ref="RepresentationR title="Representation"> 
clinks> 
clink type=-examplew> 
<urlzLinkedList.html</url> 

clink type="wholeg> 
curl>Stack.htmlc/url> 

<element-list> 
<data,element> 
ctitle>Representation using Arraysc/title> 

<description type=mexplanationm>~y-based (or 
vector-based) implementations are fairly easy. We simply 
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add elements to the end of the array, and remove elements 
from the end of the array. We may need to keep track of the 
position of the last element, but we can also use the 
size0 or length to determine that.</description> 

</data,element> 

<description type="exglanationm>There are multiple 
implementations of stacks. The implementation we choose may 
depend on our knowledge of the use of the stack (e.g., are 
we going to have a limited or unlimited site?) and the 
limitations of our pro~.rrarrmcing language (e.g., does it 
support dynamic &ta allocation). The two most basic ways 
to implement stacks are with vectors and 
lists.</description> 

c/&ta,element> 

<data,elernent> 
<title>Representation using listsdtitle> 

<description type='explanationW>A list-based implementation 
is relatively straightforward, as many list implementations 
include all the standard stack operations. push(o1 is just 
another name for iasertAtFront (01 pop ( I is just another 
name for remaveFromPront ( ) peek( l is just  another name for 
headOc/description> 

c/data,element> 

description type="introm>The purpose of an array is to 
store information in an organized way. It allows the 
programer to group data together, It provides a convenient 
way for handliilg large amounts of data, due to the fact 
that the arrays indexing structure is easily manipulated 
with iterative control structures, The main disadvantage to 
using an array is that it is a static data structure. The 
array must be formally declared before using it. This 



involves knowing the amount of data that will be written 
into the array beforehand. This often leads to the 
programmer "guessing highw when deciding upon array bounds, 
so that there will be enough room available in the array. 
This can be very inefficient memory wise.</description> 

</data-element> 

<description type='introm>One of two ways to implement a 
stack is by using a one dimensional array (also hown as a 
vector). When implemented this way, the data is simply 
s iored in the array. Top is an integer value. which 
contains the array index for the top of the stack. Each 
time data is added or removed, top is incrementd or 
decremented accordingly, to keep track of the current top 
of the stack. By convention, an empty stack is indicated by 
setting top to be equal to -l.z/description, 

</data-element* 

<description type='explanation'>Stacks implemented as 
arrays are useful if a fixed amount of data is to be used. 
However, if the amount of data is not a fixed size or the 
amount of the data fluctuates widely during the stack's 
life time, then an array is a poor choice for implementing 
a stack.</descriptiaw 

</data-element> 

<example> 
<instance type="negativem media="textm>For example, 
consider a call stack for a recursive procedure. It can 
be difficult to know haw many times a recursive procedure 
will be called, making it difficult to decide how large 
the maximum stack s i z e  (array s i z e )  should be. 
Additionally, the recursive procedure may not be called 
the same nunber of times each time it is invoked- meaning 
that the stack s i z e  changes at run time. An array 
representation for the stack would be a poor choice, as 
you would have to declare it to be large enough that 
there is no danger of it running out of storage space 
when the procedure recurses maay tW. This would waste 
a significant amount of memory if the procedure normally 
only recurses a few times.c/instance, 

</example> 
</data-elemen- 



clink text>Top</link,text> 
</link>- 

cdefinition>Adds or pushes another item onto the stack. 
The number of items on the stack must be less than the 
stack maximum. </definition> 

c/vocabulary,item, 

cdefinitiowThis operation removes an item from the 
stack and returns the item. The number of items on the 
stack must be greater than O.c/definition* 

c/vocabulary_it- 

cdefinition>This operation returns the d u e  of the 
item at the top of the stack. The operation does not 
change the stack.c/definitionz 

c/voc&ulary,item> 



<definition>This boolean operation returns true if the 
stack is empty and false if it is not.c/definition> 

</vocabulary-item> 

cdefinitionsThis operation returns true if the stack is 
full and false if it is not.c/definitionz 

c/vocabulaq-item> 
</vocabulary-list> 

-=/data-element, 

<page ref='Push0 citle=*Pushn> 
<links> 
clink type=" general' > 
<url>Methods.htmlc/url> 

<element,list> 
<data,element> 
ctitle>Push: the algoritbm</title> 

cinstructions> 
cdescription>In order to understand how the Push function 
operates, we need to look at the algorithm in more 
detail.</descriptiow 

<description type="pref ormattedm>procedure Push(item : 
items); //add item to the stack //top is the current top 
of stack //n is the maximum stack size begin if top = n 
then stack full; top := top+l; stack(top1 := item; end: 
//of Pushddesaiption> 

cinstructiopstep 
<action>procedure Push( item : items) ;</action> 

<description>Push requires a parameter - item. This 
parameter is of the same data type as the rest of the 
stack. Item is the data to be added to the 
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<instruction,step> 
caction>if top = n then stack full;</action> 

<description>This line performs a check to see whether 
or not the stack is full. If it is, then some error 
condition, such as an error handling routine, is 
triggered. If it is not,the procedure continues. If the 
stack is implemented as linked list, you simply can not 
compare top to n to see if the stack is full. Top is a 
pointer, and will not be equal n when the stack is 
full. The easiest solution to this problem is to keep a 
counter, and increment or decrement it accordingly each 
time you push or pop. This counter will contain the 
nmber of items on the stack, and can be used for 
condition testing.</description> 

i/instruction-step, 

<description>If the stack is not full, top is increased 
by a value equal to the size of another item. This 
allocates room for the insertion. If implementing the 
stack as a linked list, allocation must be handled 
differently.Rllocation of space for the item to be 
inserted is dependent on the language you are using. 
What you need to do is create/declare/initialize a new 
pointer, which can be used to reference the new node. 
This node must then be linked to the stack, by 
referencing it from the previous node.c/descrfption> 

</instruction,stepw 

<description>After the room for another item has been 
added, the data is then inserted. This is done by 
setting the new value of top to be equal to the item to 
be inserted.c/descriptiow 

c/ instruction-step 
</instructions> 

</data-element> 

gage ref='Popn title='Pop9> 
clinks> 
clink type= 'generalm> 

curlzP3ethods. html</url> 



<title>~op : the algorithmc/title, 

<instructions> 
cdescriptioa>Data is removed from a stack by using Pop. 
From a procedural perspective, pop is called with the 
line Pop(item1, where item is the variable to store the 
popped item in. Pop returns the item at the top of the 
stack (and only that item1 .</description> 

<description type='preformatted"wprocedure Pop(var item : 
items); //remove top element from the stack and put it in 
the item begin if top = -1 then stackempty; item := 
stack(top1; top := top-1; end; //of Popc/description> 

<instruction-step> 
caction>procedure Pop(var item : items);</action> 

<description>Pop is called with the parameter item. 
This variable is where the item popped off the top of 
the stack is stored for later access~</description> 

</instruction-step 

cinstruction-step 
cactiowif tog = -1 then stackempty;</action> 

<description>If top is equal to -1, the stack is empty - there is no item to pop off the stack. Control can 
then be passed to an error handling routine. If the 
stack is implemented as a linked list, the stack will 
be empty if top = NUU/NIL.</description> 

</instruction,step 

<instruction,step> 
caction>item : = stack (top) ;</action> 

cdescription>Set item to be equal to the data in the 
top node.</descrigtion> 

</instruction,stepw 

<description>This statement removes the top item from 
the stack. Decrement top by 1 so that it now accesses 
the new top of the stack. If implementing the stack as 
a linked list, this step is done by setting top to 
point to the next item on the stack, which will become 
the current top. In addition, if implementing the stack 
as a linked list, it is necessary to add a statement 
that will decrement the count variable that keeps track 
of the number of item on the stack.ddescrigtion> 

</instruction-step 
c/instructionsw 

</data-element> 



<element-list> 
<data-element> 
<title>Top: the algorithmc/title> 

<instructions> 
<description type='preformatted">procedure Top(- item : 
items); //return top element from the stack stack and put 
it in the item begin if top = -1 then stackempty; item := 
stack(top1; end; //of Topc/descriptiow 

<instruction-step 
caction>procedure Pop(- item : items);c/action> 

<description>Pop is called with the parameter item, 
which is the variable in which the popped item is to be 
stosed.</description> 

</instruction-steps 

<instmction-step> 
eactiomif top = -1 then stackempty;c/action, 

<description>If top is equal to -1, the stack is empty. 
Control can then be gassed to an error handling 
routine. If the stack is implemented as a linked list, 
the stack will be empty if top = 
NIJU/NIL. </description, 

c/instructio~step> 

<descriptiowSet item to be equal to the data in the 
top node.hgt;c/description> 

c/ instruction-step> 
</instructions> 

c/data,element> 

<description type='intro'What if you want to access the 
data field at the cop of the stack, but you do not want to 
remove the item? It seems like a hassle (not to mention 
that it is inefficient) to pop the top item, use it, and 
push it back onto the stack. The solution to this problem 
is the function Top (do not confuse this function witk the 
variable top). Top orill re- the data segment of the top 
item without removing it from the stack. It is called with 
Top(item), where item is a variable that; will hold the data 
item,</description> 

< / data-elemen- 



<page ref="AbstractDataTypesn title=*Abstract Data Types", 
<links> 
<link type= " successor' > 
curl>Stack.htrdlc/url> 

<description type="explanation'>An Abstract Data Type (ADTI 
is a set of allowed data values, with a set of allowed 
operations. This allows the user to create data types to 
their own specifications. All data must conform to the 
predefined structure, and this data may only be manipulated 
through a set of predefined operations. These operations 
must not violate the integrity of the data structure. The 
purpose of the ADT is to shield the programmer from the 
internal workings of the data structure, by giving access 
to the data only through the opetations.</description> 

</data,element> 



Appendix C- XSL Style Sheets 

<!--template for web site --> 
c!-- c !- website (page+) >--> 
<!-, .................................................... -,> 

<!--template for pages --> 
C! -- ELEMENT page (links, element-list) --> 
c ! -- ATI~LIST page 

ref ID OREQUXRED 
title CDATA #REQUIRED> --> 

c!,, *r*r+r*rr*rrrr+rtr**~tr . t t**t*******t***t**~*********  -,> 

cxs1:template match='pageg> 
<xt:document href=' iconcat (@ref, ' .html' 1 1 '> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title> 
<xsl:value-of select='@titleW /> 

</title> 

b A:link (color:#990099; font-size: 8ptI 
<!--next links--> 

i A:link (color:#000088; font-size: 8pt) 
<!--back 1- --> 

ern A:link {color: 11996600; font-size: apt) 
c ! - -dm links--> 

A:link (font-size: 8ptl 
cite (font-size: 6pt)  



<table cellpadding="S*> 
< t n  

ctd vALIGN="Topn> 
<xsl:apply-templates select='links" /> 

c/td> 

<CENTER> 
<A HREF="#top*>topc/A, 

c /CENTER> 
</body, 

c/html> 
c/xt :document> 

d x s l :  template, 

<!--links that go down the hierarchy-, 
arsl :template 

match=" link [@type= ' PART' 1 1 link [@type= * ~ L E '  1 I link [@type= ' SUCCESSOR' I 
[ link[Btype='CHILD1 1 I link[Btype='WSTSSB* I '> 

<!--links that climb up the hierarchy--> 
cxsl:template 



cxsl: template match=* link[Btype= 'HOME ' I '> 
<xsl:if test="SDEBUG=la> 
<xsl :value-of select=*Btypeg /> 

</xsl: if> 

cxsL: template match=*link[&ype='NEXTr' I '> 
cxs1:if test='SDEBUG=la> 
<xsl:vaiue-of select='ltypem /> 

</xsl: if > 





ocs1:template match="data-element/titlem> 
ch3 > 
cxs1:value-of select=*: /> 

c/h3> 
4xsl: templates 

<!--List--> 
c ! --ELEMENT list [description+, list,item+) --> 
<!,, **************+****************f********f************ ,,> 
<xsl:template match="listw> 
cxs1:for-each select='descriptiong> 

(P> 
-1:value-of select='.* /> 

</p> 
c/xsl: for-each> 

<!--Question,list--> 
<!--ELEMENT question-list (ques t i o~ i t em)+- ->  
<!,, **********t*.************t**t*************tt***t***** --> 



<!--Example--> 
<!--ELEMENT example (instance+)--> 
c!-- Instance--> 
c! --EL- instance ( %PCDATA) --* 
c!--ATTLIST instance 
type (positive1 negative) 'positive" 

media ( image [ applet 1 text 1 preformatted) 'text' --> 
<!,, ***++********+*************************************** --> 

<!-- **********************************************++* ,,> 

< ! --Instructions--> 
< ! --ELEMENT instructions (description?, instruction-step+ 1 --> 
< ! --EUMELW instruction-step {description? 1 action) --> 

In 



c!--FAQ--> 
<!--ELEMENT FAQ (question,answer)+--> 
<!-- f******************t*********t********************** --> 



<!-- *******+********************t********************** -,> 
< !--Quiz--> 
< !--ELEMENT quiz (description?, quiz,item+ 1 +--> 
c !--ELEMENT quiz-item (description? 1 (question, answer) + I  --> 
<!--ELEMENT question (#PCDATA) --> 
<!--ELEMENT answer (WPCDATA) --> 
<!,, ..................................................... --> 

cxs1:template match=*quizD> 
cxs1:apply-templates /> 

d w l :  ternplate> 

-1: template match= "quiz-itemw> 
acs1:apply-templates /> 

</xsl:template> 

<!--Narrative--> 
c ! --ELEMENT narrative (description+) --> 
<!-, **************************************************** --> 

<!--Description--> 
c ! --ELEHENT description ( IIPCDATA) --> 
c ! --ATTLIST description 



type ( intro 1 summary I conclusion 1 explanation I pref ormattedl 
"explanation*--> 
<!-- ..................................................... --> 

<!--simulation--> 
< ! --ELEMENT simulation ( RPCDATA) --> 
<!--may want to make this a CDATA--> 
<!--ATIZIST simulation 
media (image ( applet 1 text) "applet" --> 
<!,- ..................................................... ,,> 

<!--practise problem--> 
c !--ELEMENT practiseqroblem (RPCDATA) --> 
<!--ATTLIST practiseqroblem 
media (image(app1etltext) 'textw--> 
<!,, *********************t*+***t***t********************* -,> 



<!--templates for PCDATA elements --w 
<!-- +t+*+r*r**t*t***++++t*t*ttttttt+**tt+******t***t*t*ttt* --> 



Appendix D- Instructions to Study Participants 
You arc asked to build two differc~lt web sites h m  the mataials on geology and plate tectonics. The web 
site s may contain the any combination of mataials you choose (n-use things between the sitts if you 
like). You do not have to use all of the mataials provided, but you may not add additional mataial ( m n  
cut/paste titles please). 

Your web sites will be compand in a blind study to otha web sites. To malre the comparison faif, we ask 
that you use the style sheet that we provide and tbat you an consistent about placing links only on the 
'link' portion of the pages. (I ncognk  that this may not be the 'best' design.. but it is the easiest to make 
consistent). 

One of your sites should present the matuiaI as it would be pnsentcd to students who an beginning their 
study of Plate Tectonics. These students would be rmfimriliar with even the basic concepts concaning 
Plate Tectonics. The studam are nlatively immehln (grade 718). 

Yourothcrsitcshouldpnsentthe mataialasamriewtoamxcmanaestudentwho rrquirrsrrmediaI 
tcaching in the concept of EarthquaLes. This student has been taught the mataial previously but has 
demonstrated difficulty with it, and is especially lacking an u d a a m h g  of EarthquaLes. 



Appendix E Comments from Participants 

whattypesof 
activities consumed 
the bulk of your the? 
Was it easier or more 

your second site? 
whatwasthemost 
difticult (or dreary) 
aspect of the website 
c o ~ - o n ?  
Which parts of the 

do you feel could be 
automated? 

Do you fie1 that a 

towards a specific type 
of user would 
be a valuable 
c?dumional tool? 
Would you be willing 
to construct a third 
type of site from the 
sameset 
of mataials? 

Sorting and organizing 
the mataia[. 

Fitting the matnial 
tow=-  
Resrrictiononaeating 
new C O l l M t  

Navigational tools and 
format couldbe 
automated 
Coateatsdccriondoneby 
abuman 
yes 

So* and orgat?izing 
the matcriaL 

- -- -  

Easier I eapicr 1 

RcJrriction on creating Fitting the materid &I 

More info f h  

Indexing of content Templare files 
~ g c o n t u l t  

Nced a complete topic 
rreedmae 
i l i m m i a n a l ~ .  

Rmriction an seating 
aew content d editing 
wastroublcjome. 



Appendix F- Instructions to Evaluator 

Instructional hypermedia mataials (namely web sites) are usually constructed to be general-purpose sites 
due to time consaaints and designer hapubme. We fkl that beaa htmctional sites can be built if a 
specific instructional purpose is identified before building the site, Although fne exploration has a 
prominent place m learning and in hypamedia, so does direct instruction. Hypemedia appticarioos can 
be comtmctcd to provide some of the featmes of direct insrmction such as ordaing and spixaled 
presentation of concepts. 
The sites to be cvahmd have each been consaucted (by diffirmt people) with a specific insauctional 
goal in mind Each site-builder used a diffirent approach to the design of the site. Each approach slay 
have strengths and w d n w a .  This study is htended to get an B S ~ C S S ~ C ~ ~ ~  of those strengths and 
w d n a c s  as they arc illutmtd in the finished web sites. 
This d y  is concaned with orgrnbrtkn and structure of hypcrmcdia only. All the sitcs have been 
normahzed with the same fon~  layout aad colour scheme. The layout chert  has all the info-on on 
the right hand side of the screen, and all the hyporiialrr on tk IeEt-hand side. While this is likely not an 
optimal layout for intauting hypermedia, it is one of the easiest to cslculau measures of site s i t e  and 
complexity h m  and is adequate fbr the prnposes of this study. To fktk normalize the sites, each was 
coastructcd using the same bank of data, although m one site prams all of the available data To ensure 
consistency of data across sites. and to improve the longevity of the sites, only hyperlinlss to pages within 
the web site were peimiaed (no 0ffdte U). 

Format of the Evaluafkn 
Ten di&rmt instructional web sites have been dmloped Five wme designed to present mataial to 
novice Iearaas, five were designed to present the same concepts to advancsd learners who nquirrd 
nmcdiatioe (Set the original task description for more i n f i * o n ) .  

Complete the aUached Website Evaluation Sheet fix each site (10 sbee*r m totaI). All the criteria should 
be -daed fiom the paspective of the target audience. For example, when rating "navipbiliQ", rate 
whether the navigability is suitable fix the mga rPdiena, Feel k c  to include written coautunts as well. 
Before rating the sites, please rad the aimion deeaipa'oos. 

TICe Web Site Creation Taks  
Below is the cask description given to the wbo aeatcd the web sites fot this study. 

You me asked to build nu0 d i ~ i  wcb sitesfim the matenids on geology and plare 
tectonics. The web sites may contain the any combinmion of materials you choose (re-use 
things between the sites ifyou like). You & not haw to we ail of the marerials provided, 
but you may nor odd &tionai material ( e m  cuLlparte titles please). 

Your web sites will be compand in a blind stu& to other wb sites. To nrake the 
comporrjon fair, we ask that you we the sryle sheet rkot we pm'de and that yoti are 
cornistent about placing link only an the 'link'portion of the pages. (I recognue that thik 
may not be the 'best' den-gn. but it k the ~ ( ~ ~ t ~ e s t  to make conristent). 

One of your sites shouldpment the material as it wld be pmmted to mudents who are 
beghing their struiy of Plate Tertonicp. fiae srudkm d d  be unjiiiliar with even the 
bmt concepw concerning Plate Tatonicr. The sit&nts am mIathefy immanae (grade 
7/8). 

Your second site shouldpresent the mated as a review for a more mature student who 
requires remedial teaching in the concept of E i t d q w h .  Thk snuht has been taught the 
material previoush, but h a  demonmated & i l l t y  with it. and is especkdly lacking an 
undemanding of Earthquakes. 



The learim can movc from page to page and item td ittm with CBSC and without getting lost or 
c o a f u s e d . ~ i ~ c w e ~ ~ ~ d a p p m p d i a t c l i n l r ~ h o i c c s a r e ~ ~ f i n d  
S d t a b k H ~  
The liala on a page lead to approptiatt pages for h e  lwnsa to select as thdr next page. Any choice 
of hypedink on a page rwults in a logicaf d a i n g  of rbe mataiaL 
Oqpnhtkn of H y p u W  
AypalinLg are organised withiah page to kelp the kaaPamkc suitable choices. 
IastlpcbEonrl Strr- 
Thcsitthasaclearimmctidplaa Emughordaiugsupplicdwitbintheh~aadpagcsto 
execute that plan. It is as easy, or to use the sire as an imtmctioaal tool as if is to use it for !ke 
explocation. fht mataial prwcnted k not overly repetitive (givm 16t lcarads level), 
Ordtr of Prrrmtndon 
Tht order in which conccpts are pnsmtcd is sPimb1e tor tht particdm insauctid aeatment of the 
mataiat ~ a p p l i t s m o r e t o t h e i n a m r c a : o n a l ~ i f o l u i s p r r s m t 1  
Orgmfution of MaMd (IPdMdPrL pages) 
lk iafaemation is clear!y labelled and oqmW in a rtasoPable MOP Difficult mataiaI is broken 
intomanageablechrmtn. 
Sdhbnity of Cootent 
The information is at a lewl q p q x h  ro Ihe leamds levei (ImdastandabIe, bat eWenging 
~11(]ughtOprom0tesome~andrrflecticm). 
S- of Topk hmgu 
Ajerueoftheo~smrctme o f t h e t b p i c ~ a a  theleMlauavnses the site. Afkrusmg the 
site, a 11tarr# would be abk to comma a &l of lbe topic (caqt-map,  outlint, ctc). (Assrrming 
theyread a u d ~ e v a y r h i n g )  
Lbhges between Concepts 
Concepts in rhe topic m coPPected (via hypdnb) to reflect tht whoIe topic c o d y .  For iastance, 
ifooearasleamingabomcan,andtk~nccptswac -Is, mgine,andpistons,tbatshopld 
be~betwanca~andwbdelr,camwiaigi#mdengincandpistons~ ItislessliLtIyIhM 
thenwopldkahypalinlrkolvccn~dpistoru 



6 5 Website Evrrluatiin Sheet 

Site number: 
Site purpose and audience: Intmduction tbr novice learner 
Pleare rate the site on each cnfenon, Use as scolefiom 1 to 10 where I indimes a p r  score and 10 
irrdhtes an c*ccllcnt score. Wet back to Ilre cncnteri4 descriptions as needed 

I I 

SPltrbWy of Content 

I 

Linklgcr between Concepts I I 

I 1 

Smcture of Topk E m e q p  I 

- ny111ber of items and 10 idicam a ~ o  mumy items. 

wtity of pig= 
Rim Comments 





Appendix G Evaluator's Reviews and Comments 

Site number: 1 
Si te  purpose and audience: Novice 
Pfeose rare the site on each cri'renon. Use a sudefiom I to I0 where I irrdEceta a poor score and 10 
i d w e s  an excehu score. Refer back to the air& &scriptiom as nee& 

NmPbilfty 
 novice^) 

SPitrblt Hyperbks 
~Povi#ilm&uh) 

I I 
Orginbrtion of Matuirl (individual I 6 1 Mamid w u  broken into chunks well, but 

(~~)vieeiatmhah) 

hmleblonrl Str8ttgy 
(oovicciadwioo) 

Order of Preuntation 
(novLtiamdwia) 

htbg 
3 

7 

c0mmc~t8 
I t w m ~ t o I 0 ~ t r 8 C k 0 f w h a t I w ~  
ruding b u t  u I went back md forth 

Some of the "top* of page buttons didn't 
work, which codd l a d  to some problems 

4 

7 

Sdtability of Content 
~Povicc-) 

I I 

L U q a  bttrret~ Concepts I S L o a I d b e b e t t e r o ~  

back 

Bud to f0Uow 

Some rnatainl was covered in depth Jevaal 
pasesafteritwashtintmductd 

StrPcture of Topic Emerges 
( a o v i c c ~ )  

For the following criteria use a scale fiom 1-10. where I inffeoea too fm items, 5 ideates the correct 
nuder of items and 10 indicotes too many items. 

1 htbg 1 COW& 
Qolntity of Pages I 8 

3 I wodd need to already know about the 
mtakl to f o h  what b being covered. 

2 Itwutot~ytoLorttr8ckofwbrtwu 
vi.r on 

Qolndty of H~~ 
( r n ~ ~ )  

I I 

3 

Qluntity of Mi- (entire site) 

Ned more control of how to get to 
ditrkmnt pages, like where to go next 

9 A junior high student will be overwhelmed 



I I 

Too confnsiog 

Site number: 2 
Si t e  purpose md audience: Novice 
Pleare rote rhe site on each criterion Use ar scale from I to 10 where 1 M h e s  a poor score and 10 
Wka&s an mdent score. Rejier back to the criferio descr@tions PF needed 

N~vrepbw 
(00vice inmd~aioa) 

(wvictiflldah) 

Order of Reseatadon 

hdog 
1 

( m v i e e ~ )  

Oqml#tlon ofMatuirl (individual pap)  

Comments 
Where rm I going? Bow do I get back? 1 
donptevenkmwifIsnrrlltheprses! 

2 

(nmiceintrPductiao) 

SabbiIltg of Content 

What "order" ?!? It's all over tht p&cc. 

8 I do like the mrtvht 

9 Wdl wrftten 



Site number: 3 
Site purpose and audience: Novice 
Pieare me the site on emh m'terion. Use as scaleJiom I to I0 where I i&ams o poor score and 10 
kdkm a Ircdlnu score R&r bock to the criteria &crt$tbns as needed 

Ra- Coamcnb 
NavfSlbw 7 Rcttyasytogetvooad 

~ n w i E c ~ a l }  

Order of Rcrtnhdon 5 

(0DVia-b I 
Suitability of Content Written wdl over 8 junior high ImL 

Struetun of Topk Emvgcr 6 
~mviccislmhkm) 

Lhlkqp between Comcep~ 6 

For thefillowing cnMtaio we ascak#um 140,  where I ~ t o a l t C ) I ,  item, I W b r e s  pkc corms 
, ~ o f i t e m r a n d 1 O ~ m m a n y i t ~ l ~ ~ .  

R8tbg Commtnb 
Q-titv of P4W 6 



[ Site number: 4 1 
Site purpose md audience: Novice 
Please rote the site on each denon Use as sdefiom I to 10 where I idicam a poor score d 10 

( t l o v i r r ~ o o )  

Smcture of Topic h e q p  
- -- T 

Wodd k convenient to not have to mow 
Ihrcufg rll the time... break into 

S d  site. Yo. wodd buiaUy have one I 
shot for a student to go throryh the whole - 
Brtik into ategoria that are more 1 

More imyu needed on some pages. Good 
writiagforrgclcvd 

S h o d  bund up co.aptr bttter I 





I Site number: 6 I 
Site purprwe and audience: Advanced 
Please rate the site on each &enion. Use ar s d e m  I lo 10 where 1 idca&s a poor score and 10 
h&#s rn mxkntscore. Refer back ro the crilen'a descriptions ar needed 

(aPviceimd&m) 

SdhbiUty of Content 7 

Suitable Hypalinb 
(rwiceimoduaiao) 

Organbath of Hypcriinkr 

conceptrl 
Beaato uutWateTectonics and 

commc~ts 
Broken op in r dear way, bat need back. 
battons on paga 

Navigability 

( ~ ~ )  

9 

8 

mefag 
9 

Fur thefbIlowing cnMia use a s d e j w n  1-20, w h  I i d c a m  cno fm item, 5 indicum rrkc coma 
~ o f i r w s r m d 1 O i n d & a t a ~ n a r r p i t ~ m t .  

(novice inaodustion) 

Q a ~ t f t y  of Mamid (mtlre site) 

Commcnb 
h t i n u t r a p . g c ~ f o r ~ m r ~  QOlrnertY-~ 

4 

R8dM 
4 



Sitt number: 7 
Site purpose md audience: Advmced 
Please me the site on each criterion. Use as scolefmm 1 to 10 where 1 M a t t s  a poor score a d  10 
hdkam an  score. Refer back to the criteria descnptiom as d 

N a m i W  
( a o v i c c ~ )  

(mviceimahch)  

Orpnbtion of H~~ 

~ a o v i c t ~ m )  

Organbation of Material (individual p.ga) 

I l r h g  
4 

2 

(aovicc-) 

Lhkaps between Concepts 

Commcnb 
Gmct links on first page, but p r  after 
that 

~ m m ~ p r g c  have 'Cam me" W tht 
take YOU 40- m u d  top lfl... 
Too much jumping mnnd 

4 

4 

For zhefiUawing critda use a sdefiom 1-10. where 1 i d a t e s  fm items, S idcafes k c o w  
, n u m b  ofitems and 10 h d h m  1104 many items. 

Rpnrodlpage 

.- 
Qu8ndty of Pya 

haan 
5 

cammcaa 



- -- 

Site number: 8 
Site purpose md audience: Advanced 
Please rate the site on each nirerion Use a sc 
hdkatu an exadkt score. Refi  back to the 

Navigability 
(mvice inrroductim) 

S*ble Hypulinb 
(rnvieeiarrpductioa) 

Oqpnimtbn of HypulhrlP 

(aDvice-) 

Org8nimtbo of Material (individual pya) 
~~ io l r odue t i ao )  

Soitability of Content 

defiom I ro I0 &ere 1 iadhm apoor score and I0 

3 Again, why have all thb uPut3n stufflike 
on novice dtt #2 

2 Too cuy to get lost 

2 HudtogttaIddtowbtrtImightnced 
them to k on the site 

4 Lolc sight of how it coonccts 

Structure of Topic Emerges 
~mvieeinapductioa) 

Linkage8 ktrrttn COOQP~ 
~aoviccinapductioa) 

4 

4 

For thefoilowing cncnreniz we a scalefiom 1-10. diere I kdPaan tuo fcw items, 5 hdkam mhr correct 
, rurmbtr of item and I0 h k t e s  MO n r n ~  i t m .  

( ~ ~ 0 0 )  

QPlntity of Matulrl (indMdod pages) 8 Coold bruk up pages more, though, to 
makt them more tifcctive 

Quantity of Pages 
~ r m i c e ~ )  

Quantity of Hyperlinks 
(novice iamhabn) 

Quantity of Matvirl (entin site) 

- 

Rating 
3 

9 

7 

Comments 
N e d  to break up tht marhl onto atn 
PaOa 

Which should I click?" 

Onrrrhclmr a puson in its comnt format 



( site number: 9 
Site parpose md audience: Advanced 
Pleare rate the site on each nntenon. Use or scalefim I to 10 where I M b s s  a poor score and 10 
Wkta an  score. R&r back to the c r i t m  drnmptio~ as d e d  

btfng  c o m b  
Nmww 7 

~ n m i c e ~ )  

SdhbQfty of Content 6 BcttcrIPitcdtothhlcvclth..novice 



Site number: 10 
Site parpose and audience: Advrnctd 
Plme me the sire on each cntenon. Use rrr sdejivm I ro I0  where I i d i d e s  a poor score and 10 
krdieolar an acelltrrt score. Refer back to the cnYeria &er@dom a needed 

Rating Comments 
N ~ " h w w '  6 ~t tob.vtd l thel inkrontht i intpage,  
~ a o v i c e ~ o n )  bat 8 h v  p8gr in 8 "back" button took me 

d tht Wry b8dr to the bcginnia& b k 8 d  of 
jut badr one page. Shollkl be lrkIkd 

I 

htruetland Strrtcgy 7 Setoatwdltorllorrrpvrontoldla 

(aovktilmd~xb) mdemt exactly where to go. 

Ordvof Raentltion 4 ht"Plrrte Teclonics Definition" k Types of 
~~~) P ~ "  BEFORE covuing their "Monmart" 

Ocgmhtbn of M8W (individual pyr) 6 
(oovicthlldmak) 

Suitability of Content 7 
(mvtitilmbtkm) 

Sapctlur of Topk Emtr#u 5 Carrld be mom dear 
(aDviccimodpcrioa) 

u r n  ktrrm C0nmpb 4 Ned mom Ibb ktnecn mrin concepts... 
Imviceilmddaa) i rltbaryhthbd&htun~~dl#?8- 

prlr in itB currnt form. 



Appendix H- Summary of alternate sites generated by 
APHID 

Site Type NumElements Nurnlinks NumPages AvgElements Avg Links 
Dn-Novlc4 (W 56 t 9 3.37 3.05 
DFI-lnt 87 60 19 4.58 3-16 
DFI-Advanced 106 60 19 5.58 3.1 6 
SphrI-Novb 64 178 50 1.28 3.!i6 
Spiral-lnt 87 t82 5 1 1.71 3.51 
Spbal- Advanced 106 182 51 208 3.57 
Remedial-Novice 58 TI 15 3.87 5.1 3 
Remediilnt 74 78 23 322 3.39 
RamdW-Advarmd OQ 70 23 4.00 3.39 
Review-Novia 41 4t 15 273 273 
Review-lnt 78 40 15 5.20 2.67 
Review- Advanced 58 40 15 3.87 2.67 




